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Preface
This thesis was prepared at the Section of Thermal Energy Systems, Depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and
at Danfoss A/S Nordborg. It was submitted in partial fulfillment of the re-
quirements for acquiring the Ph.D. degree. The work was carried out from
July 2008 to August 2011 under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Brian Elmegaard
(DTU), Ph.D. Lars Finn Sloth Larsen (Danfoss) and co-supervision of Ph.D.
Morten Juel Skovrup (Institute for Product Development, IPU). The project
was financed by the Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation,
under the industrial Ph.D. program, and by Danfoss.
The thesis is written as a monograph. It contains different studies of the
effects of flow maldistribution in fin-and-tube evaporators for residential air-
conditioning and the possible compensation potentials in terms of cooling ca-
pacity and coefficient of performance (COP). Furthermore, the thesis describes
the development and implementation of the numerical model used in this work,
which is written in the object-oriented modeling language Modelicar.
Lyngby, August 2011
Martin Ryhl Kærn
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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the effects of flow maldistribution in fin-and-tube
A-coil evaporators for residential air-conditioning and compensation potentials
with regards to system performance. The goal is to create a better understand-
ing of flow maldistribution and the involved physical phenomenons. Moreover,
the study investigates the individual and combined effects of non-uniform inlet
liquid/vapor distribution, different feeder tube bending and non-uniform air-
flow. In addition, the possible compensation of these maldistribution sources is
investigated by control of individual channel superheat by distributing individ-
ual channel mass flow rate continuously (perfect control). The compensation
method is compared to the use of a larger evaporator in order to study their
trade-off in augmenting system performance (cooling capacity and COP).
The studies are performed by numerical modeling in the object-oriented pro-
gramming language Modelicar and by using the commercial modeling envi-
ronment Dymola 7.4 (2010). The evaporator model needs to be capable of
predicting the flow distribution and circuitry effects, and for these reasons
the dynamic distributed one-dimensional mixture two-phase flow model is im-
plemented. The model is verified in steady state with commercial software
Coil-Designer (Jiang et al., 2006) and compared to steady state experiments
with acceptable results considering the unknown degrees of flow maldistribu-
tion for these experiments. Furthermore, the system dynamics in the model
were validated and showed that a slip flow model need be used.
A test case 8.8 kW residential air-conditioning system with R410A as refrig-
erant is chosen as baseline for the numerical investigations, and the simula-
tions are performed at standard rating conditions from ANSI/AHRI Standard
210/240 (2008). The investigations are performed on a simplified evaporator
tube circuitry (two straight channels), a face split evaporator circuitry and an
interlaced evaporator circuitry. The first case is a generic study and serves
to provide general results independent of specific type of tube circuitry. The
second and third cases are standard tube circuitry designs and these results
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are thus tube circuitry specific. In addition, a novel method of compensating
flow maldistribution is analyzed, i.e. the discontinuous liquid injection princi-
ple. The method is based upon the recently developed EcoFlowTM valve by
Danfoss A/S, and controls the individual channel superheat by distributing
individual mass flow rate discontinuously (on/off injection).
The results in this thesis show that flow maldistribution decreases system per-
formance in terms of cooling capacity and COP, but may be compensated sig-
nificantly by control of individual channel superheat. The generic study (two
straight channels) shows that the airflow maldistribution has the largest effect,
whereas the liquid/vapor maldistribution has smaller effect and the different
feeder tube bending has a minor effect on system performance. The compa-
rison between the face split and interlaced circuitry shows that the face split
evaporator performs better at uniform flow conditions, whereas the interlaced
evaporator performs better at flow maldistribution conditions. When compen-
sating, the face split evaporator always performs best. A similar result is also
obtained as the airflow profile across the A-coil evaporator was predicted by
means of CFD simulation software STAR-CD 3.26 (2005) and applied in the
numerical model. The main reason for the better face split evaporator perfor-
mance at uniform conditions or when compensating, is that the superheated
"weak" zones with low UA-value is located in the first tube row, where the heat
transfer driving potential (temperature difference) is highest.
The discontinuous liquid injection principle showed that the cycle time is an
important parameter for the performance of this compensation method. The
cycle time is essentially the time it takes for distributing mass flow to each
evaporator channels. It should be kept as low as possible. Furthermore, it
is better to use a partial secondary flow into the remaining channels while
distributing the main flow to each individual channel. The discontinuous liquid
injection simulations showed spurious fluctuations in pressure, which have not
been observed as high in any experiments carried out at Danfoss with high
enough sampling frequency. It is believed that the absence of the interfacial
dynamics in the mixture model and the use of correlations developed from
steady state experiments may be the reasons for these fluctuations.
Resumé
Denne afhandling omhandler konsekvenser ved skæve strømningsfordelinger i
fin-and-tube A-coil fordampere til luftkonditionering i husholdninger og der-
til mulige kompenseringspotentiale i systemets ydeevne. Målet er at skabe en
bedre forståelse af skævfordelingen og de involverede fysiske fænomener. Hertil
analyseres individuelle og kombinerede konsekvenser af skævfordeling: Skæve
fordelinger af væske og damp i fordamper indløb, forskellige bøjninger på disse
indløb og skæve luftstrømsfordelinger. Desuden undersøges den mulige kom-
pensering af disse skævfordelinger ved regulering af overhedningen på hvert
fordamperløb ved distribution af individuel massestrøm kontinuert (perfekt
styring). Denne kompenseringsmetode sammenlignes med brugen af en større
fordamper for at finde deres udligning (trade-off) i forøgelse af systemets yde-
evne (kølekapacitet og COP).
Analyserne er foretaget ved brug af matematisk modellering i det objekt-
orienterede programmeringssprogModelicar og det kommercielle modellerings
og simuleringsprogram Dymola 7.4 (2010). Fordampermodellen skal være i
stand til at forudsige skæve massestrømsfordelinger og modellere rørkredsløbet
i A-coil fordampere, og af disse grunde er det valgt at implementere en dis-
tribueret en-dimensionel to-fase blandingsmodel. Modellen er verificeret i sta-
tionær tilstand med det kommercielle software Coil-Designer (Jiang et al., 2006)
og sammenlignet i forhold til stationære forsøg med acceptable resultater i be-
tragtning af den ukendte grad af skævfordeling i disse eksperimenter. Desuden
blev systemdynamikken i modellen valideret og viste at en slip flow model skal
anvendes.
Et 8,8 kW luftkonditioneringssystem med R410A som kølemiddel er valgt som
udgangspunkt for de numeriske undersøgelser, og simuleringerne er udført ved
standardbetingelser fra ANSI/AHRI Standard 210/240 (2008). Undersøgel-
serne er foretaget på et forenklet rørkredsløb (to lige rør), et face split rørkred-
sløb og et interlaced rørkredsløb i fordamperen. Den første undersøgelse er et
generisk studie, der giver generelle resultater uafhængigt af bestemt rørkred-
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sløb. Den anden og tredje undersøgelse er for standard rørkredsløb, og giver
derfor specifikke resultater for disse. Derudover undersøges en ny metode til
at kompensere skæv strømningsfordeling i fordampere, dvs. et diskontinuert
væskeindsprøjtningsprincip. Metoden er baseret på den for nylig lancerede
EcoFlowTM ventil fra Danfoss A/S, og regulerer den individuelle overhedning
på hvert fordamperløb ved distribution af individuel massestrøm diskontinuert
(on/off indsprøjtning).
Resultaterne i denne afhandling viser, at skæv strømningsfordeling nedsæt-
ter systemets ydeevne med hensyn til kølekapacitet og COP, men kan kom-
penseres væsentligt ved regulering af de enkelte fordamperløbs overhedninger.
Den generiske undersøgelse (to lige rør) viser, at skæv luftstrømsfordeling
har den største betydning, hvorimod skævfordeling af væske og damp i for-
damper indløb har mindre betydning og forskellige bøjninger på disse indløb
har minimal betydning på systemets ydeevne. Sammenligningen mellem et
face split og et interlaced rørkredsløb til fordamperen viser, at face split for-
damperen præsterer bedre til jævne strømningsforhold, mens interlaced for-
damperen præsterer bedre ved skæv strømningsfordeling. Ved kompensering
af skævfordelingen præsterer face split fordamperen altid bedst. Det samme
resultat blev også opnået idet luftstrømsprofilet igennem en A-coil fordamper,
blev simuleret ved hjælp af CFD simuleringsprogrammet STAR-CD 3.26 (2005)
og anvendt i den numeriske model. Den væsentligste årsag til at face split
fordamperen viser bedre ydeevne ved jævne strømningsforhold eller ved kom-
pensering af skæv strømningsfordeling, er at den overhedede "dårlige" zone
med lav UA-værdi er lokaliseret i den første rørrække af fordamperen, hvor det
varmedrivende potentiale (temperaturforskel) er højest.
Det diskontinuerte væskeindsprøjtningsprincip viste, at cyklustiden er en vigtig
parameter for ydeevnen af denne kompenseringsmetode. Cyklustiden er den tid
det tager for distribution af massestrøm til hvert enkelt fordamperløb. Denne
skal holdes så lav som muligt. Desuden er det bedre at gøre brug af en sekundær
massestrøm til de resterende løb, mens hovedmassestrømmen distribueres til
hvert enkelt løb. Simuleringerne af det diskontinuerte væskeindsprøjtningsprin-
cip viste større udsving i fordampningstryk, som ikke er observeret i så høj grad
i eksperimenter udført hos Danfoss med tilstrækkelig høj samplingsfrekvens.
Det vurderes, at væske/damp grænsefladedynamikken, som ikke er modelleret
i den distribuerede blandingsmodel, og brugen af korrelationer, der er udviklet
på baggrund af stationære eksperimenter, kan være årsager til disse udsving i
fordampningstryk.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The focus of this thesis is to investigate the effects of flow maldistribution in fin-
and-tube evaporators for residential air-conditioning systems and the possible
compensation potentials in terms of overall UA-value, cooling capacity and
coefficient of performance (COP).
The investigations are based on a typical residential air-conditioning system as
shown on figure 1.1 for the United States market. The system consists of an
outdoor unit and an indoor unit. The outdoor unit contains the condenser coil
including fan and compressor, and the indoor unit contains the evaporator,
expansion valve (not shown), air filter (not shown) and a blower/fan. The
conditioned space receives cooled air from the evaporator through the ceiling,
which is mixed with the space and returns to the blower through the floor to
be cooled again. The refrigerant flowing to the indoor unit is expanded by the
expansion valve close to the evaporator, where it is evaporated and sent back to
the outdoor unit. The refrigerant entering the outdoor unit is compressed and
condensed, and sent back to the indoor unit. The evaporator is a multi-channel
A-coil evaporator, i.e. two coils forming an A-shape with a number of parallel
refrigerant circuits (or channels).
Figure 1.2 shows pictures of a typical A-coil evaporator and a typical zoomed-
in cut-through distributor. The A-coil picture also shows the location of the
expansion valve, distributor and feeder tubes.
The tube circuitry defines the refrigerant channels through each coil and may be
constructed arbitrarily by the manufacturers. However, two standard tube cir-
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Condenser
Evaporator Conditioned space
BlowerCompressor
Figure 1.1: Sketch of a typical residential air-conditioning system.
cuitry designs exist, i.e the interlaced and the face split tube circuitries. Figure
1.2a shows the interlaced type of circuitry, where the two refrigerant channels
through each coil shift tube row. For the face split evaporator the refrigerant
channels are independent of each other, which means that the air travels across
each channel independently, see figure 5.1 on page 87 for definitions of the face
split and interlaced tube circuitries.
1.1.1 United States residential air-conditioning market
Residential air-conditioning for the United States market has a large sales vol-
ume of units. In 2005 the shipments of residential air-conditioners was 6.5
million in the United States (United States Department of Energy, 2011), how-
ever, in 2009 the number decreased to 3.5 million because of the global financial
crises. Furthermore, the installation of air-conditioning in new single-family
homes have increased steadily from 62% in 1980 to 90% in 2004, and stays
around the same percentage still today.
In addition, the United States have the largest share of global primary energy
consumption by any country. In 2008 the share was 20% according to United
States Department of Energy (2011). In turn 22% of the United States primary
energy consumption was used by residential buildings. Space cooling (or air-
conditioning) consumed 14% of the end-use primary energy consumption, thus
3% of the total primary energy consumption in the United States was used
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Figure 1.2: Picture of a fin-and-tube A-coil (a) and zoomed-in cut-through
distributor (b), 1 = electronic expansion valve, 2 = distributor, 3 = feeder
tubes.
for residential air-conditioning in 2008. The corresponding end-use electricity
consumption was 1.02 exajoules (EJ = 1018 joules). It equals an emission of
179.8 109 kg of carbon dioxide.
The United States residential air-conditioning is thus an important application,
which has a significant primary energy consumption, carbon dioxide emission
and large sales volume.
1.2 Motivation
Reduction of energy consumption and refrigerant charge in residential air-
conditioning systems is becoming increasingly important for environmental,
legislative and economical reasons. Therefore, high performance and compact
dry-expansion multi-channel evaporators are of interest for future residential
air-conditioning technology such as fin-and-tube evaporators.
The use of multi-channel evaporators gives rise to refrigerant maldistribution.
Before the refrigerant is distributed, the refrigerant is expanded from subcooled
liquid into a two-phase mixture. The design of the expansion valve and the
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distributor is essential for providing a good mixing of the phases before distri-
bution. The picture of the distributor on figure 1.2b shows an orifice before
the cone, which speeds up and separates the two-phase flow into each feeder
tube. The liquid and vapor phases may be distributed unevenly, but also the
mass flow distribution may be uneven, for example, caused by different feeder
tube bends.
Furthermore, the residential air-conditioning industry aims to reduce the air
duct dimensions in residential housing. As a consequence the fin-and-tube
evaporators are typically aligned as A-coils (as shown on figure 1.2a) in order
to increase the frontal area of the evaporator and at the same time keep the
duct dimensions minimized. A drawback is that the airflow becomes non-
perpendicular to the coil, resulting in airflow maldistribution. Figure 1.2a also
shows how we believe the air to flow through the evaporator, i.e. more air will
travel through the top of the two coils rather than the bottom of the two coils.
This is a result of the velocity profile in the duct and the fact that the air will
travel where the resistance is lowest, and thus collect near the top of the coil.
The velocity profile is not uniform and essentially has the maximum velocity
close to the centerline and zero velocity at the duct walls. Both effects result
in airflow maldistribution.
The above issues are outside conditions to the evaporator that may cause flow
maldistribution inside the evaporator. However, the inside of the fin-and-tube
evaporator may also cause flow maldistribution. Moreover, the tube circuiting
of a fin-and-tube evaporator may cause flow maldistribution in itself. The tube
circuiting may also be used to optimize the evaporator according to a given mal-
distribution condition, hereby compensating flow maldistribution. However, it
does not ensure optimal compensation at off-design conditions.
Flow maldistribution reduces energy efficiency of residential air-conditioning
systems. The underlying mechanism is that flow maldistribution causes non-
uniform superheated regions in the evaporator. At severe flow maldistribution,
the liquid might not be fully evaporated through some of the channels. This
surplus liquid will eventually be evaporated by mixing with increased super-
heated regions in the other channels. The increased superheated region is
ineffective, since the superheated regions have low heat transfer compared to
the two-phase regions. Therefore, it is believed that an even superheated re-
gion in each channel (and the possible maximum two-phase area) are optimal
conditions in fin-and-tube evaporators.
It is commonly known in the refrigeration and air-conditioning industry that
flow maldistribution in multi-channel evaporators reduces the cooling capacity
of the evaporator as well as the coefficient of performance (COP) of the system.
As a result flow maldistribution in fin-and-tube evaporators for residential air-
conditioning has gained an increased attention by researchers and developers
within the last decade.
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1.2.1 Literature review
Flow maldistribution in evaporators has been shown by many researchers to
decrease heat transfer and energy efficiency for residential air-conditioning.
Flow maldistribution may be caused by different effects such as a non-uniform
airflow velocity, temperature, moist condensation or frost, non-uniform fouling,
an improper heat-exchanger, tube circuiting or distributor design and installa-
tion, or combinations all these factors.
Payne and Domanski (2003) and Choi et al. (2003) studied the potentials of
using smart refrigerant distributors experimentally. The study showed that
the capacity dropped as much as 41% and 32% for two different fin-and-tube
evaporators using R22, when the superheat was allowed to vary between the
circuits. The refrigerant maldistribution was essentially adjusted by individual
needle valves, while the overall superheat was held at 5.6◦C. They also studied
the recovery of airflow maldistribution by controlling the individual circuit
superheats by using the same needle valves. As some of the coil was blocked
and the airflow rate was held constant, the recovery in cooling capacity was
within 2% of the original cooling capacity under uniform airflow conditions.
Furthermore, the authors upgraded the evaporator model EVAP5 (Domanski,
1999) from National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), to control
refrigerant distribution. The model was used to evaluate the possible savings
in evaporator core volume if refrigerant distribution was controlled. In extreme
cases they found that the savings was up to 40% in core volume.
Lee et al. (2003) studied numerically the effect of different two-dimensional
airflow profiles in fin-and-tube evaporators containing the zeotropic mixture
R407C. They showed that the non-uniform airflow profiles reduce the capacity
of the evaporator by up to 6%. The airflow may also create a recirculation zone
in the lower part of the coil as pointed out by AbdelAziz et al. (2008), who
carried out simulations of the airflow through an A-coil using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD). Such recirculation zones in the coil lead to a reduction
in cooling capacity, since the recirculated airflow is not exchanged. A similar
recirculation zone was found in a numerical study by Yashar et al. (2008),
however, a later study by Yashar and Domanski (2010) showed no recirculation
zone in such coils.
Nakayama et al. (2000) studied a new type of distributor that had a capil-
lary mixing space instead of the orifice of the conventional distributor. They
showed that a vertical inclination angle of 15 degrees reduced the capacity of
the evaporator by 1.5% using the conventional distributor, however, the new
type of distributor showed only a reduction of 0.4%. The better mixing of
the new type showed a capacity increase of 1.2% at vertical orientation com-
pared to the conventional distributor. Li et al. (2005) studied refrigerant flow
distribution in distributors by computational fluid dynamics. In general, they
reported that the spherical base distributor achieves the best distribution, and
that the orifice should be located close to the distributor base.
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Kim et al. (2009a,b) studied both refrigerant and airflow maldistribution on a
fin-and-tube five channel R410A heat pump numerically. Two and three of the
channels, respectively, were treated similarly, i.e. essentially two circuits with
one having 50% larger area. It was found that the cooling capacity and COP de-
creased by 12% and 8%, respectively, as the feeder tube diameter decreased by
25% or the inlet void fraction increased by 5.5% of one of the circuits. They also
found that the cooling capacity and COP decreased 16% and 11% as the air-
flow ratio between the circuits was 0.4, keeping the total volume flow constant.
Furthermore, the authors studied the benefits of upstream vs. downstream con-
trol of individual channel superheat. Their method involved a fine-tuning of
miniature valves located upstream or downstream of the evaporator along with
an overall thermostatic expansion valve. Essentially, the method controlled
the individual superheats by adjusting the pressure drop through the channels.
The study showed that the upstream control outperformed the downstream
control. They also found that the capacity reduction due to maldistribution
could be recovered up to 99.9% by using upstream control. Using downstream
control resulted in minor benefits due to the increased pressure drop at the exit
of the evaporator.
Domanski and Yashar (2007) applied a novel optimization system called ISHED
(intelligent system for heat exchanger design) to optimize refrigerant circuitry
in order to compensate airflow maldistribution. They measured the air velocity
profile using particle image velocimetry (PIV), used that as input to the model
and reported that the cooling capacity was increased by 4.2% compared to an
interlaced type of circuitry. Liang et al. (2001) investigated four different tube
circuitries in fin-and-tube evaporators numerically. The results showed that the
complex optimized refrigerant circuitry arrangement reduced the needed heat
transfer area by 5% compared to a common circuiting for the same cooling
capacity.
1.2.2 Contributions
Many aspects of flow maldistribution have been studied so far as given in the
above literature review for fin-and-tube evaporators. Many have been in the
context of understanding how much the flow maldistribution may reduce the
performance in cooling capacity and COP. Others have studied the possible
compensation of flow maldistribution. Despite, the previous studies not all
the involved physical phenomenons and their significance have been fully un-
derstood. The main contributions from this thesis are aimed on achieving an
increased understanding of:
• The involved physical phenomenons and sources that dictate flow mal-
distribution.
• The interactions of different sources that cause flow maldistribution, in-
cluding tube circuiting effects.
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• The possible performance recovery or compensation of flow maldistribu-
tion by control of individual channel superheat.
Furthermore, a number of papers have been published based upon the work
presented in this thesis, see the list of publications on page ix.
1.3 Thesis statement
Flow maldistribution can be compensated by using an expansion valve for each
channel. Another option is to increase the size of the evaporator. The first
option is unfeasible due to the costs associated with installing additional ex-
pansion valves. The second option may have restrictions on the size of the air
ducts and does not support evaporator compactness. For economical reasons
(and in disregard of the second option restrictions), any type of refrigerant dis-
tribution control must be less expensive than the costs of increasing the size of
the evaporator for the same cooling capacity and COP.
Devices and methods for controlling the superheat of each channel individually
are of interest to compensate flow maldistribution. As an example Danfoss
recently launched a new expansion product marketed as EcoFlowTM (Funder-
Kristensen et al., 2009; Mader and Thybo, 2010). The product is able to
distribute the refrigerant flow individually into each channel, hereby ensuring
uniform channel superheats and compensation of flow maldistribution. The
working principle is discontinuous liquid injection into each channel.
It is believed that the key for even more effective products or system com-
binations are hidden in the understanding of the flow maldistribution. It is
an essential task to document and analyze the implications on performance
and possible measures for compensating flow maldistribution in fin-and-tube
evaporators.
1.3.1 Thesis objectives and hypothesis
The main objective is to develop an increased understanding and knowledge
of flow maldistribution and compensation in fin-and-tube evaporators for resi-
dential air-conditioning.
More specifically, the Ph.D. thesis aims to:
• Obtain a detailed understanding of the phenomenons leading to flow mal-
distribution and benefits of compensation by control of individual channel
superheats.
• Provide a profitable, objective basis for selecting the right components
and/or system designs for fin-and-tube evaporators with flow maldistri-
bution and possible compensation.
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• Provide guidelines that may be used as supplement to past experience.
The guidelines may be rules of thumb or graphs that show the potential
energy reduction by flow maldistribution and savings by compensation.
• Provide a simulation tool that may be used in future development, which
enables a quick assessment of initial product ideas for compensation of
flow maldistribution.
The central hypothesis in the thesis is that a significant increase in system
performance may be obtained by compensating flow maldistribution. By in-
vestigating this hypothesis, the following questions arise that are sought to be
answered:
• What are the reductions in cooling capacity and COP by flow maldistri-
bution, both individual effects and combined?
• What are the energy savings potentials by compensation of flow maldis-
tribution?
• When compensating, what is the equivalent additional material usage
(heat exchanger area) for the same cooling capacity and COP?
• What is the influence of the standard tube circuitries (face split and
interlaced) on flow maldistribution and possible compensation?
• What are the effects of the discontinuous liquid injection principle, which
is employed by the EcoFlow valve?
1.3.2 Methodology
We will employ numerical modeling of a test case residential air-conditioning
system in order to answer the above questions and meet the objectives. The
test case is an R410A 8.8 kW system aimed for the United States market and
operated at standard rating conditions according to ANSI/AHRI Standard
210/240 (2008).
We will develop different component models of the system with different de-
tail levels that are required for each component. For example, the evaporator
model needs to be capable of simulating different tube circuitries and predict
the refrigerant flow distribution according to individual channel pressure drop.
Furthermore, it needs to be dynamic for investigating the discontinuous liquid
injection principle. Therefore, we chose to use a distributed one-dimensional
mixture two-phase flow model for the evaporator. In contrast, a simpler mov-
ing boundary approach is used for the condenser, since it has no requirements
with regards to modeling distribution or tube circuiting.
The component models are implemented in the object-oriented modeling lan-
guage Modelicar (Modelica Association, 2010), which is a strong modeling
language for physical modeling, model reuse and extension. Dymola 7.4 (2010)
is a commercial software based on the Modelica language and facilitates a
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strong modeling and simulation environment. Models may be written by their
governing differential, algebraic and discrete equations (hybrid DAE’s).
1.3.3 Approach
The approach for investigating the objectives of this thesis, is divided into
three chronological steps. These three steps are reflected in chapter 4, 5 and 6,
respectively:
Step 1: Systematically analyze the most important sources of flow maldis-
tribution in the evaporator in a generic and general study, in order to
decouple each effect of flow maldistribution and analyze them individ-
ually. This involves a quantification of the possible performance degra-
dation and recovery by compensation in terms of cooling capacity and
COP. This approach provides a basic understanding and knowledge of
flow maldistribution effects and is used to generate guidelines for basic
trends, consequences and compensation potentials of flow maldistribu-
tion. The method of compensation involves the concept of perfect control
of individual channel superheats by distributing individual channel mass
flow rate continuously.
Step 2: Systematically compare the performance of the standard evaporator
tube circuitries (face split and interlaced) at flow maldistribution and
compensation. This involves a quantification of the performance degra-
dation and recovery by compensation on real type evaporators. In con-
nection with the generic study, this approach gives information on the
influence of different tube circuitries on flow maldistribution and possible
compensation potentials. Moreover, the coupling between tube circuitry
and compensation is investigated to generate guidelines for energy saving
potentials considering the tube circuitry. The method of compensation is
similar to the perfect control concept used in the generic study (step 1).
Step 3: Analyze the discontinuous liquid injection principle based on the work-
ing principle of the EcoFlow valve. Moreover, the effect of the liquid
injection principle is investigated with regards to the cycle time and the
size of an optional secondary flow into the other channels. This ap-
proach provides an increased understanding of the discontinuous liquid
injection principle by focussing on the specifications and requirements for
subcomponents (cycle time and orifice dimensions), in order to generate
guidelines for these. In connection with the previous steps, we evaluate
whether the liquid injection principle may result in increased cooling ca-
pacity and COP, compared to the perfect control concept. The injection
principle is essentially two-phase flow pulsations that may increase heat
transfer.
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1.3.4 Geometry, conditions and delimitations
The test case residential air-conditioning unit is an R410A 8.8 kW unit. The
fins on the air side is louvered type of fins. When modeling a larger evaporator
we used the 10.5 kW unit size. The geometry data are partly measured or from
manufacturer data.
The indoor and outdoor conditions (26.7◦C and 35◦C) are taken from standard
rating conditions according to ANSI/AHRI Standard 210/240 (2008). Further-
more, the frontal velocity are computed from manufacturer rating data.
An important delimitation is that we did not consider humid conditions through-
out the thesis, i.e. moist condensation or frost on the coil surface. This latent
heat may be as high as 50% of the total capacity. It does not mean that the
cooling capacity computed by the current model only becomes half of the actual
cooling capacity, because it is only the air side heat transfer characteristics that
are affected. For example, in humid conditions the air temperature difference
is not as high as in dry air conditions for the same system and flow.
1.4 Thesis outline
The thesis contains 7 chapters and 4 appendixes. The contents are as follows:
Chapter 1 is the introduction which contains motivation, thesis statement,
objectives, approach, literature review, and a description of the applica-
tion.
Chapter 2 contains a description of the numerical model formulations of all
the component models in the residential air-conditioning system, espe-
cially focusing on the distributed evaporator model. The chapter also
explains why a given model approach has been chosen with regards to
detail level and model assumptions.
Chapter 3 is a brief description of the model implementation in Modelica for
the evaporator model. The chapter gives a condensed introduction to the
Modelica language and shows the object-oriented methods that have been
used in order to quickly exchange correlations and heat transfer models
etc.
Chapter 4 presents the 1st step of the thesis approach. A generic study is
performed of the effects of flow maldistribution and possible compen-
sation potential in terms of cooling capacity and COP. Moreover, the
various tube circuiting effects are decoupled by assuming the coil to be
two straight and independent channels. In this way the individual sources
of flow maldistribution are analyzed independently. The sources of inter-
est are: Inlet liquid/vapor phase distribution, feeder tube bending and
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airflow distribution. Furthermore, the recovery potential by compensa-
tion is addressed at different evaporator size, outdoor temperatures and
combinations of flow maldistribution sources.
Chapter 5 presents the 2nd step of the thesis approach. It is a continuation of
the generic study in chapter 4, however, performed on specific evaporator
tube circuitries (face split and interlaced), meaning that the generic or
generality in the results vanish. Moreover, the results are confined to
these standard tube circuitries. The chapter compares the performance
of the two circuitries in flow maldistribution conditions. Furthermore, the
recovery potential by compensation is addressed at different evaporator
sizes and combinations of flow maldistribution sources.
Chapter 6 presents the 3rd step of the thesis approach. A dynamic study of
the discontinuous liquid injection principle is performed on the face split
and interlaced tube circuitries from chapter 5. The chapter investigates
the influence of different specifications and requirements. Moreover, the
effect of the cycle time and the optional secondary flow is addressed with
regards to cooling capacity and COP. Furthermore, the injection principle
is evaluated at airflow maldistribution and compared to the results of the
perfect control concept in chapter 5.
Chapter 7 is the discussion and conclusion of the thesis and recommendations
for further research and product development.
Appendix A is a detailed derivation of the governing one-dimensional two-
phase flow equations. The derivation is performed on each phase and
clearly shows the phasic interactions that is not addressed in this thesis
by using the mixture model formulation. The mixture model formula-
tion is essentially obtained by adding the phasic equations, hereby the
interfacial terms cancel out. The derivation is an even more detailed
representation of the governing equations than given in the textbook by
Ghiaasiaan (2008). It creates a better understanding of the two-phase
one-dimensional flow modeling.
Appendix B is a detailed derivation of the moving boundary condenser model.
It is the same model approach as shown by Zhang and Zhang (2006) on
an evaporator, however, derived here for the condenser. The derivation
is given with more details and serves to provide better understanding of
the formulation.
Appendix C is a statement of all the correlations that are used from the
literature. Moreover, correlations for refrigerant friction, heat transfer
and void are given, plus correlations for air side heat transfer and fin
efficiency.
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Appendix D is a sensitivity study of the pressure fluctuations from the dis-
continuous liquid injection principle modeling. These fluctuations in pres-
sure and other variables have not been observed as high in any experi-
ments carried out at Danfoss. For this reason, the sensitivity of the
fluctuations is addressed and compared with the sensitivity of the first
order time constant based upon a step in opening degree. The two are
believed to be related and the study serves to provide more information
on the causes of the fluctuations in the model.
Chapter 2
Component model
formulations
This chapter goes through the mathematical formulations of the
main component models that are implemented in Dymola 7.4. It
should provide fundamental understanding of the model formula-
tions in order to use or extend the models for investigating flow
maldistribution. Furthermore, it should be used as reference for
understanding the modeling details and results of later chapters in
this thesis. The chapter works as documentation of the modeling
formulation with references to details in the appendix.
2.1 Introduction
The object of the modeling work is to predict the distribution of the refrigerant
in the evaporator, thus the evaporator model must be capable of handling the
mass flow/pressure drop dependence of the refrigerant. The simplest form of
the one-dimensional distributed two-phase flow models is chosen for this pur-
pose, i.e. the mixture model. It is derived by performing a differential analysis
on each phase and adding the phasic equations, see appendix A. Similarly, the
wall and airflow are discritized in the refrigerant flow direction. Furthermore,
the distributed model is able to model tube circuitry of fin-and-tube evapora-
tors.
The moving boundary model approach is chosen for the condenser model, which
averages or lumps the liquid, two-phase and vapor regions. We chose this
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simpler approach because in this thesis, we do not address flow maldistribution
and tube circuitry in the condenser. Both the models of the condenser and
evaporator are dynamic so that they model the refrigerant migration between
the two. Quasi-static model formulations are used for the expansion device and
the compressor.
The chapter describes all these models. The focus is laid on the details of
the one-dimensional distributed evaporator model. Moreover, the chapter pro-
vides a basic understanding of two-phase flow considered as a mixture and the
inherent use of empirical correlations for heat transfer, friction and void.
Furthermore, the chapter describes the control of the evaporator superheat by
the expansion valve model and the refrigerant charging of the system model
during simulation startup by a filling station model.
Finally, the chapter describes the possibilities in the model to simulate flow
maldistribution and compensation of flow maldistribution. The options in the
refrigerant distributor model are to use either the EXV flow, Even flow or
Compensating flow distribution. The first option is the traditional system
using an electronic expansion valve (EXV) and a distributor, where the actual
mass flow distribution is computed according to the individual channel pressure
drop, which must be the same. The liquid and vapor phases may therefore be
maldistributed for this option. In contrast, the latter two options have no liquid
and vapor maldistribution and rather distribute the actual mass flow to each
channel.
2.2 Evaporator
This section describes the distributed evaporator model. The focus is laid
on the understanding of one-dimensional refrigerant flow considered as a mix-
ture. The section gives an introduction to the governing equations, closure
correlations for friction, heat transfer and void fraction, choice of dynamic and
thermodynamic state variables, and discretization used in this work. Then the
section covers the simpler wall and air-side modeling.
Components of the refrigerant, the wall and the air have been implemented in
Dymola 7.4, and essentially arrays of these components are made and connected
according to the geometry and flow arrangement of the evaporator, see figure
2.1 and 2.2. In fin-and-tube evaporators, the tubes are aligned in a cross flow
of air (figure 2.2). Each cell is then considered as a small cross flow heat
exchanger, where effectiveness-NTU relations are applied for cross flow heat
exchangers.
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Figure 2.1: Heat exchanger architecture; full (air) arrows = counter flow,
dashed (air) arrows = parallel flow.
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Figure 2.2: Heat exchanger architecture; cross flow.
2.2.1 Refrigerant flow
The governing one-dimensional mixture two-phase flow equations, i.e. mass
conservation, momentum equation and energy conservation, are given as
A
∂ρ¯
∂t
+
∂m˙
∂z
= 0 (A.36)
∂m˙
∂t
+
∂
∂z
(
m˙2
ρ′A
)
= −A
∂p
∂z
− FwA− ρ¯gA sin θ (A.37)
A
∂
∂t
(
ρ¯h¯− p
)
+
∂
∂z
(m˙h) = Pq′′w (A.38)
where ρ¯ is mixture density, m˙ is mass flow rate, t is time, z is axial coordinate,
ρ′ is momentum density, A is cross-sectional area, p is pressure, Fw is wall-
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friction, g is gravitational acceleration, θ is orientation, h¯ is in situ enthalpy, h
is mixed cup enthalpy, P is wall perimeter and q′′w is wall heat flux.
Appendix A clearly shows the phase interactions on the interphase that we
avoid by adding each phasic equations. Generally, it is assumed that changes
in kinetic and potential energy are negligible as well as the heat diffusion (or
conduction) in the refrigerant. Furthermore, thermodynamic equilibrium is
assumed to exist, which means that only one energy equation should be used
and that the heat transfer on the interphase is infinitively fast. By solving only
one momentum equation individual phasic friction on the wall or interphase
and individual acceleration are not resolved, in turn considered as a whole.
Usually correlations of friction and heat transfer are given in forms of mixture
quantities, which however ease the use of mixture equations. These correlations
from the literature are closure relations in addition to the void fraction (α =
Ag/A), which determines the mixture density and in situ enthalpy given by
equation A.6 and A.35.
ρ¯ = ρgα+ ρf (1 − α) (A.6)
h¯ = [ρfhf (1− α) + ρghgα]/ρ¯ (A.35)
The in situ enthalpy is a bulk mixture property (based on a frozen field) and
should not be confused with the mixed cup enthalpy, which is purely hydrody-
namic (carried with the flow) and given by equation A.8.
m˙h = m˙ghg + m˙fhf
⇒ h = xhg + (1− x)hf
⇒ x = (h− hf )/(hg − hf ) (A.8)
The equation shows that there is a strict relationship between the mixed cup
enthalpy and the vapor quality, which is defined by equation A.2.
x = m˙g/(m˙g + m˙f ) = m˙g/m˙
= ρgUgα/[ρgUgα+ ρfUf (1− α)] (A.2)
Last but not least, the momentum density is given by equation A.24.
ρ′ =
(
(1 − x)2
ρf (1− α)
+
x2
ρgα
)−1
(A.24)
The liquid and vapor flow equations results when the void fraction equals zero
and one, respectively. By using the thermodynamic equilibrium assumption,
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the subscripts L and G, which denote the liquid and vapor phases from ap-
pendix A, turn into subscripts f and g, which denote the saturated liquid and
saturated vapor phases, respectively.
Slip between the phases may be realized through the void fraction correlation.
If we assume a homogeneous two-phase flow, i.e. no velocity slip between the
phases(S = 1), the void fraction can be calculated from equation A.4. It may
be shown that for a homogeneous flow h¯ = h and ρ′ = ρ¯ = ρH , and that the
homogeneous mixture density ρH is defined by equation A.7.
α =
(
1 +
ρg
ρf
1− x
x
S
)
−1
(A.4)
ρH =
(
x
ρg
+
1− x
ρf
)
−1
(A.7)
The void fraction is significant when predicting the refrigerant charge in the
evaporator or condenser, and thus the dynamics of the system.
For steady state simulation, the predicted capacities become the same for both
the homogeneous or slip flow modeling approach. This may be seen from the
governing equations when the dynamic terms vanish. It is only the convective
term and the gravitational term in the momentum equation that are influenced
by the void fraction, and these terms normally have small impacts compared
to friction. However, the charge is not the same for these modeling approaches.
The void fraction becomes significant for the steady state capacity and COP
only on a system level (closed cycle with a fixed charge), where the refrigerant
is allowed to migrate between the condenser and evaporator between different
steady states. Too low a charge will result in draining of the condenser into the
evaporator at some conditions, which in worst case will result in a two-phase
mixture fed to the expansion valve, thus unbalanced control of the evaporator
superheat. Too high a charge will result in condenser flooding, i.e. the liquid
takes up too much area of the condenser, which in turn results in increased
condenser pressure, because of lower heat transfer.
Void fraction correlations
Many void fraction models are actually specifying the slip ratio. Using equation
A.4 and a slip ratio correlation, the void fraction may be represented as function
of vapor quality. Figure 2.3 shows a number of different void fraction models
available to the developed RefCell component (figure 2.1 and 2.2) at typical
evaporator conditions.
The void fraction predicted by Zivi (1964) and Smith (1969) are simple void
fraction models and only functions of pressure and vapor quality. In con-
trast, the void fraction models by Premoli et al. (1971) and Steiners version of
Rouhani and Axelsson (Steiner, 1993) are more sophisticated models and func-
tions of pressure, vapor quality, surface tension, mass flux and gravity. The
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Figure 2.3: Void fraction vs. vapor quality; R410A at Tsat = 10
◦C, G =
300kgm−2s−1, d = 7.6mm.
homogeneous void fraction model underpredicts the refrigerant charge in the
whole vapor quality range, whereas the Zivi model seems to overpredict in the
low vapor quality region compared to the other void fraction models. The slip
models are roughly comparable at vapor qualities above 0.4, however, recent
studies by Maa et al. (2009) recommends the Premoli model for R410A room
air-conditioners. The void fraction correlations are stated in appendix C.
Two-phase frictional pressure drop correlations
The frictional pressure drop may be predicted according to correlations from the
literature. Figure 2.4 shows a number of correlations available to the RefCell
component.
The correlations of Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986) and Grönnerud (1979)
are independent of heat flux in contrast to Quibén and Thome (2007). The first
two correlations are traditional simpler correlations, whereas the last correla-
tion is an extensive calculation involving flow regime prediction (phenomeno-
logical model). The correlations are strong functions of refrigerant mass flux
and diameter. It is interesting to note the differences in liquid and vapor fric-
tional pressure drop at x = 0 and x = 1. The maximum frictional pressure
drop is around x = 0.8, which is somewhat before the onset of dry-out accord-
ing to Quibén and Thome (2007). The traditional correlations may differ by
as much as 50% as indicated on the figure at x = 0.8. A statistical comparison
by Quibén and Thome (2007) showed that the correlations by Grönnerud and
Müller-Steinhagen and Heck were able to predict 41% and 50% of the data
within an error of 20%, and 46% and 76% of the data within an error of 30%.
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Figure 2.4: Frictional pressure drop vs. vapor quality; R410A at Tsat = 10
◦C,
G = 300kgm−2s−1, d = 7.6mm, q′′w = 15kWm
−2.
The flow regime dependent correlation by Quibén and Thome predicted 65%
and 83% of the data within 20% and 30% error, respectively.
Smooth continuous functions have been used to ensure smooth transitions from
two-phase to single-phase frictional pressure drop correlations. The smooth
continuous function and friction correlations for two-phase and single-phase
flow are stated in appendix C.
Two-phase heat transfer correlations
Figure 2.5 shows a number of heat transfer correlations from the literature
available to the RefCell component.
All the correlations shown are functions of the mass flux, diameter and heat
flux. Again two traditional correlations are chosen (Shah, 1982; Gunger and
Winterton, 1987) together with the flow regime dependent correlation by Woj-
tan et al. (2005b). The traditional models are fairly in agreement, however,
the phenomenological model is showing quite a different trend. The heat trans-
fer coefficient is rising more steeply towards the dry-out point, and decreases
hereafter linearly towards the vapor heat transfer coefficient. The authors
claim that their correlation predicts especially the dry-out point well. The
phenomenological model was able to predict 93% of the authors experimental
data within 15% error. The correlation of Gunger and Winterton (1987) is a
simpler correlation in contrast to their former (Gunger and Winterton, 1986).
In the former, they found a mean error of 21% compared to their experiments
and their newer showed similar accuracy. They also found that the correlation
of Shah predicted their results with a mean error of 22%, which gives the Shah
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Figure 2.5: Heat transfer coefficient vs. vapor quality; R410A at Tsat = 10
◦C,
G = 300kgm−2s−1, d = 7.6mm, q′′w = 15kWm
−2.
correlation independent credibility.
Again, smooth continuous functions are used to ensure smooth transitions to
the liquid and vapor heat transfer correlations. The heat transfer correlations
and the smooth transition function are stated in appendix C.
State variables
It is favorable to explicitly compute the thermodynamic state from the dynamic
state variables, in order to reduce iterations in refrigerant properties when
stepping forward in time.
The thermodynamic state of a single-phase fluid is determined when two in-
dependent thermodynamic variables are known, e.g. pressure, temperature,
enthalpy, density etc. For a two-phase one component mixture, pressure and
temperature do not specify the thermodynamic state alone, however, pressure
and enthalpy or internal energy etc. do.
On the other hand two of the dynamic state variables from the governing two-
phase equations do not determine the thermodynamic state alone, i.e. (p, h¯),
(p, ρ¯) or (h¯, ρ¯). Here the void fraction or slip ratio is needed.
It is apparent to get rid of the density as state variable in the liquid region, since
it may result in a stiff system of equations because of the low compressibility
(Bauer, 1999). For example, a small change in density causes a large change
in pressure and/or enthalpy. Therefore, the pressure and the in situ enthalpy
are chosen as the dynamic state variables. The derivative of the density with
respect to time is then calculated by application of the chain rule keeping in
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mind that ρ¯ ≡ (p, h¯)
∂ρ¯
∂t
=
∂ρ¯
∂p
∣∣∣∣
h¯
∂p
∂t
+
∂ρ¯
∂h¯
∣∣∣∣
p
∂h¯
∂t
(2.1)
where the partial derivatives of mixture density with respect to pressure and
in situ enthalpy are calculated by numerical finite difference as
∂ρ¯
∂p
∣∣∣∣
h¯
=
ρ¯(p+∆p, h¯)− ρ¯(p, h¯)
∆p
(2.2)
∂ρ¯
∂h¯
∣∣∣∣
p
=
ρ¯(p, h¯+∆h¯)− ρ¯(p, h¯)
∆h¯
(2.3)
The thermodynamic state is known from the dynamic state variables when
the void fraction or slip ratio is known and vice versa. In the special case of
homogeneous flow (S = 1), the void fraction need not be determined since
h¯ = h and ρ¯ = ρH , thus the dynamic state becomes the thermodynamic state.
The thermodynamic state properties are calculated from pressure, p, and mixed
cup enthalpy, h, by the RefEqn package (Skovrup, 2009).
Discretization
The finite volume method is applied to discretize the governing one-dimensional
equations. The finite volume method (in contrast to the finite difference method
and finite element method) solves the equations in integral form by decompos-
ing the pipe flow into a number of control volumes. The number of control
volumes must be high enough to resolve the spatial distribution of properties.
The staggered grid structure will be adopted as described by Patankar (1980).
It means that the mass and energy conservation equations will be solved on
the control volume cells, and the momentum equation will be solved on the
staggered cells. The advantages are twofold. The mass conservation will not
contain differences of adjacent mass flow rates (can prevent continuity in wavy
flows) and the pressure difference between two adjacent control volume cells
becomes the natural driving force for the mass flow rate in the staggered cells
(control volume faces). The staggered grid structure is depicted in figure 2.6,
where ψ denotes a thermodynamic quantity and ψˆ its approximation at the
boundary of the control volume cells.
Integrating mass and energy conservation equations across the control volume
length, ∆z, results in
A∆z
dρ¯i
dt
= m˙i − m˙i+1 (2.4)
A∆z
d
dt
(
ρ¯ih¯i − pi
)
= H˙i − H˙i+1 + Q˙i (2.5)
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Figure 2.6: Staggered grid structure; full lines = control volume cells, dashed
lines = staggered cells.
where the enthalpy flow and heat flow have been used as
H˙i = m˙ihˆi (2.6)
Q˙i = P∆zq
′′
w,i
= P∆zhtc,i(Tw,i − Tr,i) (2.7)
where the heat transfer coefficient htc is applied. The subscripts w and r
denotes the wall and the refrigerant, respectively.
For convection dominated flows the upwind difference scheme is recommended
to approximate thermodynamic quantities onto the staggered cells, because the
central difference scheme may lead to non-physical solutions (Patankar, 1980).
The 1st order upwinded scheme is obtained by taking the control volume face
value (staggered cell center) to be equal to the nearest upstream control volume
center, thus
ψˆi ≈ δiψi + (1− δi)ψi−1 i = 1..n+ 1 (2.8)
where δi is the indicator function denoting the direction of the mass flow
δi =
{
0 m˙ ≥ 0
1 m˙ < 0
(2.9)
The momentum equation is integrated across the control volume length, ∆z,
and applied to the staggered cells.
∆z
dm˙i
dt
= ∆I˙i −A (pi − pi−1)− Fw,iA∆z − ˆ¯ρigA∆z sin θ (2.10)
where the momentum flow has been used as
I˙i =
m˙2i
ρˆ′iA
(2.11)
The difference in pressure comes naturally from the adjacent control volume
center, however, the difference in momentum flow (∆I˙i) will be approximated
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according to the 2nd order central difference scheme. This serves to avoid
discontinuities in the momentum equation. The 2nd order central difference
scheme simply averages the difference in momentum flow to each neighboring
cell on the staggered grid, thus
∆I˙i ≈
(
I˙i−1 − I˙i
)
+
(
I˙i − I˙i+1
)
2
=
1
2
(
dI˙i−1 + dI˙i
)
(2.12)
where dI˙ is the momentum flow difference between staggered grid cells, and
will be computed in the control volume cell model.
Through the remainder of this thesis the control volume cell and the staggered
cell will be referred to as the VolCell and the FlowCell. Each of these cells
are components of the RefCell component from figure 2.1 and 2.2 as shown
on figure 2.7.
VolCell
FlowCell
RefCell
VolCell
FlowCell
RefCell
VolCell
FlowCell
RefCell
. . .Flow
BC
Vol
BC
1 2 . . . n
Figure 2.7: RefCell component connections; BC = Boundary condition.
Boundary and initial conditions
When simulating an evaporator, it is entirely free to choose the boundary
conditions as long as the equations and variables are balanced. Three boundary
conditions are essentially needed for the refrigerant flow. Normally, a steady
state solution is achieved by specifying the thermodynamic state at the inlet of
the evaporating tube and the mass flow rate at the outlet, which means that
the evaporating temperature is fixed at the inlet. A bad example is to specify
enthalpy at the inlet and mass flow rates at the inlet and outlet. Then the
mass flows must be the same to achieve a steady state solution, however, this
steady state is not fully specified, since it will depend on the initial conditions,
i.e. the initial refrigerant charge in the evaporator.
Generally, the boundary conditions should be chosen such that the steady state
is independent of initialization. We use the specific enthalpy and mass flow rate
at the inlet and volume flow rate at the outlet as boundary conditions for the
evaporator simulations.
For system simulation (including expansion valve, condenser and compressor)
the steady state cannot be independent of the initialization (refrigerant charge).
The simulation is just like reality where the system is charged with refrigerant
according to a given subcooling at a predefined condition of the ambient. The
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model should indeed facilitate a liquid filling of the system during simulation
startup, see section 2.6.
It needs to be stressed out that the enthalpy boundary condition is the mixed
cup enthalpy, thus the mixture enthalpy flowing through a cross sectional area,
and not the in situ enthalpy, which is the bulk mixture enthalpy inside a control
volume (based on a frozen field).
When specifying boundary conditions that are thermodynamic state variables,
it is best to connect to a FlowCell. In contrast, it is best to connect to
a VolCell when specifying the mass flow rate. There is nothing wrong not
to obey these guidelines, however, fixing a mass flow rate to a FlowCell for
example, results in a mass flow rate derivative of zero.
Other boundary conditions that must be computed in boundary models at inlet
and outlet (see figure 2.7) are for the FlowBC
(
dI˙, ψˆ
)
and for the VolBC
(
H˙, I˙
)
.
The change of momentum flow dI˙ at the inlet or outlet is set to zero, whereas
the other variables are easily computed from the thermodynamic state.
2.2.2 Wall element
The Resistance-Capacitance method (Mills, 1999) is applied to each wall ele-
ment (WallCell) in order to discretize the tube wall. The method essentially
uses thermal resistances to describe the heat flows in and out of the lumped
wall cell. The energy equation for the lumped tube element reads
(mwcp,w +mfcp,f )
dTw
dt
= Q˙W + Q˙E + Q˙S + Q˙N (2.13)
where Q˙S = −Q˙i from equation 2.5, mw and mf are the mass of the wall and
fins, cp,w and cp,f are the specific heat capacity of the wall and fins, Tw is the
mean wall temperature and subscripts W,E, S,N denote west, east, south and
north element boundary, respectively. Note that the thermal capacitance of
the fins is included in the dynamics of the wall temperature. Figure 2.8 shows
a sketch of the heat flows through the element boundaries. The tube element
is assumed to have rotational symmetry, i.e. no azimuthal heat conduction in
the θ-direction. The heat flows are computed as
Q˙W =
TW − Tw
Rax/2
(2.14)
Q˙E =
TE − Tw
Rax/2
(2.15)
Q˙N =
TN − Tw
Rrad/2
(2.16)
Q˙S =
TS − Tw
Rrad/2
(2.17)
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Figure 2.8: Energy balance principle on a wall cell.
where Rrad and Rax are the thermal resistances across the tube element in the
radial and axial direction computed as
Rax =
∆z
kwAw
(2.18)
Rrad =
ln
(
D/2
d/2
)
2πkw∆z
(2.19)
where kw is the thermal conductivity of the wall, D is the outer diameter of
the tube, d is the inner diameter of the tube and Aw is the cross-sectional area
of the tube wall element.
The boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet of the tube are no heat flow
in the axial direction.
2.2.3 Airflow
The airflow is assumed to be incompressible and static, i.e. no accumulation of
mass or energy. The changes in kinetic and potential energy are neglected and
pressure drop is not addressed. With these assumptions the mass and energy
conservation equation reads
m˙in − m˙out = 0 (2.20)
(m˙cpT )in − (m˙cpT )out + Q˙ = 0 (2.21)
where Q˙ = −Q˙N from equation 2.13. The equations are applied to each air
cell. Since the air temperature changes through the cell (in contrast to a
one-component two-phase mixture), we have to be careful which temperature
difference we use as driving potential for the heat transfer (Q˙). The air tem-
perature change can be minimized if we have a parallel or counter flow heat
exchanger by using more cells, however, this cannot be done for a cross flow
heat exchanger.
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Two different approaches are used to model the heat transfer in the AirCell
component, which may be chosen by the user. The former is the simpler heat
transfer approach and calculated by using the temperature difference from the
wall to the mean air temperature, that is
Q˙ = htcηoAT (Tw − Ta,m) Ta,m = (Tin + Tout)/2 (2.22)
where htc is the heat transfer coefficient on the air side, ηo is the overall surface
fin efficiency and AT is the total surface area. The overall surface fin efficiency
is given by
ηo = 1−
Af
AT
(1− ηf ) (C.83)
where Af is the surface area of the fins and ηf is the fin efficiency.
The latter is the effectiveness-NTU method, which is more sophisticated and
depends on both the air and refrigerant heat capacity flow. It describes the
actual heat flow by an effectiveness ǫ of the highest possible heat transfer, that
is
Q˙ = ǫCmin(−∆Tmax) (2.23)
where Cmin is the minimum heat capacity flow and ∆Tmax is the maximum
temperature difference computed by
Cmin = min(m˙acp,a, m˙rcp,r) (2.24)
∆Tmax = Tin − Tw (2.25)
where a and r denotes the air and refrigerant. Similarly we can compute
the maximum heat capacity flow. In general, the effectiveness is a function
of the ratio of the heat capacity flows RC = Cmin/Cmax, number of transfer
units NTU = htcηoAT /Cmin and the flow arrangement of the heat exchanger
(parallel, counter, cross flow etc.).
In the two-phase region, it can be shown that the effectiveness regardless of
flow arrangement can be calculated by
ǫ = 1− exp(−NTU) (2.26)
In the single-phase region of the heat exchanger, we must apply the appropriate
effectiveness-NTU relation. For parallel and counter flow heat exchangers the
air temperature change can be minimized by using more cells and equation
2.22, which makes the use of the effectiveness-NTU method superfluous. For
this reason only one effectiveness-NTU relation for a cross flow heat exchanger
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having one stream unmixed (air) and the other stream mixed (refrigerant) has
been implemented.
ǫ =
{
1− exp
(
− 1RC [1− exp(−NTURC)]
)
Cmin = mixed
1
RC
(
1− exp{−[1− exp(−NTU)]RC}
)
Cmin = unmixed
(2.27)
The relations are found in heat transfer books, such as Mills (1999) or Incropera
et al. (2007). The effectiveness-NTU method is another but similar formulation
of the Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference method (LMTD). In this
method, flow arrangements other than parallel or counter flow are facilitated
by the F -factor, which is computed by similar relations such as equation 2.27.
The smooth continuous function (see appendix C) is applied at the transitions
from the two-phase to the single-phase effectiveness-NTU relations, in order to
ensure a smooth transition of ǫ and Cmin. Correlations for the heat transfer
coefficient and fin efficiency must be applied to close the system of equations,
see appendix C.
The boundary conditions for the air stream are simply inlet temperature and
mass flow rate or velocity.
2.3 Condenser
Refrigerant migration between the evaporator and condenser is important to
fully determine the performance of the system. This may be particularly of
interest when investigating maldistribution. If a severe maldistribution occurs
in the evaporator, the refrigerant will migrate to the condenser, and may cause
condenser flooding. The requirements to the condenser model is to model the
refrigerant charge and heat transfer. There is no reason to model pressure
drop or detailed spacial heat transfer, since the refrigerant distribution in the
condenser is not of interest in this project. Therefore, the moving boundary
model are chosen for this purpose. There exist many forms of the moving
boundary model. The chosen model formulation is described for an evaporator
by Zhang and Zhang (2006), which is a further development of the Willatzen
et al. (1998) model.
In this section, we present the moving boundary model used as the condenser.
We present the model equations and show how we compute the heat transfer
from the refrigerant to the air. We did not include the dynamics of the wall,
since it has no impact on the refrigerant migration. The derivation of the used
moving boundary model is given in appendix B.
2.3.1 Moving boundary model equations
As mentioned the dynamics of the wall is neglected. It can be included when
the dynamics of the condenser wall are of interest. Both Zhang and Zhang
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(2006) and Willatzen et al. (1998) describes a model of the wall, however,
Jensen (2003) gives an overview of different approaches and their trade-offs.
The model of the refrigerant flow is the same in Willatzen et al. (1998) and
Jensen (2003).
The traditional moving boundary models solve only mass and energy conser-
vation equations, thus pressure drop is neglected. These models cannot model
refrigerant distribution, since they do not model the mass flow/pressure drop
dependence between parallel channels. For modeling the refrigerant distribu-
tion using a moving boundary model, newer models must be used such as Zhang
et al. (2009).
The moving boundary models do not have the ability to model tube circuitry,
since the liquid, two-phase and vapor regions are lumped individually. Essen-
tially, the evaporator tubes are assumed to be straight.
Figure 2.9 shows a sketch of the moving boundary model approach. The bar-
operator (¯) means here that the quantity is averaged in both cross-sectional
area and length of the region.
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Figure 2.9: Moving boundary model structure (condenser).
Sometimes under larger disturbances, the liquid may be drained into the evap-
orator such that the liquid region in the condenser vanish. In this case the
model equations switch such that two-phase flows out of the condenser. When
3 regions exist (hout < hf ) the V-TP-L model is used and when 2 regions exist
(hout ≥ hf ) the V-TP model is used. The model equations are shown below, i.e.
mass and energy conservation equations. The derivatives of the mean densities
and enthalpies are transformed using the mean void fraction in the two-phase
region into derivatives of pressure, inlet enthalpy and outlet enthalpy. These
are essentially different in the two-phase region for the V-TP model, since the
void fraction will depend on outlet enthalpy also. The mean void fraction is
computed by numerical integration of the local void fraction across the two-
phase region by equation B.11 or B.38 depending on the model (V-TP-L or
V-TP).
A detailed derivation of the moving boundary model are given in appendix B
including these transformations.
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V-TP-L model:
Two-phase region
A(LB − LA)
dρ¯2
dt
+A(ρg − ρ¯2)
dLA
dt
+A(ρ¯2 − ρf )
dLB
dt
= m˙A − m˙B (B.4)
A(LB − LA)
(
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρghg − ρ¯2h¯2)
dLA
dt
+
A(ρ¯2h¯2 − ρfhf)
dLB
dt
= (m˙h)A − (m˙h)B + Q˙tp (B.8)
Vapor region
ALA
dρ¯1
dt
+A(ρ¯1 − ρg)
dLA
dt
= m˙in − m˙A (B.19)
ALA
(
ρ¯1
dh¯1
dt
+ h¯1
dρ¯1
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρ¯1h¯1 − ρghg)
dLA
dt
=
(m˙h)in − (m˙h)A + Q˙g (B.23)
Liquid region
A(L − LB)
dρ¯3
dt
+ A(ρf − ρ¯3)
dLB
dt
= m˙B − m˙out (B.28)
A(L− LB)
(
ρ¯3
dh¯3
dt
+ h¯3
dρ¯3
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρfhf − ρ¯3h¯3)
dLB
dt
=
(m˙h)B − (m˙h)out + Q˙f (B.29)
V-TP model:
Two-phase region
A(L − LA)
dρ¯2
dt
+A(ρg − ρ¯2)
dLA
dt
= m˙A − m˙out (B.33)
A(L − LA)
(
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρghg − ρ¯2h¯2)
dLA
dt
= (m˙h)A − (m˙h)out + Q˙tp
(B.37)
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Vapor region
Same equations as used in V-TP-L model.
Liquid region
The liquid region does not exist, thus
LB = L
m˙B = m˙out
Correlations from the literature are needed for computing the void fraction in
the two-phase region and the heat transfer in all the regions (Q˙tp, Q˙g and Q˙f ).
2.3.2 Heat transfer
The heat transfer is modeled similarly to the heat transfer in the distributed
model for the evaporator. Therefore, it may be chosen to use a simple heat
transfer approach or the effectiveness-NTU method. The main difference from
the distributed model is that the dynamics of the wall is neglected, thus the heat
transfer is modeled all the way from the refrigerant to the air. Furthermore,
the heat transfer is described for each region of the evaporator that is occupied
by liquid, vapor or two-phase as a whole.
Using the simpler approach the heat transfer is computed for each regions by
Q˙ = UA(Ta,m − Tr,m) (2.28)
where subscript m denotes the mean, r the refrigerant and a the air. The
overall UA-values are computed by
UA =
[
1
htc,rAr
+
1
htc,aηoAa
]
−1
(2.29)
where Ar is the internal surface area of the wall and Aa is the outer surface
area including fins for each regions. The mean two-phase heat transfer coeffi-
cient is computed by numerical integration as shown by equation B.15 or B.42
depending on the model (V-TP-L or V-TP). For all other heat transfer coeffi-
cients (liquid, vapor or air) and the fin efficiency, mean properties are used to
compute the mean heat transfer coefficient and mean fin efficiency.
For condensation, the two-phase heat transfer correlations are a bit different
compared to evaporation. For evaporation, the heat transfer mechanisms are
partly nucleate boiling and convective boiling. Nucleate boiling is essentially
bubble formation created at nucleation sites on the wall, whereas convective
boiling is heat transfer on the liquid and vapor interphase. For condensation,
we have only the convective heat transfer contribution. Shah (1979) has also
made a condensation heat transfer correlation as shown in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Heat transfer coefficient vs. vapor quality; R410A at Tsat = 45
◦C,
G = 300kgm−2s−1, d = 7.6mm.
Using the effectiveness-NTU method, the heat transfer for each region is de-
scribed by
Q˙ = ǫCmin(−∆Tmax) (2.30)
where Cmin is the minimum heat capacity flow and ∆Tmax is the maximum
temperature difference computed by
Cmin = min(m˙acp,a, m˙rcp,r) (2.31)
∆Tmax = Tr,in − Ta,in (2.32)
Similarly, we can compute the maximum heat capacity flow and thus the heat
capacity ratio RC = Cmin/Cmax. The Number of Transfer Units (NTU) may
be calculated by the UA-values above for each region, NTU = UA/Cmin, and
finally, we can compute the effectiveness for each region by equations 2.26 or
2.27.
2.4 Compressor
Compressors for residential air conditioning are typically scroll compressors and
part of the outdoor unit. Application of the energy conservation principle to a
control volume surrounding the compressor, as depicted in figure 2.11, reads
dE
dt
= (m˙e)1 − (m˙e)2 + Q˙+ W˙ (2.33)
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(m˙e)1
W˙
Q˙
(m˙e)2
Figure 2.11: Energy conservation principle around the compressor.
where Q˙ is the heat flow across the control volume boundary (heat loss), W˙
is the power applied to the control volume, e is the specific convected energy
defined by equation A.26 and E is the total energy in the control volume
(E = ρV et). ρ is the density in the control volume, V is the volume and et is
the total specific energy defined by equation A.25.
The compressor is assumed to be quasi-static, since the compressor dynamics
are much quicker than the time-scales of interest in this project. The mass flow
rate in and out becomes the same and the mass flow subscripts are omitted
for now for simplicity. Furthermore, the changes in kinetic and potential ener-
gies are neglected. With these assumptions the energy conservation equation
becomes
W˙ = m˙(h2 − h1)− Q˙ (2.34)
The compression is modeled using the isentropic efficiency, which is defined by
ηis =
W˙is
W˙
=
h2,is − h1
h2,w − h1
(2.35)
where subscripts is and w denote the isentropic compression and actual com-
pression work, respectively. Figure 2.12 shows a sketch of the different points
in the log(p)h diagram.
Using these symbols the heat loss is defined by Q˙ = m˙(h2−h2,w) and is usually
around 3% of the power W˙ for scroll compressors. For simplicity the heat loss
will be neglected (h2,w = h2), and the energy equation becomes.
W˙ = m˙(h2 − h1) (2.36)
where the isentropic efficiency from equation 2.35 is used to calculate the outlet
enthalpy. The mass flow rate is determined by the inlet density, the geometric
volume flow of the compressor and the volumetric efficiency as
m˙ = ρ1V˙geoηvol (2.37)
where ηvol = V˙act/V˙geo, i.e. the actual volume flow divided by the geometric
volume flow.
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Figure 2.12: log(p)h diagram.
To close the system of equations, we need polynomials for the isentropic and
volumetric efficiency. These depend on the specific compressor type, size and
fluid.
2.4.1 Isentropic and volumetric efficiency
Compressors for the residential air-conditioning market are rated according
to e.g. EN 12900 (2005) or ANSI/AHRI Standard 540 (2004). A standard
ten coefficient polynomial is specified in both references that may be used
to compute the mass flow rate, cooling capacity and power consumption for
different suction and discharge temperatures at fixed superheat and subcooling
(rated conditions). The refrigerant is fixed for the compressor of interest. The
polynomial has the following form:
X = C1 + C2Ts + C3Td + C4T
2
s + C5TsTd + C6T
2
d
+ C7T
3
s + C8TdT
2
s + C9TsT
2
d + C10T
3
d
(2.38)
where Ts and Td are the suction and discharge dew point temperatures, C
are the coefficients and X may be mass flow rate, cooling capacity or power
consumption according to the coefficients used.
Knowing the geometric volume flow V˙geo, equation 2.38 may be used to compute
the volumetric and isentropic efficiencies at rated conditions. These efficiencies
are assumed to be independent of superheat and directly used in equation 2.35
and 2.37 to compute the actual mass flow rate and outlet enthalpy at actual
superheat.
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2.5 Expansion valve
The expansion is modeled as an isenthalpic process. The mass flow rate is
controlled by the superheat control as illustrated on figure 2.13.
From
Evaporator
m˙
Controller
Tsh
compressor
To
Expansion
valve
condenser
Figure 2.13: Superheat control.
In this project, we used only continuous controllers, i.e. an integral controller
(I-controller) and a proportional-integral controller (PI-controller), similar to
the models available in the Standard Modelica Library, but with minor mod-
ifications. A reference temperature must be specified in the superheat con-
troller, the gain for the I-controller, and the gain and time constant for the
PI-controller.
The PI-controller showed better performance in our simulations when consid-
ering the control stability and simulation time to reach a steady state.
2.6 Filling station
For dynamic system simulation we need to charge the system during startup,
just like in real systems at first installation. This is carried out by control-
ling the subcooling to 2 K by the refrigerant charge at standard conditions
(Tindoor = 26.7
◦C, Toutdoor = 35
◦C), as shown on figure 2.14.
Reservoir
Condenser
Tsc
Controller
compressor
From
Filling station
m
To expansion valve
Figure 2.14: Filling station control.
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The mass conservation equation is applied to the filling station as
dm
dt
= m˙in − m˙out (2.39)
where m is the mass in the infinite reservoir. The derivative of the mass may
be seen as the change of refrigerant charge in the refrigeration cycle. Using an
I-controller, the derivative of the change in refrigerant charge during start-up
becomes
dm
dt
= k(Tsc − Tsc,setpoint) (2.40)
where k is the integrator gain. Otherwise dmdt = 0.
2.7 Refrigerant distributor
The refrigerant is distributed into the individual channels of the multi-channel
evaporator or condenser. In this section, we will address the refrigerant dis-
tributor for the evaporator only. The distribution to the condenser model is
uniform due to the lumped model assumption.
The number of outlets in the distributor model can be either one, two or four,
but may be updated to more if necessary. The purpose of the distributor is to
distribute the entering two-phase refrigerant evenly to the individual channels.
It is located as close as possible to the expansion device, so that phase sepa-
ration is minimized, and the mass flux is kept high to ensure a homogeneous
mixture before distribution.
The model of the distributor may be chosen to run in different modes:
1. EXV flow
2. Even flow
3. Compensating flow
The first mode is the traditional system using an electronic expansion valve
(EXV) and a distributor, where the actual mass flow distribution is computed
according to the individual channel pressure drop, which must be the same.
The liquid and vapor phases may therefore be maldistributed for this mode. In
contrast, the latter two modes have no liquid and vapor maldistribution and
rather distribute the actual mass flow to each channel. The Even flow mode
distributes the mass flow evenly. The Compensating flow mode distributes the
mass flow according to the control of individual channel superheats.
In the following the modes are described in more detail.
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2.7.1 EXV flow mode
The sources of refrigerant flow maldistribution caused by the distributor can
be either different mass flow distribution, different phase distribution or dif-
ferent feeder tube bending. In this project, we want to predict the refrigerant
mass flow distribution, that may be computed according to individual pressure
drop through the evaporator. Therefore, we have defined two distribution pa-
rameters, one considering the phase distribution Fx, the other considering the
feeder tube bending Fft. Both the different phase distribution and feeder tube
bending may alter the individual channel pressure drop, which must be the
same and thereby alter the mass flow distribution.
The distribution parameters are described in the following. They are only
defined for two channels, but may be updated if necessary. Figure 2.15 shows
the symbols to be used in the definitions of the distribution parameters.
x2
∆pft,1
∆pft,2
xin
x1
Figure 2.15: Sketch of the distributor.
The phase distribution parameter is defined by
Fx =
x2
xin
0 ≤ Fx ≤ 1 (2.41)
Fx = 2−
x1
xin
1 < Fx ≤ 2 (2.42)
When Fx is unity, the vapor quality into the feeder tubes is equal. When Fx is
zero, only liquid is fed into channel 2. When Fx is two, only liquid is fed into
channel 1. Mass and energy conservation equations are applied to compute the
vapor quality into the remaining channel.
m˙in =
N∑
i=1
m˙i (2.43)
(m˙h)in =
N∑
i=1
(m˙h)i (2.44)
where N is the number of channels, h is the mixed cup enthalpy defined by
equation A.8, from which the vapor quality may be computed. Furthermore,
the distributor and the feeder tubes are assumed to be adiabatic.
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The feeder tube bending parameter is defined by
∆pft,1 = Fft∆pfric,1 +∆pacc,1 1 ≤ Fft ≤ 5.5
∆pft,2 = ∆pfric,2 +∆pacc,2
(2.45)
where Fft is multiplied to the frictional pressure drop of channel 1 only, which
imposes a degree of bending (the maximum factor of 5.5 was assumed). The
accelerational pressure drop is not a function of the length. Therefore, the
feeder tube bending parameter can be viewed as an equivalent length multiplier.
When Fft is unity, the feeder tubes are straight tubes, in contrast to when
Fft > 1.
The frictional pressure drop is calculated similarly to equation A.40 and A.45
according to two-phase flow correlations from the literature. Note that we
apply these correlations at small diameter tubes (3mm) and thus high mass
fluxes, which in turn is outside the limits of the correlations. No correlation
has been found in the literature for feeder tube pressure drop, and therefore
the traditional two-phase flow correlations are used.
∆pfric,i = −fD,i
Lft
dft
m˙2i
2ρ¯in,iA2
i = 1..N (2.46)
where the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor has been used. The accelerational
pressure drop, which is the difference in momentum flows, is computed by
∆pacc,i =
m˙2i
(ρ¯in,i − ρ¯out,i)A2
i = 1..N (2.47)
All densities are computed by assuming homogeneous flow according to equa-
tion A.7.
2.7.2 Even flow and compensating flow modes
When using the Even flow and Compensating flow modes the phase distribution
parameter Fx is unity, since the modes simulate a method that distributes the
refrigerant before the expansion. Moreover, the individual enthalpy out of
the feeder tubes is equal to the inlet enthalpy, and the use of Fx becomes
superfluous. The mass flow distribution is then specified into each feeder tube.
In order to allow a specified mass flow distribution into the evaporator channels,
the individual pressure drop through the channels need not be the same. In
other words, the individual pressure drop dictates the mass flow distribution
when they are set to be equal. To specify a mass flow distribution, we need to
introduce a pressure drop difference between the channels in the distributor.
This is carried out by introducing a pressure drop difference variable ∆p, that
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is used when connecting inlet pressure of the distributor and outlet pressures
of the feeder tubes as
pin = pout,1 −∆pft,1 +∆p
pin = pout,2 −∆pft,2
}
pout,1 ≤ pout,2 (2.48)
pin = pout,1 −∆pft,1
pin = pout,2 −∆pft,2 +∆p
}
pout,1 > pout,2 (2.49)
The pressure drop difference variable ∆p is allowing the pressure drops through
each channel all the way to the manifold to be different. The conditional
constraint is ensuring that the pressure cannot rise across the feeder tubes.
The Even flow and Compensating flow modes may also be run with four feeder
tube outlets, where three pressure drop difference variables have been defined
similarly to equation 2.48 and 2.49.
When the Even flow is used the mass flows are evenly distributed as
m˙i =
m˙in
N
i = 1..N (2.50)
where N is the number of outlets.
When the Compensating flow mode is used, the distribution needs to be spec-
ified as an input to the distributor model. This input mass flow distribution is
achieved by control of individual channel superheat of the evaporator, as shown
on figure 2.16 for two evaporator channels.
Channel 2
Tshm˙in
Tsh,1
Tsh,2
m˙2
m˙1
Fm˙
Distributor
Controller
ManifoldChannel 1
Figure 2.16: Control of mass flow distribution.
When simulating two evaporator channels with the Compensating flow mode,
we use the mass conservation equation in the distributor, and control the dif-
ference in the individual superheats to be zero by the mass flow difference
parameter Fm˙, defined by
Fm˙ = m˙1 − m˙2 (2.51)
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This way we can keep the overall superheat control as described in section 2.5,
i.e. control of overall superheat by the mass flow through the expansion valve.
Figure 2.16 is essentially the evaporator on figure 2.13. If the difference in mass
flow distribution Fm˙ equals zero then the mass flow rate is distributed evenly.
When simulating four evaporator channels, we control the first three channel
superheats by each channel mass flow rate, and use mass conservation to find
the fourth channel mass flow, and control the overall mass flow by the mass
flow through the expansion valve.
For the control of the mass flow distribution, we only use I-controllers similar
to the continuous integrator (I-controller) in the Standard Modelica Library.
2.8 Airflow distribution
The sources of maldistribution from the airflow may be uneven temperature,
humidity and velocity distribution to the evaporator. In this thesis we do not
consider humid or frost conditions and the airflow is always considered as dry.
Furthermore, the uneven temperature distribution seems less apparent than
the velocity distribution, and thus we address only the velocity distribution in
this work.
Similar to the distributor model, we define an airflow distribution parameter.
This parameter is defined differently when modeling two straight evaporating
tubes and when modeling actual circuiting. The differences are shown in this
section.
2.8.1 Two straight evaporator tubes
In the following, the symbols on figure 2.17 are used.
∆pft,2
∆pft,1
x2
x1
xin Tsh
Ufr,2Ufr,2 Ufr,2
Ufr,1 Ufr,1 Ufr,1
Tsh,1
Tsh,2
Figure 2.17: Sketch of the two channel evaporator.
In order to study the airflow distribution, we have defined the airflow distribu-
tion parameter as
Fair =
Ufr,2
Um
0 ≤ Fair ≤ 2 (2.52)
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where Ufr is the frontal velocity and Um is the mean frontal velocity across the
two tubes. When Fair is unity, the airflow is distributed equally across the two
tubes. When Fair is zero, the air flows across channel 1 only. When Fair is two,
the air flows across channel 2 only. The mass flow rate across the evaporator
is kept constant and the mass conservation equation is used to compute the
frontal velocity of channel 1.
2.8.2 Evaporator circuitry
The above definition of the airflow distribution parameter works only for 2
straight evaporator tubes. When one wants to simulate the circuitry of an
evaporator (e.g. facesplit or interlaced), then the definition becomes different
as shown on figure 2.18.
y
Fair = 0
Um
Fair = 1
L
t
Figure 2.18: Sketch of the evaporator for circuitry modeling.
The airflow distribution parameter Fair is then defined by
U(y) = UmFair + y
2Um(1− Fair)
Lt
0 ≤ Fair ≤ 2 (2.53)
where y is the transverse coordinate and Lt is the transverse length of the
coil. When Fair is unity, the airflow profile is uniform across the coil. When
Fair is zero or two, the airflow profile becomes the worst possible linear one-
dimensional profile in the transverse direction.
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2.9 Refrigerant manifold
The manifold is modeled simply by mixing of a given number of streams at
equal pressures, i.e. no pressure drop due to friction or mixing, see figure 2.19.
Mass and energy conservation are applied and reads
Manifold
N
1
2
Tsh
Figure 2.19: Sketch of the manifold.
AL
dρ¯
dt
=
N∑
i=1
m˙in − m˙out (2.54)
AL
d
dt
(
ρ¯h¯− p
)
=
N∑
i=1
(m˙h)in − (m˙h)out + Q˙ (2.55)
where N is the number of entering streams to the manifold, A is the cross
sectional area, L is the length and Q˙ is the heat flow from the manifold wall
to the refrigerant described by Newton’s law of cooling (constant heat transfer
coefficient and positive for Tw > Tr). The manifold is assumed to be adiabatic
with the surroundings, however, the heat capacity of the wall has been included
by
AwLρwcp,w
dTw
dt
= −Q˙ (2.56)
where Aw, ρw, cp,w and Tw are the cross-sectional area, density, specific heat
capacity and temperature of the manifold wall, respectively.
The inclusion of the heat capacity of the manifold wall and the refrigerant
volume have no effects on the steady state results and may both be neglected
in the model, if dynamics of the manifold wall and volume are not of interest.
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2.10 Summary
This chapter presented the model formulations of the components of the air-
conditioning system.
The chapter goes through the model details of the distributed evaporator
model, the moving boundary model, the quasi-static compressor and expansion
models. Furthermore, it gives an introduction to one-dimensional two-phase
flow with use of empirical correlations for heat transfer, friction and void.
Then the control of evaporator superheat and the refrigerant charging during
startup is presented.
Finally, the capabilities of simulating flow maldistribution and compensation
by using the defined distribution parameters (Fx, Fft and Fair) and distributor
options (EXV flow, Even flow and Compensating flow) are described.
The equations shown in this chapter may be implemented in any programming
languages supporting events. Chapter 3 continues with the implementation.
Chapter 3
Modelica implementation
The Modelica language offers object-oriented modeling tools for
simulation of large and complex physical systems involving events.
The language is open-source and maintained by the Modelica As-
sociation (2010). The models can be described by differential, al-
gebraic and discrete equations (hybrid DAE’s). Dymola is a com-
mercial software based on the Modelica language and facilitates a
strong modeling and simulation environment. New system models
can quickly be constructed by connecting component models in a
visual interface.
This chapter goes through the implementation of the numerical
model in Modelica. It should provide a fundamental understanding
to the reader about the hierarchical structure in the model such that
continuing development or use of the model may be accomplished
by experienced Modelica users.
3.1 Introduction
The implementation of the equations in chapter 2 may be done based on pre-
viously developed Modelica libraries such as the free Modelica Fluid library,
which is part of the Standard Modelica library. Alternative classes for bal-
ance equations, fluid properties and correlations may be built on top of such
libraries. Similarly, other (however commercially available) libraries such as
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the AirConditioning library by Modelon AB (Eborn et al., 2005) or the TIL
library by TLK-Thermo GmbH (Richter, 2008) may be used.
The best way to get familiar with Modelica is, in essence, to code the mod-
els from scratch. Furthermore, the object-oriented capabilities in Modelica
are used quite intensively in the libraries mentioned above, and it may seem
difficult to understand the class hierarchy in such models at first sight. In par-
ticular, object-oriented relations between classes are used such as inheritance,
aggregation, composition and class parameters (also known as polymorphism).
It is therefore a difficult task for newcomers to Modelica to use other libraries
as building blocks to develop new models. An advanced understanding of the
Modelica language must be acquired first.
For these reasons, all the equations from chapter 2 were implemented while
keeping in mind how other libraries have been developed in past, see for exam-
ple Tummescheit (2002) and Richter (2008). The modeling work in this project
was not intended to be a new library for general industrial or educational use.
Moreover, the modeling work was intended to be used for flow maldistribution
analysis with regards to continuing product development at Danfoss, as carried
out in later chapters. Therefore, the main effort was not made on making a
better code readability, hierarchy or user-interface, but rather on making the
model work and be capable of studying maldistribution issues using exchange-
able heat transfer, void and friction correlations and choice of tube circuiting
in fin-and-tube evaporators.
Reusability and extendability of the modeling work in this project should be
accomplished by experienced Modelica users with the help of this chapter.
The chapter starts with a brief introduction to the Modelica Language. For
more intensive introductions to the Modelica language, please consult PhD
theses Tummescheit (2002) and Richter (2008) or textbooks such as Fritzson
(2004) and Tiller (2001). Furthermore, the chapter goes through examples of
object-oriented relations used in this work and the hierarchical structure of the
distributed evaporator model. When understanding the hierarchical structure
of the distributed evaporator model, it should be easy to browse through all
the other simpler models. Finally, it is shown how to define different tube
circuitries for simulation and how the circuitry is constructed in the model.
3.2 The Modelica language
The Modelica language is an equation-based object-oriented modeling language
that enables graphical editing such that component models may used graph-
ically to create system models. The first Modelica language description was
published in September 1997 and is continuously being improved and main-
tained by the Modelica Association (2010).
The Modelica language defines the data types Real, Integer, Boolean and
String, similar to other programming languages, and may be further specified
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by keywords (prefixes) such as constant, parameter, input or output. The
data types need to be declared at the top of a class to be used in equations or
algorithms within the class. The data types have attributes such as the value,
quantity, unit, fixed or start, which may be modified from outside the class
using modifications. Algorithms may be encapsulated using functions, where
the input and output prefix are given in the function declaration. Further-
more, external functions may be used to provide access to other programming
language functions. The attributes fixed and start are used to specify initial
values and initial guesses to variables. Initial equations or initial algorithms
may also be used in a class to compute initial values.
Classes are the building blocks in object-oriented programming. A model is
the Modelica equivalent of a class. Objects are instantiated from models and
called instances or components (if they are part of a system). Relationships
between the models are in this work described by part-of -relations representing
composition and aggregation or is-a relations representing inheritance. Class
parameters (or polymorphism) are a way to make objects or classes replaceable
and the replacement may be restricted to be of the same class type.
In the following sections the graphical notation style defined in the Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) will be used to represent the Modelica class diagrams,
which show the implementation graphically. Moreover, the object-oriented re-
lations between classes will be represented as shown on figure 3.1.
Composition
Aggregation
Inheritance
Polymorphism
Figure 3.1: UML graphical notation style used in class diagrams.
Objects on the same hierarchical level may interact with each other using con-
nectors, which are a restricted type of class, where no equations are allowed.
Three types of variables may be declared, i.e. nonflow (no prefix), flow and
stream. The nonflow variable represents a potential (e.g. pressure, energy or
voltage), the flow variable represents a flow (e.g. mass flow or current) whereas
the stream variable represents a potential, which is carried with the flow or
current. When using the nonflow variable, the variable connected becomes
equal in the connector. When using the flow connector, the variable must sum
to zero in the connector (Kirchhoff’s 1st law). The stream connector is rather
new and introduced in Modelica specification 3.1. It is provided in order to
avoid discontinuities in potential variables, which are carried with the flow at
flow reversals (e.g. specific mixed-cup enthalpy flowing to and from the connec-
tor). In this work we did not simulate flow reversals and therefore the stream
variable was not used. More information about the stream variable is given in
Franke et al. (2009).
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The Modelica language also supports hybrid modeling in a simple way car-
ried out by if-expressions (conditional expressions), if-clauses (conditional equa-
tions) or when-clauses (conditional evaluation). These conditional constructs
create events where the simulation integrator stops and crossing functions are
generated. These may be eliminated by the noEvent operator, however, the
conditional equation or equations should be smooth. The noEvent operator
may speed up the simulation time.
In Modelica, for-loops and multi-dimensional arrays are also supported as in
most programming languages. Arrays of both data types such as Real and
Integer, but also arrays of objects or components may be made.
3.3 Object-oriented relations
An example of composition is shown in figure 3.2 of the RefCell model from
figure 2.7 with the two component models VolCell and FlowCell, which are
part-of -relations. The figure shows the UML class diagram and the correspond-
ing Modelica code is shown in Modelica code 3.1. The variable declarations and
equations etc. are omitted throughout this section for simplicity. The VolCell
and FlowCell models are simply instantiated in the RefCell model, where
RefCell
VolCell
FlowCell
Figure 3.2: An example for composition in UML graphical notation.
model FlowCell
end FlowCell;
model VolCell
end VolCell;
model RefCell
FlowCell flowCell;
VolCell volCell;
end RefCell;
Modelica code 3.1: An example for composition in Modelica.
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VolCell is the class (model) and volCell is the instance of the class (object
or component). Dot-notation may be used to access variables from volCell,
for example volCell.p, where p must be declared in the VolCell model. The
hierarchical level of VolCell and FlowCell is below RefCell.
Aggregation differs from composition by using pointers to other objects that
may be located at higher hierarchical level. The inner/outer-concept in Mo-
delica may be seen as aggregation, however, the term aggregation has not been
used for this concept in many Modelica-related publications, as pointed out by
Richter (2008). An example of aggregation is seen graphically on figure 3.3 and
Modelica code 3.2 shows the code.
The RefCell model now contains an object or component (refrigerant) that
is marked with the prefix inner. It means that this component may be refer-
enced (or pointed to) from lower hierarchical level than the owner RefCell by
using the prefix outer, as done in the VolCell and FlowCell models. This
RefCell
VolCell
FlowCell
Refrigerant
Figure 3.3: An example for aggregation in UML graphical notation.
model FlowCell
outer Refrigerant refrigerant;
end FlowCell;
model VolCell
outer Refrigerant refrigerant;
end VolCell;
model Refrigerant
end Refrigerant;
model RefCell
inner Refrigerant refrigerant;
FlowCell flowCell;
VolCell volCell;
end RefCell;
Modelica code 3.2: An example for aggregation in Modelica.
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becomes a nice way to make the refrigerant properties available at lower level
models.
The inner/outer-concept is not only restricted to classes but may be carried
out on variables (data types). For example, the variable mass flow may be
declared in RefCell by using the prefix inner and then pointed to from lower
level hierarchy using the prefix outer.
Inheritance may be seen as an is-a-relation and means that all the declarations
and equations etc. in a parent class is passed to a child class. Figure 3.4 shows
an example of the graphical representation of inheritance. The Homogen, Zivi
and Premoli model are all used to compute RefrigerantAndVoid properties,
for example the Zivi model is-a void model and used to compute all refrigerant
properties and bulk mixture properties using the void fraction.
The corresponding Modelica code is seen in Modelica code 3.3. The child
models all extends (inherits) their parent model using the prefix extends. The
parent model is here used with the prefix partial, which means that the
RefrigerantAndVoid model cannot be instantiated by itself, but needs to be
inherited before instantiation.
A powerful object-oriented feature supported by the Modelica language is poly-
«partial»
Refrigerant-
AndVoid
Homogen
Zivi
Premoli
Figure 3.4: An example for inheritance in UML graphical notation.
partial model RefrigerantAndVoid
end RefrigerantAndVoid;
model Homogen
extends RefrigerantAndVoid;
end Homogen;
model Zivi
extends RefrigerantAndVoid;
end Zivi;
model Premoli
extends RefrigerantAndVoid;
end Premoli;
Modelica code 3.3: An example for inheritance in Modelica.
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morphism and shown graphically on figure 3.5. Polymorphism is a way to make
objects or local classes exchangeable. Here we only consider exchangeable local
class. It means that a local model may be exchanged by other models. The
Homogen, Zivi or Premoli model become exchangeable local models inside the
RefCell model, and restricted to be of type RefrigerantAndVoid.
Modelica code 3.4 shows the corresponding code. Inside the RefCell model the
local model LocalRefrigerantAndVoid is declared with prefix replaceable
and specified to be Homogen by default. Furthermore, it is restricted to be of
RefCell
«partial»
Refrigerant-
AndVoid
Homogen
Zivi
Premoli
Figure 3.5: An example for polymorphism in UML graphical notation.
partial model RefrigerantAndVoid
end RefrigerantAndVoid;
model Homogen
extends RefrigerantAndVoid;
end Homogen;
model Zivi
extends RefrigerantAndVoid;
end Zivi;
model Premoli
extends RefrigerantAndVoid;
end Premoli;
model RefCell
replaceable model LocalRefrigerantAndVoid = Homogen
constrainedby RefrigerantAndVoid;
LocalRefrigerantAndVoid refrigerantAndVoid;
end RefCell;
model Cells
RefCell refCell[10](redeclare model LocalRefrigerantAndVoid = Zivi);
end Cells;
Modelica code 3.4: An example for polymorphism in Modelica.
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type RefrigerantAndVoid by using the keyword constrainedby. It means
that the local model may be replaced by children of their parent. The local
model must also be instantiated inside the RefCell model. The model Cells
instantiates an array of the RefCell model and modifies the local model by
the prefix redeclare to become the Zivi model.
The replaceable models may also be exchanged in Dymola’s graphical envi-
ronment simply by using the annotation choicesAllMatching=true on the
replaceable local model. A change here simply changes the modification of the
component refCell.
3.4 Structure of the evaporator model
The aforementioned examples of relationships and polymorphism are only ex-
amples. This section goes through the actual implementation in Modelica of
the distributed evaporator model, which is the most complicated class hierarchy
used in this work. When the user has learned the object-oriented methodology
used here, it should be easier to browse through simpler models such as the
moving boundary condenser model or other models, which will not be covered
here.
3.4.1 Refrigerant cells
The implemented structure of the RefCell model is seen graphically on figure
3.6.
Aggregation has been used for the RefrigerantAndVoid model such that it
may be pointed to from heat transfer and pressure drop correlation models.
Furthermore, polymorphism is used to make all correlations exchangeable. The
heat transfer correlations may be specified individually for each region, i.e.
liquid, vapor or two-phase, whereas the pressure drop models are combinations
of single and two-phase correlations that may be chosen. Smooth transition
functions are applied in the HeatTransfer and PressureDrop model, in order
to smoothen the transitions in the correlations.
The most important variables, that is, mass flow, heat flux, mixed-cup enthalpy
and pressure have been declared in the RefCell model. Mixed-cup enthalpy
and pressure are sent to the RefrigerantAndVoid model by modification to be
used for computation of refrigerant properties. Furthermore, the inner/outer-
concept has been used for the mass flow rate and heat flux such that they also
are available to all correlations.
3.4.2 Air cells
The AirCell model is constructed as seen on figure 3.7. The air properties are
made available by aggregation to both the correlations for heat transfer and
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RefCell
VolCell
FlowCell
HeatTransfer
«partial»
TwoPhaseHeat-
Transfer
Constant
Shah
Gunger
Wojtan
«partial»
LiquidHeat-
Transfer
Constant
Gnielinski
«partial»
GasHeat-
Transfer
Constant
Gnielinski
«partial»
Refrigerant-
AndVoid
Homogen
Zivi
Premoli
PressureDrop
«partial»
PressureDrop
BlaQue
BlaGro
BlaMul
Constant
Figure 3.6: UML class diagram of the RefCell model.
fin efficiency, but also the heat transfer mode. Polymorphism is used to make
the correlations and the mode exchangeable. The heat transfer mode may be
chosen to be the simpler approach (equation 2.22) or the effectiveness-NTU
method (equation 2.23, for cross flow only).
3.4.3 Geometry, material and refrigerant properties
All the models of figure 3.6 and 3.7 point to a higher level geometry record,
which must be instantiated at higher hierarchical level using prefix inner. The
class record is a restricted class in Modelica, where only parameters and con-
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AirProperties
AirCell
«partial»
FinEfficiency
Constant
Schmidt
«partial»
HeatTransfer-
Coefficient
Constant
WangFTL
«partial»
HeatTransfer-
Mode
SimpHeat
EffNTU
Figure 3.7: UML class diagram of the AirCell model.
stants may be declared. The geometry record also specifies material properties
for the copper tube and aluminium fins.
The computation of the refrigerant properties also needs an Integer (in-
dex), which specifies the used refrigerant such that more refrigerants may
be used when using the RefEqn package (Skovrup, 2009). The specification
of the refrigerant used is done in the top-level model by instantiating the
RefrigerantNamemodel as shown in Modelica code 3.5 for one refrigerant only.
The inner/outer-concept has been used again to make the RefrigerantName
model available to all sub-models.
The model uses the keyword import to the class RefEqn. The class is of type
model RefrigerantName
import RefEqn;
parameter Integer Ref1(fixed=false);
parameter String Ref1name="R410a";
initial algorithm
Ref1:=RefEqn.GetRefrigerant();
RefEqn.SetRNumber(Ref1,Ref1name);
RefEqn.SetTemperatureUnit(Ref1,0); // Kelvin
RefEqn.SetPressureUnit(Ref1,0); // Pascal
end RefrigerantName;
Modelica code 3.5: Refrigerant specification in the RefEqn package.
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package in Modelica and contains functions with external function calls to the
RefEqn package. By using the prefix import, these functions are available in
the RefrigerantName model.
The refrigerant is set by calling the package for an index, which is allocated to
the name of the chosen refrigerant. The index must then be used to call for this
refrigerant properties. The index is computed in an initial algorithm that is only
evaluated once. The index parameter is not fixed in the declaration by using the
modification fixed=false. The units of the RefEqn package may be specified
as shown for temperature and pressure. Zero is chosen by default (Kelvin and
Pascal) and means that the two last lines in the RefrigerantName model are
superfluous. For information on the specific function calls and settings of the
RefEqn package, see Skovrup (2009).
3.4.4 A straight evaporator tube
The previous sections showed how the architecture and the correlation ex-
changeability etc. are made in the RefCell and AirCell model. In the Wall-
Cell model nothing has been made exchangeable and only the geometry and
material properties are supplied by aggregation, thus it has not been chosen to
show graphically.
The architecture of a straight tube heat exchanger should now be easily under-
stood as shown on figure 2.1, 2.2 and 2.7 from chapter 2. The model is made
by performing an array of the instance of the model Cell, which is shown on
figure 3.8. The model of the straight evaporating tube is shown on figure 3.9.
RefCell
WallCell
AirCell
Figure 3.8: Sketch of model Cell.
The refrigerant boundary models for the discretization are shown together with
some chosen boundary conditions for this evaporator model as shown in paren-
theses, i.e. temperature and velocity of inlet air, refrigerant mixed-cup enthalpy
and mass flow rate at inlet and volume flow rate at outlet. The refrigerant
source and sink models may be interpreted as a Reservoir and Pump and is
thus denoted by such. The refrigerant boundaries could for example also be
chosen as mixed-cup enthalpy and pressure at inlet and mass flow rate at outlet.
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Geometry Refriger-
antName
Cell
AirSource
(T, U)
FlowBC
Reservoir
(h, m˙)
AirSink
VolBC
Pump
(V˙ )
Figure 3.9: Sketch of a straight evaporator tube model.
The AirSource and AirSink models are also made arrays of and connected to
the AirCell connectors. The FlowBC and VolBC models are only connected to
first and last RefCell, respectively. The internals of the cell array, i.e. wall
and refrigerant connections, must also be connected. The wall inlet and outlet
heat flow are simply set to zero when they are not connected, since the flow
variable are used for the heat flow and must sum to zero in connectors.
3.4.5 Tube circuiting
A fin-and-tube heat exchanger usually have a complicated circuiting inside each
coil, which is far from a straight tube. By circuiting we mean the refrigerant
paths (or channels) through the tubes of the coil, see figure 5.1 on page 87 for
standard tube circuitries. By composition of the model Cell from figure 3.9
the model Tube with a given number of cells (n) may be instantiated as an
array with size equal to the number of tubes (Ntot) in the coil.
The geometry record also includes the specification of the tube circuiting of a
coil. The specific variables needed to define the tube circuiting in a coil are:
• Nrow: Number of tubes per tube row
• Ncol: Number of tube rows
• Npass: Number of refrigerant passes through the coil
• TC[Npass, TCnum[1, 1]]: Tube connectivity matrix
• TCnum[Npass, 1]: Number of tubes per pass
The total number of tubes, Ntot, is equal to Nrow ·Ncol. Before we may define
the tube circuiting in a coil we need to give the tubes numbers. The tube
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numbering methodology is illustrated in table 3.1, where each table cell is a
tube and the air flows from left to right.
Table 3.1: Tube numbering.
1 Nrow + 1 2 ·Nrow + 1 · · · (Ncol − 1)Nrow + 1
2 Nrow + 2 2 ·Nrow + 2 · · · (Ncol − 1)Nrow + 2
...
...
...
...
Nrow Nrow +Nrow 2 ·Nrow +Nrow · · · (Ncol − 1)Nrow +Nrow
Note that (Ncol − 1)Nrow +Nrow = Nrow ·Ncol. Applying the methodology on
a two tube row evaporator (Ncol = 2) with 3 tubes per row (Nrow = 3) gives
the numbering as illustrated on figure 3.10. The figure also shows a chosen
refrigerant circuiting through the coil, i.e. the refrigerant pass.
3
2
1
6
5
4
Nrow = 3
Ncol = 2
Npass = 1
T C = [1, 2, 3, 6, 5, 4]
T Cnum = [6]
Figure 3.10: An example of a simple coil circuiting. Arrows show one refrigerant
pass.
Figure 3.11 shows a more complicated example with two passes, 7 tubes in
the first pass and 5 tubes in the other. Note that the pass with the highest
number of tubes must be located in the first row of the tube connectivity
matrix (TC), otherwise TC will be declared too small because TC is declared
by TC[Npass, TCnum[1, 1]]. Furthermore, the zeroes on the second row of TC
will not be used but are needed for instantiation.
4
3
2
1
8
7
6
5
12
11
10
9
Nrow = 4
Ncol = 3
Npass = 2
T C = [11, 10, 6, 2, 1, 5, 9; 12, 8, 4, 3, 7, 0, 0]
T Cnum = [7; 5]
Figure 3.11: An example of a simple coil circuiting. Arrows show two refriger-
ant passes.
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The air flows by definition from left to right on the figures. The examples
shows only an in-line arrangement, however, the tubes may also be arranged
in a staggered arrangement, which is normally the case for a cross flow heat
exchanger.
If we neglect the presence of bends in the coil (will be included later), the
refrigerant and wall connections are quite simple following the refrigerant path.
First, each cell needs to be connected internally in all tubes. Then we use the
tube connectivity matrix to connect the tubes outflow and inflow by marching
through the matrix. Then we apply boundary models (VolBC and FlowBC)
similar to figure 3.9 for each pass inflow and outflow.
There is a limitation to the implementation, i.e. it does not support refrigerant
pass splitting and joining inside the coil. However, this limitation also makes
the refrigerant flow direction known, if we assume that the refrigerant in the
first tube in each pass flows into the paper always on the illustrations.
The connectivity of the air cells is more difficult, since we need to track the
refrigerant flow direction of the tubes and connect the cells accordingly. If we
consider tube 1 and 4 of figure 3.10, flow in tube 1 goes into the paper and flow
in tube 4 goes out of the paper. When choosing three cells (n = 3) in each tube
the air cell connection of tube 1 and 4 becomes as shown in Modelica code 3.6.
connect(tube[1].cell[1].portOut,tube[4].cell[3].portIn);
connect(tube[1].cell[2].portOut,tube[4].cell[2].portIn);
connect(tube[1].cell[3].portOut,tube[4].cell[1].portIn);
Modelica code 3.6: Air cell connections of tube 1 and 4 of figure 3.10.
If we consider tube 7 and tube 11 on figure 3.11 both refrigerant flows goes
into the paper. The corresponding air cell connections become as shown in
Modelica code 3.7.
connect(tube[7].cell[1].portOut,tube[11].cell[1].portIn);
connect(tube[7].cell[2].portOut,tube[11].cell[2].portIn);
connect(tube[7].cell[3].portOut,tube[11].cell[3].portIn);
Modelica code 3.7: Air cell connections of tube 7 and 11 of figure 3.11.
Uneven index numbers of the rows in the tube connectivity matrix means that
the refrigerant flow goes into the paper, and even index numbers means that
the refrigerant flow goes out. The possibilities of connection methods become
four, i.e. even-even, uneven-even, even-uneven and uneven-uneven, and the
connections may thus be created accordingly.
Figure 3.12 shows the air cell connections of each tube and the auxiliary models
for air split, join, source and sink models for a staggered tube arrangement.
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= AirSplit and AirJoin models composed in model TubeInternals
= AirSource and AirSink models composed in model TubeRow
= Tube models showing air connections only
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
1
2
Nrow
1 2 3 Ncol
Figure 3.12: Sketch of a staggered coil showing air connections only.
Half and half splitting of the airflow is assumed in the AirSplit model. Again
arrays of size n (number of cells in each tube) are made of the models AirSplit,
AirJoin, AirSource and AirSink, before they are composed in the TubeRow
and TubeInternals models. Arrays of the TubeRow and TubeInternals mod-
els are then made of size Nrow. Then each model are connected as indicated
on figure 3.12 taking the refrigerant flow directions of the tubes into account.
The dashed lines are artifacts from the staggered tube arrangement and are
assumed adiabatic despite that they flow across fin material. They vanish if
the in-line tube arrangement is chosen. Similarly, the flow split and join are
not needed for the in-line tube arrangement.
The addition of refrigerant U-bends is simply additions of RefCell models
(called UBendRefCell) with a volume and flow cell. The bends are assumed to
be adiabatic and it may be chosen to use empirical correlations for the frictional
pressure drop, i.e. combination of a two-phase and a single-phase correlation,
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or use of a constant friction coefficient. It is constructed similar to figure 3.6
without the heat transfer part.
It is easy to use the connectivity matrix to find out where to connect the
bends, which always will be Ntot − Npass bends to connect. The complicated
part becomes the computation of the bend radius, which is needed to compute
refrigerant volume and friction. It is carried out by tracking the row number
(x) and column number (y) of each tubes, as indicated on figure 3.13.
4
3
2
1
8
7
6
5
12
11
10
9
y = Nrow
...
y = 2
y = 1
x = Ncol· · ·x = 1
Pt
Pl
Figure 3.13: Tracking of tube locations.
Pl is the longitudinal tube pitch and Pt is the transverse tube pitch. We
may then compute the radius of the U-bends by equation 3.1 for in-line tube
arrangements as
R =
1
2
√
[Pl(xout − xin)]2 + [Pt(yout − yin)]2 (3.1)
If the tube arrangement are staggered, we may use the above equation only
when xin and xout are both even or uneven numbers. If this is not the case we
may compute the radius according to
R = 12
√
[Pl(xout − xin)]2 + [Pt(yout − yin) + Pt/2]2 xin < xout
R = 12
√
[Pl(xout − xin)]2 + [Pt(yin − yout) + Pt/2]2 xout > xin
(3.2)
This finalizes the connections of the tube circuitries. All the above connections
are created by many if-expressions and for-loops in model HXbaseline, which
is composed by Tube, TubeRows, TubeInternals, UBendRefCell, Geometry,
VolBC, FlowBC, Nslab, Vsplit, Distributor and Manifold.
The last four models have not been mentioned in this section so far. The Nslab
model is a simple model and divides the inlet refrigerant mass flow rate and
multiplies the outlet refrigerant mass flow rate by the number of identical slabs
(coils). In this way we may assume identical coil performance and conditions,
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thus only simulate one of the coils. Remember that the mass flow of air should
also be divided by the number of slabs if not the air velocity is used as air
boundary condition.
The Vsplit model simply holds the equations from section 2.8 (Airflow distri-
bution), where Fair must be specified as an input.
The Distributor model holds the equations from section 2.7 (Refrigerant dis-
tributor), where Fx must be specified as an input together with the choice of
mode, i.e. EXV flow, Even flow or Compensating flow.
Similarly, the Manifoldmodel holds the equations from section 2.9 (Refrigerant
manifold).
There is essentially no limitations in the number of tubes per row Nrow or total
tube number Ntot. The number of tube rows Ncol is limited to 4, because of the
way the connections have been constructed, however, most coils for residential
air-conditioning do not exceed this limitation. The number of refrigerant passes
Npass is limited by the total number of tubes Ntot.
3.4.6 Initialization
Initialization is probably the most important difficulty when simulating refrig-
erant flow. This is not just the case for distributed models but also the case for
moving boundary models. It is recommended to initialize as close to a steady
state as possible in order to eliminate large transients at initial simulation.
Especially, the initialization may create a lot of pressure waves traveling back
and forth in the channels in the distributed evaporator model, which reduces
the initial simulation time.
We chose to initialize by a linear mixed-cup enthalpy distribution and pres-
sure distribution in all channels. These are computed by initial equations in
the HXbaseline model. It must be emphasized that the steady state at which
initialization is carried out should be without too large initial transients. For
example, the guesses on mass flow through the evaporator should be the same
as through the compressor, condenser and expansion valve. Otherwise, it may
slow the initial simulation time. Furthermore, the wall temperature start value
should be in between the refrigerant saturation temperature and air tempera-
ture.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter the implementation in Modelica of the distributed evaporator
model is shown.
The chapter starts with a brief introduction to the Modelica Language. Then
the chapter continues with a representation of the object-oriented relations
between classes that are used in most developed models.
Then the chapter presents how the evaporator model is created using object-
oriented methods such that different correlations may easily be exchanged and
different tube circuitries may easily be constructed. These features are impor-
tant for model reuse and extension in order to simulate flow maldistribution in
typical fin-and-tube evaporators.
There is a limitation to the implementation though, i.e. it does not support
refrigerant pass splitting and joining inside the coil. Otherwise, the capabili-
ties of simulating flow maldistribution in typical fin-and-tube evaporators are
strong.
Chapter 4
Two straight channels
- a generic study
This chapter presents a generic study of flow maldistribution in fin-
and-tube evaporators for residential air-conditioning on both evap-
orator and system level. It is a generic study because it is not con-
fined to a specific tube circuitry of fin-and-tube evaporators, e.g.
face split or interlaced circuiting. Moreover, the evaporator coils
are assumed to be two straight channels with air flowing across each
channel independently. The study may therefore be considered as
a general study showing general trends and results.
Most of the presented results are also discussed in Kærn et al.
(2011b) and Kærn et al. (2011a).
4.1 Introduction
The focus of the chapter is to study the effect of flow maldistribution in the
evaporator and compensation potential of flow maldistribution on component
and system performance in terms of cooling capacity and COP.
The reason why the study is performed is to generate an increased basic under-
standing and knowledge of flow maldistribution effects and the involved physical
phenomena. The study is expected to provide guidelines on basic trends, con-
sequences and compensation potentials of flow maldistribution that illustrates
the general feasibility of compensation. The method of compensation involves
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the control of individual channel superheats by distributing individual mass
flow rates continuously.
The first objective is to investigate the influence of the main maldistribution
sources in terms of cooling capacity and COP, i.e. (1) the non-uniform inlet
liquid/vapor phase distribution, (2) the different feeder tube bends and (3) the
non-uniform airflow. The second objective is to study the benefits of compen-
sation and compare the recovery potential with the use of a larger evaporator.
The chapter starts with a brief description of the modeling framework with
reference to the formulation in chapter 2. Then the model is verified by com-
parison to results from the commercial software Coil-Designer (Jiang et al.,
2006).
Then each source of flow maldistribution is investigated by imposing it to the
model individually. Furthermore, the significance of two-phase frictional pres-
sure drop and heat transfer correlations is investigated. Many two-phase fric-
tion and heat transfer correlations exist, and they may yield different results.
It is investigated how the choice of these influences the flow maldistribution
results, thus three different two-phase friction correlations and three different
heat transfer correlations are used in the evaporator model.
Finally, the feasibility of the compensation method is addressed. As baseline
for comparison, an analysis of flow maldistribution is carried out, where the
combination of maldistribution sources is considered at different evaporator
sizes and outdoor temperatures. The performance of the compensation method
is then compared to the baseline results of the combined flow maldistribution.
The test case is an R410A 8.8 kW residential air-conditioning unit. The evap-
orator is based on an A-coil, i.e. two coils forming an A. Each coil is assumed
to be in similar flow distribution conditions, thus only one coil is essentially
modeled. The coil is assumed to be two straight channels, where each chan-
nel is aligned in the first row and thus sees the same inlet air temperature.
The inputs to the model HXBaseline from section 3.4.5 is simply: Nrow = 2,
Ncol = 1, Npass = 2, TC = [1; 2] and TCnum = [1; 1].
4.2 Modeling framework
This chapter presents only steady state results even though the system model
is dynamic. A detailed formulation of the numerical model is given in chapter
2.
The focus of the model is the evaporator in order to predict the maldistribution
in the evaporator and its effect on component and system performance. Simple
quasi-static model formulations are used for the expansion device and the com-
pressor. The evaporator model is a distributed one-dimensional mixture model
and the condenser model is a simpler moving boundary model, which averages
the liquid, two-phase and vapor regions. Pressure drop is only considered in the
evaporator and its feeder tubes in order to predict the mass flow distribution.
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Both the evaporator and condenser models are dynamic, and thus they model
the refrigerant migration between the evaporator and the condenser.
4.2.1 Geometry and correlations
Table 4.1 shows the main geometry of the test case evaporator and condenser.
The length of each evaporator channel in the model thus becomes 18·444.5 mm.
The condenser is a bit different since four of the channels with gas entering and
two-phase exiting are combined into a fifth channel, in order to speed up the
liquid. For simplicity it is assumed to be 4 straight tubes of length 5/4·6·2100
mm without flow maldistribution.
The feeder tubes to the evaporator have an internal diameter of 3 mm and a
length of 300 mm.
Table 4.1: Main geometry of the evaporator and condenser.
Evaporator Condenser
Number of coils 2 1
Number of channels in each coil 2 5
Number of tubes in each channel 18 6
Tube length [mm] 444.5 2100
Inner tube diameter [mm] 7.6 7.6
Outer tube diameter [mm] 9.6 9.6
Transverse tube pitch [mm] 25.4 25
Longitudinal tube pitch [mm] 21.25
Fins Louvred Louvred
Fin pitch [mm] 1.81 1.15
Total outside area [m2] 17.3 52.2
Number of cells 30
Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of the model setup, including a zoomed-in sketch of
the evaporator, which only shows one of the two evaporator coils. Each dis-
crete cell of the evaporator is modeled as a small heat exchanger with uniform
transport properties. Mass, momentum and energy conservation equations are
applied to the refrigerant in each cell, where homogeneous flow and thermody-
namic equilibrium is assumed. Furthermore, changes in kinetic and potential
energy are neglected. It is assumed that the tube walls have rotational sym-
metry, i.e. no heat conduction in the azimuthal direction. Mass and energy
conservation equations are applied to the air, which is assumed to be dry.
Similar assumptions are used in the condenser model of the refrigerant and
airflow, however, the heat resistance and the dynamics of the condenser wall
are neglected. The used correlations for both the evaporator and the condenser
are given in table 4.2. The first listed two-phase correlations for the evaporator
will be used primarily in this chapter, unless specified otherwise. Furthermore,
appropriate effectiveness-NTU relations for cross flow heat exchangers are used.
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the model setup.
Table 4.2: Overview of used correlations.
Air-side
Heat transfer Wang et al. (1999)
Fin efficiency Schmidt (1949), (Schmidt approximation)
Single-phase
Heat transfer Gnielinski (1976)
Friction Blasius (2002)
Two-phase (evaporator)
Heat transfer Shah (1982)
Gunger and Winterton (1986)
Wojtan et al. (2005b)
Friction Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986)
Grönnerud (1979)
Quibén and Thome (2007)
Two-phase (condenser)
Heat transfer Shah (1979)
The expansion valve is quasi-static, adiabatic and modeled as an isenthalpic
process. It essentially controls the superheat out of the evaporator manifold
by the mass flow rate through the valve. The manifold is also quasi-static,
adiabatic and modeled by mixing of the inlet refrigerant streams.
The geometric volume flow of the compressor is 6.239 m3h−1 and the compres-
sor model is also quasi-static and adiabatic. Polynomials from the rating of the
compressor are used to compute the isentropic and volumetric efficiencies.
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4.2.2 Distribution parameters
The symbols used in the following are shown in figure 4.1. In order to study
different inlet liquid/vapor phase distributions, different feeder tube bends and
non-uniform airflow distributions to the evaporator, three distribution param-
eters are defined.
The phase distribution parameter is defined by
Fx =
x2
xin
0 ≤ Fx ≤ 1 (2.41)
When Fx is unity, the vapor quality into the feeder tubes is equal. When Fx is
zero, only liquid is fed into channel 2. Mass and energy conservation equations
are applied to compute the vapor quality into channel 1.
The feeder tube bending parameter is defined by
∆pft,1 = Fft∆pfric,1 +∆pacc,1 1 ≤ Fft ≤ 5.5
∆pft,2 = ∆pfric,2 +∆pacc,2
(2.45)
where Fft is multiplied to the frictional pressure drop of channel 1 only, im-
posing a degree of bending (here a maximum factor of 5.5 is assumed). The
accelerational pressure drop is not a function of length, thus the feeder tube
bending parameter can be viewed as an equivalent length multiplier. When Fft
is unity, the feeder tubes are straight tubes, in contrast to when Fft > 1.
The airflow distribution parameter is defined by
Fair =
Ufr,2
Um
0 ≤ Fair ≤ 2 (2.52)
where Um is the mean frontal velocity across the two tubes. When Fair is unity,
the airflow is distributed equally across the two tubes. When Fair is zero, the
air flows across channel 1 only. When Fair is two, the air flows across channel 2
only. The mass flow rate of air across the evaporator is held constant and the
mass conservation equation is used to compute the frontal velocity of channel
1.
4.2.3 Boundary conditions and solution methodology
The system uses an electronic expansion valve (EXV) that controls the overall
superheat to 5 K. When compensating, the individual channel superheats are
controlled to 5 K by distributing individual mass flow rate. The two cases cor-
respond to the EXV flow model mode and the compensating flow model mode
of the distributor model from section 2.7. During start-up of the simulation at
no maldistribution the charge of the system is determined so that the subcool-
ing becomes 2 K (see filling station model from section 2.6). Then the different
distribution parameters are varied individually and each steady state result is
obtained. Unless specified otherwise, the boundary conditions are as specified
in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Boundary conditions.
Superheat 5 K
Subcooling (startup) 2 K
Outdoor air temperature 35◦C
Outdoor frontal air velocity 0.68 m s−1
Indoor air temperature 26.7◦C
Indoor frontal air velocity 1.16 m s−1
4.3 Steady state verification
No experimental data are available that may validate the model in details.
As the best possible alternative, we perform a verification with a commercial
code (Coil-Designer, Jiang et al. (2006)). This gives a good and reasonable
assessment of the reliability of the model.
The evaporator and the condenser models are verified in steady state and under
uniform flow conditions, i.e. no maldistribution. The verification is carried
out on a simplified tube layout corresponding to the current model geometry.
We used 30 cells in both the distributed evaporator model and Coil-Designer
simulations.
The steady state after start-up of the current system model, will be used in
the verification. The boundary conditions are shown in table 4.3. Essentially
the inlet thermodynamic states to the evaporator and condenser are needed as
further input to Coil-Designer and it will compute the mass flow and capacity to
be compared. The inlet pressure and vapor quality to the evaporator model are
11.18 bar (11.1◦C) and 0.28, respectively. The inlet pressure and temperature
to the condenser are 28.6 bar and 74.8◦C, respectively.
Table 4.4 shows the comparison of the computed mass flow rate and capacity
for both the evaporator and the condenser. Note that three different two-phase
heat transfer correlations are compared for the evaporator.
The first two comparisons of the evaporator show larger differences than the
third comparison. This is mainly because of the smooth functions that are
applied at the two-phase to vapor phase transition as described in appendix
C.3. The result is a smaller heat transfer in the current model, since the two-
phase heat transfer coefficient and the heat exchanger effectiveness decrease
faster towards the vapor region values. This is depicted on figure 4.2 in terms
of temperature profiles through the evaporator of the first comparison. It is
seen that the air temperature difference of the current model decreases before
the point of full evaporation, i.e. where the refrigerant temperature starts to
rise.
The third comparison of the evaporator involves a newer correlation for the
two-phase heat transfer coefficient that already predicts a decrease in the heat
transfer coefficient in the two-phase region (i.e onset of dry-out, see figure 2.5).
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Table 4.4: Comparison of mass flow rate and capacity, (CM=current model,
CD=Coil-Designer).
Capacity Mass flow
[kW] [kg s−1]
Evaporator
Shah (1982) CM 10297 0.0668
CD 11116 0.0726
Error 7.4% 8.0%
Gunger and Winterton (1986) CM 10704 0.0693
CD 11492 0.075
Error 6.9% 7.6%
Wojtan et al. (2005b) CM 10544 0.0682
CD 10703 0.0699
Error 1.5% 2.4%
Condenser
Shah (1979) CM 12859 0.0668
CD 12372 0.0645
Error 3.9% 3.6%
This results in a better comparison, since the smoothing process of the current
model has less impact here.
Note that the total cooling capacity of the evaporator is higher than the rated
8.8 kW. This is because of the simplified tube layout, where each channel is
aligned in the first row. The channels see a higher air temperature, in contrast
to when they are aligned in the second row.
The current condenser model averages the two-phase and single-phase regions,
however, the comparison of the mass flow rate and the capacity is in good
agreement. Figure 4.3 shows the temperature profile comparison with Coil-
Designer. Note that the refrigerant temperature of the current model is drawn
linearly throughout the vapor, two-phase and liquid regions and that the outlet
air temperature is a mean in each region.
The temperature comparison is also in good agreement and it can be concluded
that both the evaporator and condenser model are verified in steady state with
Coil-Designer, which is validated experimentally. The models are thus suitable
for further analysis with regards to maldistribution.
4.4 Effects of flow maldistribution
In this section the results of the simulations of flow maldistribution are pre-
sented without compensation. The simulation continues from the verified
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Figure 4.2: Temperature profile comparison of the evaporator using the Shah
(1982) correlation (CM=current model, CD=Coil-Designer).
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Figure 4.3: Temperature profile comparison of the condenser (CM=current
model, CD=Coil-Designer).
steady state in section 4.3 with similar conditions from table 4.3 and param-
eters from section 4.2.1. Then each maldistribution source will be imposed to
the model individually, i.e. by varying the phase distribution parameter, Fx,
the feeder tube bending parameter, Fft, and the airflow distribution parameter,
Fair.
4.4.1 Maldistribution from the distributor
The distribution of refrigerant mass flow as a function of the phase distribution
parameter, Fx, is shown in figure 4.4a.
It shows that the mass flow distribution is dependent on Fx so that more
mass comes through the channel with lower inlet vapor quality (channel 2) and
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Figure 4.4: Selected parameters vs. the phase distribution parameter.
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Figure 4.5: log(p)h cycles at different phase distribution parameter.
less mass comes through the channel with higher inlet vapor quality (channel
1). This is determined by the pressure drop across the channels that must
be equal. Indeed more mass will travel through the channel with lower vapor
quality, since the pressure drop of the liquid phase is lower than the pressure
drop of the vapor phase.
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The consequence of the refrigerant maldistribution is seen in figure 4.4b, which
shows the individual superheats. At Fx = 0.8, liquid is flowing out of channel
2. These points are important because the two-phase area of the evaporator
decreases, when full evaporation is not reached. A larger superheated area in
channel 1 is required in order to evaporate this surplus liquid, thus the overall
UA-value decreases.
Since the UA-value decreases, the cooling capacity, COP and evaporation tem-
perature decrease as shown in figure 4.4c, 4.4d and 4.5a. The capacity of the
channel that receives more mass flow increases, however, the capacity of the
channel that receives less mass flow decreases even more so that the total cool-
ing capacity of the coil decreases.
Figure 4.5b also shows a zoomed-in log(p)h diagram of the thermodynamic
states through the distributor, feeder tubes, evaporator channels and the man-
ifold. It shows that the pressure drop ratios between the feeder tubes and
evaporator channels are altered as the phase distribution parameter decreases.
For channel 1 the pressure drop through the feeder tube increases, however, for
channel 2 the pressure drop through the feeder tube decreases.
The total cooling capacity and COP decreases by 16.4% and 13%, respectively,
as Fx goes from 1 to 0.1.
4.4.2 Maldistribution from the feeder tube bends
The distribution of refrigerant mass flow, superheat, cooling capacity and COP
as functions of the feeder tube bending parameter are shown in figure 4.6.
A similar mass flow distribution trend is seen for different feeder tube bends as
Fft goes towards 5.5. The pressure drop through feeder tube 1 becomes higher
than feeder tube 2, thus more refrigerant will travel through channel 2 in order
to ensure equal pressure drop through the channels. The fact that more mass
travels through channel 2 also results in a higher pressure drop of channel 2,
and thus has some compensating effect. The trend of the superheat curves
might indicate this effect, where liquid starts to flow out of channel 2 at Fft =
2.75.
The total mass flow in each coil does not decrease as much as when we consid-
ered the inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution. This also results in a smaller reduc-
tion in cooling capacity and COP. It shows that maldistribution from different
feeder tube bends is insignificant compared to inlet liquid/vapor maldistribu-
tion. The two are not considered to interact significantly, i.e. the distribution
of liquid and vapor phases is a separation phenomena in the distributor, and
thus not affected by the pressure drop through the feeder tubes.
Note that a compact fin-and-tube heat-exchanger consists of a number of tubes
connected by U-bends. The presence of U-bends would reduce the influence of
the feeder tube pressure drop to the total pressure drop, and hence its effect
on maldistribution.
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Figure 4.6: Selected parameters vs. the feeder tube bending parameter.
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Figure 4.7: log(p)h cycles at different feeder tube bending parameter.
Figure 4.7a shows the corresponding log(p)h diagram. It shows that the evapo-
ration temperature decreases, however, not significantly. Figure 4.7b indicates
that the small decrease in the evaporation temperature, is caused by the in-
creased pressure drop through the feeder tubes, which is higher for feeder tube
1.
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The cooling capacity and COP decreases by 5.2% and 4.1%, as Fft goes from 1
to 5.5. It means that the feeder tube bends have small significance compared
to the inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution.
4.4.3 Maldistribution from the airflow
The distribution of refrigerant mass flow, superheat, cooling capacity and COP
as functions of the airflow distribution parameter are shown in figure 4.8.
Interestingly, the mass flow distribution is almost equal in each channel as
Fair decrease. However, they are both reduced significantly in order to ensure
the overall superheat temperature of 5 K. The reduction of the mass flows
together with different superheated areas have a significant degrading effect on
the cooling capacity and COP.
As Fair approaches 0.1 it is close to an air blockage of channel 2. Of course
this is quite impractical, but it indicates that a channel that receives almost
no airflow (could also be a recirculation zone in the coil, see CFD simulation
in section 5.6) will have liquid refrigerant flowing through that must be evap-
orated. Unfortunately, it will be evaporated by mixing the refrigerant with
increased superheat from the other channel. This is also indicated in figure
4.8b, where the superheat of channel 1 increases quite drastically. The result
is a decrease in overall UA-value, cooling capacity and COP.
The evaporating temperature also decreases quite drastically as seen on figure
4.9a. Figure 4.9b shows that the feeder tube pressure drop are almost the same
for each channel. Furthermore, the ratio of the feeder tube pressure drop to
the evaporator channel pressure drop is unchanged as the airflow distribution
parameter decrease.
The cooling capacity and the COP decrease by 49.9% and 43.2% as Fair goes
to 0.1.
Other types of evaporators were studied in Kim et al. (2009b,a) and Brix et al.
(2009, 2010), however, the results of the sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 give
similar results and trends of flow maldistribution in general.
4.4.4 Significance of the choice of correlations
Figures 4.4a-4.4c, 4.6a-4.6c and 4.8a-4.8c show the results of 3 different two-
phase frictional pressure drop correlations from the literature, i.e.
1. Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986)
2. Grönnerud (1979)
3. Quibén and Thome (2007)
We have chosen to use two of the most well known traditional correlations (1-
2) together with a more sophisticated newer correlation (3). The traditional
correlations are somewhat simple correlations in contrast to the latter, which
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Figure 4.8: Selected parameters vs. the airflow distribution parameter.
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Figure 4.9: log(p)h cycles at different airflow distribution parameter.
is a phenomenological correlation, i.e. it involves prediction of the flow regimes
during the evaporation. When applying correlation 3 the first correlation was,
however, used to model the frictional pressure drop of the feeder tubes, since
correlation 3 showed unreasonable frictional pressure gradients at the high mass
fluxes through the feeder tubes.
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The total pressure drop across the channels is different for all the correlations,
however, the difference in terms of cooling capacity and COP are insignificant
as depicted on figure 4.4c, 4.6c and 4.8c. The distribution of mass flow and
cooling capacity for each channel might indicate small differences, but the total
is quite similar. The choice of two-phase frictional pressure drop correlation is
thus insignificant, when studying maldistribution effects from the distributor,
feeder tubes and airflow, for the current RAC unit of interest.
Figure 4.10 shows the results of the cooling capacity and COP for three different
two-phase heat transfer correlations from the literature at different Fx, Fft and
Fair. All the curves coincides and the correlations are as follows:
1. Shah (1982)
2. Gunger and Winterton (1987)
3. Wojtan et al. (2005b)
Again two well known traditional two-phase heat transfer correlations (1-2)
have been chosen together with a more sophisticated phenomenological and
newer correlation (3). Correlation 3 uses the same flow map (Wojtan et al.,
2005a) for flow regime prediction as for the frictional pressure drop correlation
of Quibén and Thome (2007) used previously.
Again the cooling capacities and COP’s are not affected much by the choice of
correlation, and thus insignificant when studying maldistribution effects. The
verification shown in table 4.4 suggests that the cooling capacity should be
different by up to 7%, when applying different two-phase heat transfer corre-
lations. However, the inlet thermodynamic state and superheat were fixed in
that comparison. In the present simulation the inlet thermodynamic state is
not fixed and the evaporating temperature may vary between the simulations.
The cooling capacity is thus compensated by a lower evaporation temperature
in the system. The change in evaporation temperature is, however, small and
not significant on system performance in terms of COP as indicated on figure
4.10.
Note that the correlation of Gunger and Winterton (1987) is not available in
Coil-Designer, thus the earlier Gunger and Winterton (1986) was used in the
comparison in section 4.3. The newer was recommended as the better of the
two in a study by Thome (1996), and thus used here.
A similar study of the significance of different two-phase flow correlations, was
carried out by Brix et al. (2010) on mini-channels. They also found that the
choice of different two-phase flow correlations was not significant for the pre-
dicted maldistribution and the degradation of the cooling capacity.
4.5 Compensation of flow maldistribution
The compensation method involves a coupled expansion and distributor de-
vice, which is able to distribute the mass flow according to the individual
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Figure 4.10: Individual channel and coil cooling capacity and COP vs. the dif-
ferent distribution parameters. The results are given for different heat transfer
correlations.
superheat of each channel. The distribution occurs before the expansion, and
the actual expansion is occurring into the individual feeder tubes. Thus the
liquid/vapor phase cannot be maldistributed. Moreover, the compensation
method distributes the liquid and vapor phases uniformly, i.e. the inlet mixed-
cup enthalpy to each channel is the same. Thus, in this section we only vary
the airflow distribution parameter and compare the performance of the system
with compensation and the system without compensation from section 4.4.3.
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By allowing the individual mass flows to be controlled, the pressure drop
through each channel is not necessarily equal. Therefore, an additional inlet
pressure difference is allowed in the model, see equation 2.48 and 2.49.
Figure 4.11a shows the comparison of the refrigerant mass flow rates as function
of the airflow distribution parameter, at compensation and no compensation.
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Figure 4.11: Selected parameters vs. the airflow distribution parameter; Solid
lines = no compensation of maldistribution, dashed lines = compensation by
control of individual superheat.
It shows how the mass flows should be distributed as function of the airflow
distribution parameter, in order to ensure equal superheat out of the channels.
The total mass flow through the coil can thus be held high, indicating a higher
cooling capacity at compensation. The channel that receives less airflow also
receives less refrigerant flow and vice versa. At no compensation the individual
mass flow curves coincide as discussed in section 4.4.3.
The control of the individual channel superheat eliminates the different super-
heated regions as shown in figure 4.11b. It eliminates the decrease in the overall
UA-value as liquid starts to come out of channel 2 (Fair = 0.8) at no compen-
sation. A higher superheated region with lower UA-value will be required in
channel 1 to evaporate this surplus liquid. In turn, the lower UA-value results
in a lower mass flow rate in order to ensure the overall superheat of 5 K.
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The result of the recovered overall UA-value and mass flow rate is a recovery
of the cooling capacity and COP as indicated on figure 4.11c and 4.11d. When
compensating airflow maldistribution the degradation in total cooling capacity
is only 7.2% compared to 49.9% at Fair = 0.1. The degradation in COP is only
5.7% compared to 43.2% at Fair = 0.1.
Kim et al. (2009b) also performed a system level analysis of compensation
of flow maldistribution in evaporators. They found that the cooling capacity
and COP could be recovered to 99.9% at Fair = 0.71 by controlling individual
superheat. The results of this study showed a cooling capacity recovery of
99.1% and a COP recovery of 99.3% at Fair = 0.71. There is thus a good
correspondence between the results of the two findings.
4.6 Combination of flow maldistribution and
compensation
To fully evaluate the benefits of compensation, we also need to address the
combined effects of flow maldistribution in the comparison and the fact that
the sources of flow maldistribution may act together or compensate each other.
In section 4.4.2, it was found that the different feeder tube bends had minor
effect on flow maldistribution in terms of cooling capacity and COP. Therefore,
we only include the combined effects of inlet liquid/vapor phase distribution
and airflow distribution in the comparison in this section.
The comparison of the systems with compensation or without compensation
of flow maldistribution are also made at different evaporator size and outdoor
condition. Furthermore, we show the total cooling capacity of the evaporator
in this section and not only the cooling capacity of one of the two coils.
The individual effect on the cooling capacity as Fair goes from 0.5 to 1.5 and
Fx goes from 1 to 0.2 is seen in figure 4.12 with and without compensation.
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Figure 4.12: Evaporator capacity vs. individual maldistribution source.
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The figure works as an introduction to the next figures in this section. The
results on the figure in simply the same results as was shown in prior sections.
When Fair and Fx is unity, i.e. at uniform flow conditions, the cooling capacities
coincide at the maximum.
The combined maldistribution is studied by varying both Fair and Fx simul-
taneously. Figure 4.13a and 4.13b show the cooling capacity and the COP of
the system with and without compensation. The graphs show both the actual
values and the relative performance compared to the maximum.
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Figure 4.13: Combined maldistribution of inlet liquid/vapor and airflow (8.8
kW evaporator, outdoor temperature = 35◦C). Evaporator capacity (a), COP
(b), Individual superheat (c) and two-phase part (d).
The figures show that the individual maldistribution sources may act together
or cancel out each other. They act together when Fx < 1 and Fair < 1. When
Fx < 1, a higher superheated area is present in channel 1, since channel 2
receives more liquid. Simultaneously, the airflow across channel 1 increases for
Fair < 1 so that an even higher superheated area in channel 1 occurs (see figure
4.13c). When Fx < 1 and Fair > 1 they compensate each other. The airflow
maldistribution is compensated by the inlet liquid/vapor distribution to give a
higher cooling capacity and COP, as the values for Fx < 1 become higher than
the values for Fx = 1 (i.e. in the right corner of the graphs).
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The maximum of each curve without compensation (full lines) is close to the
compensated case (dashed line) where the individual channel superheats are
controlled, indicating a maximum performance. Figure 4.13c shows the indi-
vidual channel superheats in each coil for the case without compensation. We
find it interesting that the maximum performance at combined flow maldistri-
bution is not obtained when the individual superheats are equal, however it is
quite close. The curve Fx = 0.8 shows a maximum performance at Fair = 1.2,
however, the individual superheats are equal at Fair = 1.24. Furthermore, the
curve Fx = 0.6 shows a maximum performance at Fair = 1.4, whereas the
individual superheats are equal at Fair = 1.48.
The maximum performance at combined flow maldistribution might be when
the two-phase area in the evaporator is highest, since the two-phase area has
a higher heat transfer than the single-phase area. Figure 4.13d shows the per-
centage of the two-phase area in the evaporator. The values are discrete values,
since the evaporator model is discritized in the flow direction. We observe that
the two-phase area cannot be used as a true measure of the maximum per-
formance at combined flow maldistribution. For instance, the curve Fx = 0.6
shows that the highest two-phase area is more or equal to Fair = 1.5, however,
the curve’s maximum performance was at Fair = 1.4.
4.6.1 Different evaporator size
The penalties of airflow and inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution may be compen-
sated by control of individual superheats. A common alternative to increase
the COP is to increase the area of the evaporator. It may therefore be viewed as
a method of compensation of flow maldistribution also, despite that the larger
evaporator also are subject to flow maldistribution. There will be a trade-off
between the use of the compensation method and the use of a larger evaporator
in terms of cooling capacity and COP.
Figure 4.14a and 4.14b show the combinational effects of flow maldistribution
for the same 8.8 kW system, but having a larger evaporator, i.e. the evaporator
that is used for the 10.5 kW system. The evaporator basically has the same
coil geometry, but two extra tubes in each channel. Note that the results in
Kærn et al. (2011a) are based on using a larger indoor unit (including fan) such
that the mean frontal air velocity became higher. In the following, we want to
show only the effect of the evaporator area, thus we keep the mean frontal air
velocity the same so that the heat transfer characteristics are the same for the
comparison.
Note that increasing the evaporator size from 8.8 to 10.5 kW will not give
1.7 kW extra cooling capacity, if the compressor, condenser and fans are not
upgraded similarly.
Furthermore, the relative degradations seem to be the same when using a larger
evaporator and the main difference is only the scale on the right hand side of
the graphs.
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Figure 4.14: Combined maldistribution of inlet liquid/vapor and airflow (10.5
kW evaporator, outdoor temperature = 35◦C). Evaporator capacity (a) and
COP (b).
Figure 4.14 also shows the results of the 8.8 kW evaporator system with com-
pensation. This curve defines the actual trade-off between using the compensa-
tion by control of individual channel superheat or the use of a larger evaporator.
It is essentially better to use the larger evaporator if there is no flow maldistri-
bution, which is quite intuitive. However, if the evaporator is subject to flow
maldistribution it might be better to use the compensation method. The span
at which it is better to use the larger evaporator seems to be small for the
current comparison.
The intersections between the 8.8 kW evaporator system with compensation
and the 10.5 kW evaporator system without compensation (full lines), defines
the trade-offs in terms of the actual flow maldistribution conditions, e.g. the
flow maldistribution cases Fair = 0.68 and Fx = 1, Fair = 0.85 and Fx = 0.8,
Fair = 1.1 and Fx = 0.6, and so on. For these trade-offs the cost of the
compensation method must then be less than the difference in cost between
the two evaporators plus the EXV valve.
4.6.2 Different outdoor temperature
Figure 4.15a and 4.15b shows the effects of the combined maldistribution for
the 8.8 kW evaporator at an outdoor temperature of 27.8◦C.
The degradation in cooling capacity and COP shows similar trends as for the
higher outdoor temperature considered previously. Since the temperature dif-
ference between the indoor and the outdoor is smaller, the COP of the system is
higher. As the outdoor temperature decreases, the inlet quality to the evapora-
tor also decreases, and thus the potential of inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution
is lower. This can be seen on the curves when Fx < 1, which show less percent
degradation compared to figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.15: Combined maldistribution of inlet liquid/vapor and airflow (8.8
kW evaporator, outdoor temperature = 27.8◦C). Evaporator capacity (a) and
COP (b).
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4.7 Discussion and summary
In this chapter we presented a generic study of flow maldistribution in evapo-
rators for residential air-conditioning with refrigerant R410A. For this purpose
we simplified the evaporator circuiting to be two straight channels such that the
results from this chapter are not confined to a specific type of tube circuiting,
but may be viewed as general results and trends.
The results may be used as graphical guidelines for predicting the possible
degradation or recovery in cooling capacity and COP at flow maldistribution
in the evaporator. The readers need to be cautioned that it is not practical to
have evaporator coils consisting of two straight tubes. However, the presented
graphical guidelines may be used by the readers by making a qualitative guess
on the degree of flow maldistribution (i.e. the distribution parameters Fx, Fft
and Fair) considering the actual tube circuiting, refrigerant flow and airflow
arrangement.
Note that we assumed the two coils in the A-coil evaporator to work under
similar maldistribution conditions. However, there could be maldistribution
between the coils themselves. Maldistribution may also be worse when the
system is in part-load operation or operated under off-design non-standard
conditions. Furthermore, dehumidifying conditions, which were not considered
here, may cause larger airflow maldistribution as was shown experimentally by
Yashar and Domanski (2010).
The conclusions of the chapter are summarized in the following summary and
may be viewed by the readers as rules of thumb.
Summary
Firstly, the numerical models of the evaporator and condenser were verified
with commercial software code Coil-Designer (Jiang et al., 2006). Secondly,
the individual sources of flow maldistribution were studied, i.e. a non-uniform
inlet liquid/vapor distribution, different feeder tube bends and a non-uniform
airflow. Using the current definitions of the distribution parameters (Fx, Fft
and Fair) the main conclusions were:
• Non-uniform airflow significantly reduces the cooling capacity and COP.
• Non-uniform inlet liquid/vapor distribution has smaller reductions com-
pared to the airflow.
• Different feeder tube bends (feeder tube pressure drop) have minor effect
on the cooling capacity and COP.
• The reductions in COP were as much as 13%, 4.1% and 43.2% for non-
uniform inlet liquid/vapor distribution, different feeder tube bends and
non-uniform airflow, respectively.
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• The results and trends were similar at different two-phase frictional and
heat transfer correlations, thus the significance of these were minor in
predicting flow maldistribution.
Thirdly, the compensation of flow maldistribution was studied using the con-
trol of individual channel superheats by distributing individual channel mass
flow rates. In addition, the compensation was compared to the combined flow
maldistribution of the inlet liquid/vapor phases and the airflow. The main
conclusions were:
• The compensation method recovers the airflow maldistribution signifi-
cantly in terms of cooling capacity and COP. The reduction in COP is
only 5.7% compared to 43.2% at Fair = 0.1.
• Combinations of inlet liquid/vapor phase distribution and airflow distri-
bution may either outbalance and compensate each other or worsen the
degradations in cooling capacity and COP. When the sources outbalance
the result may be a recovery similar to the system with compensation.
• The effects of the different evaporator size or outdoor temperature on the
degradation of the cooling capacity and COP were shown to be minor in
percent relative to the maximum.
• The trade-offs between the use of a larger evaporator and the use of the
compensation by control of individual channel superheats, showed that
the span in terms of flow maldistribution conditions at which the larger
evaporator is preferable, was small.
• However, if there is no particular flow maldistribution, then the larger
evaporator will always be the most favorable.
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Chapter 5
Face split vs. Interlaced
This chapter is a continuation of the generic study presented in
chapter 4. The only difference is the modeling of the actual tube
circuitry of the evaporator. Moreover, the chapter compares the
performance in terms of cooling capacity and COP of the standard
interlaced and face split types of circuitries in flow maldistribu-
tion conditions with and without compensation. The results of this
chapter is therefore confined to these circuitries and the generality
from chapter 4 is eliminated.
The first parts of the presented results are also discussed in Kærn
et al. (2011c).
5.1 Introduction
The focus in this chapter is to study the flow maldistribution conditions in A-
shaped fin-and-tube evaporators for residential air-conditioning including tube
circuitry.
The reason why the study is performed is to evaluate and quantify the impli-
cations of flow maldistribution on real type evaporator circuitries and possible
compensation potentials. Especially, the coupling between the tube circuiting
and the compensation potential is important to clarify and gain more insight
about the involved physical phenomena. This coupling will be investigated in
order to generate guidelines that illustrates the feasibility for the standard tube
circuitries with and without compensation. The method of compensation is the
same as used in chapter 4.
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The chosen type of circuitry by the manufacturers have changed a couple of
years ago. It changed from the face split to the interlaced circuitry, see fig-
ure 5.1. The interlaced circuitry has shown a significant increase in cooling
capacity compared to the face split circuitry. The main reason is the better
compensation of flow maldistribution by design, i.e. tube circuiting.
The first objective is to investigate the flow maldistribution in the face split and
interlaced circuitry, i.e. (1) non-uniform inlet liquid/vapor phase distribution
and (2) non-uniform airflow distribution. Different feeder tube bends were
shown in chapter 4 to have minor effect on the performance in terms of cooling
capacity and COP. The second objective is to consider further compensation
of flow maldistribution by control of individual channel superheats.
The chapter starts with a verification of the circuitry modeling and partial
validation of the numerical model with experiments carried out at Danfoss on
the interlaced circuitry. The validation is partial since the flow maldistribution
was not measured or eliminated, and thus needs to be guessed.
Then the flow maldistribution sources are investigated individually for each
type of circuitry. In addition, the benefits of using the compensation by control
of individual channel superheats is addressed for both circuitries. Furthermore,
the combination of flow maldistribution sources are considered for the two
circuitries with and without compensation. Finally, the airflow distribution is
computed by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (STAR-CD 3.26, 2005) and
applied to the numerical model of each circuitries, in order to gain more insight
about the airflow distribution and its implications.
5.2 Model setup
Compared to the model setup in chapter 4, the only difference is in fact the tube
circuiting. Exactly the same model assumptions are used for all the components
of the same R410A 8.8 kW air-conditioning unit, despite the tube circuiting in
the evaporator. For these reasons the model assumptions will not be explained
again. A detailed model formulation including model equations etc. is given in
chapter 2 and the circuitry modeling is explained in chapter 3. In the following,
the differences compared to chapter 4 will be explained together with the main
model setup.
5.2.1 Correlations and geometry
The modeling of the tube circuitries involve additional U-bends that increases
the pressure drop compared to the straight channel approach. The chosen
correlations for frictional pressure drop through U-bends are shown in table
5.1 together with all other correlations that are used throughout this chapter.
Again effectiveness-NTU relations for cross flow heat exchangers are employed.
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Figure 5.1: Tube circuitries of the interlaced evaporator (a) and the face split
evaporator (b).
Table 5.1: Overview of used correlations.
Air-side
Heat transfer Wang et al. (1999)
Fin efficiency Schmidt (1949), (Schmidt approximation)
Single-phase
Heat transfer Gnielinski (1976)
Friction Blasius (2002)
Bend friction Ito (1960)
Two-phase (evaporator)
Heat transfer Shah (1982)
Friction Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986)
Bend friction Geary (1975)
Two-phase (condenser)
Heat transfer Shah (1979)
Note that the coil geometry is the same for both the interlaced and face split
evaporator (see table 4.1), however, the tube circuiting (or connections) are
different as shown on figure 5.1. Again the two coils in the evaporator are
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assumed to be in similar maldistribution conditions, and essentially only one
coil is simulated.
5.2.2 Distribution parameters
Before we may define the distribution parameters, we need to gives the channels
numbers, see figure 5.2a.
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Figure 5.2: (a) channel numbering for each evaporator and (b) one-dimensional
airflow profiles.
The phase distribution parameter Fx is defined as
Fx =
x2
xin
0 ≤ Fx ≤ 1 (2.41)
Fx = 2−
x1
xin
1 < Fx ≤ 2 (2.42)
When Fx is unity, the vapor quality into the feeder tubes is equal. When Fx is
zero, only liquid is fed into channel 2. When Fx is two, only liquid is fed into
channel 1. Mass and energy conservation equations are applied to compute the
vapor quality into the remaining channel.
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The airflow distribution parameter Fair is defined by
U(y) = UmFair + y
2Um(1− Fair)
Lt
0 ≤ Fair ≤ 1 (2.53)
where Um is the mean frontal velocity, y is the transverse coordinate and Lt is
the transverse length of the coil.
When Fair is unity, the airflow profile is uniform across the coil. When Fair
is zero, the airflow profile becomes the worst possible linear one-dimensional
profile in the transverse direction, see figure 5.2b. More air is believed to travel
through the top of the coil in real applications with maldistribution that we
simulate via the linear profile.
5.2.3 Boundary conditions and solution methodology
The boundary conditions are the same as in chapter 4. The overall superheat is
controlled to 5 K. When compensating, both channel superheats are controlled
to 5 K by distributing individual channel mass flow rate. During start-up of
the simulation at no maldistribution, the charge of the system is determined so
that the subcooling becomes 2 K. Then the different distribution parameters
are varied individually and each steady state result is obtained. The indoor
and outdoor air temperatures are 26.7◦C and 35◦C, respectively. The mean
frontal air velocities are 1.16 and 0.68 m s−1 to the evaporator and condenser,
respectively. The geometric volume flow of the compressor is 6.239 m3h−1.
5.3 Verification and validation
The verification is performed on a 10.5 kW interlaced coil, since this is the
experimental test case for model validation. The verification will be performed
with commercial software Coil-Designer (Jiang et al., 2006) under uniform flow
conditions. The validation is performed by assuming a degree of airflow mal-
distribution in the model. The result is compared to the experiments together
with the uniform flow case from the verification and the simplified two chan-
nel case from chapter 4. The experiments were carried out by Fösel (2009) at
Danfoss in Nordborg 2008. No experiments were carried out with uniform flow
conditions to the evaporator that could validate the model without guessing
the degree of flow maldistribution. Furthermore, no experiments were carried
out where the flow maldistribution were measured. Note, that we consider only
dry air in the numerical model, however, these experiments were carried out
with low relative humidity in the indoor room such that no condensate were
formed on the evaporator surface.
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5.3.1 Steady state verification
The experimental test boundary conditions used in Fösel (2009) will be used
in the verification as shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Boundary conditions for verification.
Superheat 13 K
Refrigerant inlet pressure 9.869 bar
Refrigerant inlet quality 0.22
Indoor air temperature 24.4◦C
Indoor frontal air velocity 2.45 m s−1
The geometry is similar to table 4.1 although the table shows the 8.8 kW evap-
orator. Two extra tubes in each channel are used for the 10.5 kW evaporator
and it means that the outer surface area becomes 19.2 m2 (for both coils). In
the verification we consider only one coil. Furthermore, we used 5 cells per
tube, i.e. 100 cells per channel plus 18 bend cells.
The interlaced circuitry and corresponding refrigerant temperature contour
through the center of the coil are shown on figure 5.3a. The channel numbering
are similar to figure 5.2a. It means that channel 1 has higher heat transfer in
the beginning of the refrigerant path, since the temperature difference between
refrigerant and air is higher in row 1 than row 2. This is also indicated in
the temperature contours as channel 1 becomes superheated before channel 2.
This is however easier to see on figure 5.3b, which shows the comparison of
the corresponding refrigerant temperature profiles with Coil-Designer. Figure
5.3c shows the comparison of the corresponding refrigerant pressure profiles
through the coil.
Both the refrigerant and pressure profile comparison are in good accordance
and we may state that the circuitry modeling is verified. There is some minor
differences in the pressure drop prediction, which may be due to differences
in mass flow distributions in the simulations. In the current model (CM) we
predict the actual mass flow distribution to each channel according to each
channel pressure drop, whereas Coil-Designer (CD) distributes the mass flows
to each channel evenly. Furthermore, the pressure profiles indicate that the
U-bend pressure drop is higher than a straight tube of the same length.
Table 5.3 shows the comparison of the cooling capacity and mass flow rate for
the coil.
Again, there is good accordance between the simulations. Coil-designer predicts
a slightly higher heat transfer and mass flow, which most likely are due to the
smooth functions applied at the two-phase to vapor phase transition. The same
observation was found in section 4.3, where 3 different two-phase heat transfer
correlations were investigated for the straight tube verification.
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Figure 5.3: Refrigerant temperature contours through center of interlaced coil
(a). Verification of refrigerant temperature and pressure profile following the
refrigerant channel flow (b,c).
Table 5.3: Comparison of mass flow rate and cooling capacity at n = 5,
(CM=current model, CD=Coil-Designer).
Capacity Mass flow
[kW] [kg s−1]
Interlaced coil
CM 5905 0.0329
CD 6110 0.0339
Error 3.3% 2.8%
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5.3.2 Convergence
The convergence of the numerical solution is addressed in this section. The
question of interest is: Howmany cells per tube is required to reach a reasonable
convergence? Throughout all simulations in this thesis we used a tolerance of
10−4 in Dymola. This tolerance is essentially the same for both absolute and
relative tolerances, if not a nominal value is given as an attribute in Dymola.
Figure 5.4a and 5.4c shows the convergence of the refrigerant temperature
profiles and the normalized cooling capacity as n goes from 1 to 5 per tube,
i.e. 20 to 100 cells per channel + 18 U-bend cells.
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Figure 5.4: Convergence of interlaced circuitry model (a,c) and corresponding
CPU time with and without initialization (b,d).
It shows that the convergence in the refrigerant temperature profile is reason-
able for n ≥ 3. The coil capacity already shows good convergence at n = 1.
If we consider the uncertainty of the applied correlations for two-phase heat
transfer and frictional pressure drop etc., which should be expected around
30%, then the convergence is by far acceptable.
By increasing the number of cells the CPU time also increases as indicated on
figure 5.4b. The figure shows that the initialization takes most of the CPU
time for the current simulations. At time equals 100 the controller starts to
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control the refrigerant superheat according to table 5.2. At time equals 200
the steady state is achieved. The initialization at n = 4 took longer time than
n = 5, which remains unexplainable and we may only guess that something
have triggered the solver to become slower. However, if we subtract the CPU
time for initialization, we get a more clear picture of the needed CPU time as
function of n as shown in figure 5.4d. Interestingly, the CPU time seems to
scale linearly for the current simulations.
Throughout this chapter we chose to use n = 3, i.e. 3 cells per tube.
5.3.3 Experimental validation
The experiments were carried out by Fösel (2009) at Danfoss in Nordborg
2008. There was no information about calibration or uncertainty measures for
these experiments. The compressor speed was varied from 70 to 52.5 to 35 Hz,
however, we will only compare the steady state results in this section (averages
of the three compressor speeds). The experiments are shown on figure 5.5.
The test case corresponds to the previous verified case with conditions from
0 ≤ time ≤ 2516. The condenser was a micro-channel, the compressor was
a hermetic scroll and the expansion valve was an electronic expansion valve.
The figure shows the results for the total evaporator, thus both two interlaced
fin-and-tube coils.
Figure 5.5a indicate that the cooling capacity decreases as the compressor speed
decreases. Furthermore, the evaporating and condensing pressure increases and
decreases, respectively, as shown on figure 5.5b. These trends are normal and
as expected.
In the following, the experimental data is reduced in order to use them as input
to the numerical model.
Model input
The refrigerant mass flow rate was only measured after the condenser in these
experiments. Therefore, we used the mean mass flow rate from figure 5.5c to
compute the volume flow rate at the evaporator outlet (figure 5.5d), and used
that as input to the model. The mass flow rate at inlet to the evaporator is then
controlled by the mean superheat in figure 5.5e, and the inlet vapor quality is
computed by the liquid subcooling in figure 5.5f.
The indoor temperature (inlet air) is shown on figure 5.5g and kept constant by
a secondary heating system. Unfortunately, the air mass flow rate through the
evaporator was not measured. In contrast, we used the energy balance from
the refrigerant to the air, in order to compute the air mass flow rate, see figure
5.5h. This is not considered as the most elegant method, however, the best
possible for these experiments. The air mass flow is then converted by the coil
geometry and air density into a frontal velocity of 2.45 m s−1.
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Figure 5.5: Experiments and calculated inputs.
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Experimental comparison
In this section the experimental results are compared with three different model
cases:
1. The two straight channels approach at uniform conditions (circuitry sim-
plification), Fair = 1.
2. Actual circuitry modeling at uniform conditions, Fair = 1.
3. Actual circuitry modeling with maldistribution, Fair = 0.
Note that the definition of the airflow distribution parameter Fair is different
in the first case compared to the second and third case.
The results of the experimental comparison are shown in figure 5.6. The dyna-
mics shown in the model results can not be used for validation, since we apply
steps in the refrigerant boundary conditions (model inputs from figure 5.5),
thus only steady state results should be considered here.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental comparison.
The first case (two straight channels) shows the highest heat transfer, i.e. cool-
ing capacity and mass flow rate. This is also expected since both channels
sees the highest air temperature, i.e the inlet air temperature. For the second
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case the circuitry is modeled and consequently the second row in the coil will
meet a lower air temperature, thus a lower heat transfer. The temperature
driving potential for heat transfer is thus higher for case one than case two.
The evaporation pressure also becomes higher for case one, because of higher
heat transfer.
The first two cases show higher cooling capacity and mass flow rate than the
experimental results, which indicates that the experiments are carried out in
flow maldistribution conditions. In the third case the circuitry is modeled and
the worst possible linear velocity profile is applied. Again the numerical results
shows higher heat transfer, i.e. cooling capacity, mass flow rate and evaporating
pressure. It indicates that the experiments may have been conducted at worse
maldistribution conditions.
There may be many reasons for the lower experimental capacity. The air profile
may be even worse, the liquid/vapor phases may be distributed unevenly and
there may be airflow maldistribution between the coils themselves. The degree
of flow maldistribution may be indicated by figure 5.6d, which shows the outlet
refrigerant temperatures. The experimental results show larger difference in
outlet temperatures, whereas the numerical results show lower differences in
outlet temperatures. It indicates that larger flow maldistribution conditions
are present in the experimental results.
In conclusion, we cannot fully validate the numerical model with these ex-
perimental results. Firstly, we need to address the experimental uncertainty
measures and propagation of error. Secondly, we need to either eliminate the
flow maldistribution or measure the actual flow maldistribution. In these ex-
periments we are faced with the difficult task of guessing degrees of flow mal-
distribution. The experimental comparison presented here does, however, give
some credibility and reliability to the model.
In addition to the verification with Coil-Designer performed in section 5.3.1,
the numerical model shows good results and we may conclude that the model is
applicable for investigating flow maldistribution with actual circuitry modeling.
5.4 Effects of flow maldistribution
In this section the results of the simulations of flow maldistribution are pre-
sented for each standard circuitry type, i.e. the interlaced and the face split
evaporator. The model setup follows from section 5.2. The distribution pa-
rameters are varied individually from 1 to 0, imposing an increasing degree
of flow maldistribution. Firstly, we consider the cases without compensation,
secondly, we consider the case with compensation. In contrast to chapter 4, it
is chosen to show the overall UA-value instead of the cooling capacity, because
the UA-value is decoupled from the temperature difference between refriger-
ant and air, in contrast to the cooling capacity. The UA-value gives a better
identification of the coil performance independent of temperature difference.
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5.4.1 Maldistribution from the distributor
The distribution of refrigerant mass flux as function of the phase distribution
parameter is shown on figure 5.7a for each coil of the evaporators. It shows
that the mass flux distribution is dependent on Fx, so that more mass comes
through the channel with lower inlet vapor quality (channel 2) and less mass
comes through the channel with higher inlet vapor quality (channel 1). This
is determined by the pressure drop through the channels that must be equal.
Indeed more mass will travel through the channel with lower vapor quality,
since the pressure drop of the liquid phase is lower than the pressure drop
of the vapor phase. At no maldistribution (Fx = 1) the face split evaporator
shows higher mass fluxes for both channels indicating a higher cooling capacity,
however, they decrease at higher maldistribution and become lower than the
interlaced evaporator at Fx = 0.55.
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Figure 5.7: Selected parameters vs. the phase distribution parameter.
The consequence of the refrigerant maldistribution is seen in figure 5.7b, which
shows the individual channel superheats for each coil of the evaporators. At Fx
= 0.85, liquid is flowing out of channel 2 for the face split evaporator. This point
is important because the two-phase area of the face split evaporator decreases,
when full evaporation is not reached in channel 2. A larger superheated area in
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channel 1 is required in order to evaporate this surplus liquid, thus the overall
UA-value decreases as seen on figure 5.7c. The interlaced evaporator does not
experience the same degree of superheat non-uniformity, and it therefore has
a smaller reduction in the overall UA-value as Fx decreases. Figure 5.8 and
5.9 show that the superheat may actually increase and decrease in the second
tube row of the interlaced evaporator, which somehow contradicts the better
performance at higher inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution. The air is thus cooled
in the first row and heated in the second, which should be avoided.
The face split evaporator performs better at low maldistribution. This is be-
cause of the tube circuitry. The two channels of the face split evaporator are
counter-cross flow, however, the interlaced is both counter-cross flow (channel
2) and parallel-cross flow (channel 1). When constructing a heat exchanger
it should always be attempted to use the temperature potential between the
heat exchanging fluids in the best possible way. It is not the case when the
superheated regions, which have lower UA-value, are aligned next to each other
in the airflow direction. This is the case for the interlaced evaporator as illus-
trated in figure 5.8. There is a higher temperature potential for heat transfer
in both the superheated regions of the face split evaporator, since they are
aligned in the first tube row. In turn, the face split evaporator will minimize
the superheated region, since the gradient of the refrigerant vapor temperature
is higher than for the interlaced evaporator at low maldistribution, see figure
5.9.
The COP of the two systems (figure 5.7d) is affected in similar manner as the
UA-value, however, not as dramatic. The tradeoff between the face split and
the interlaced evaporator is at Fx = 0.55 for the current systems.
5.4.2 Maldistribution from the airflow
The distribution of refrigerant mass flux as function of the airflow distribution
parameter is shown on figure 5.10a for each coil of the evaporators. For the
face split evaporator, the refrigerant mass flux distribution is almost equal in
each channel as Fair decreases. For the interlaced evaporator there is some
divergence. The mass fluxes are again higher for the face split evaporator
at low maldistribution indicating a higher cooling capacity and performance.
However, the mass fluxes of the face split evaporator decrease even more than
the interlaced evaporator at higher maldistribution.
Figure 5.10b shows the corresponding superheat of each channel in the coils of
both evaporators. It is seen that the interlaced evaporator recovers the airflow
maldistribution quite well, i.e. the superheated region of the evaporator is not
increased. This is in contrast to the face split evaporator, which shows that
liquid comes out of channel 2 at Fair = 0.75, thus the superheat of channel 1
increases in order to ensure an overall superheat of 5 K.
Figure 5.11 and 5.12 show the refrigerant temperature contours in the coils and
profiles following the refrigerant channel flows. For the interlaced evaporator
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Figure 5.8: Refrigerant temperature contours through center of coils.
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Figure 5.9: Refrigerant temperature profile for interlaced (a) and face split (b)
coils.
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Figure 5.10: Selected parameters vs. the airflow distribution parameter.
the superheated zone is larger at the beginning, but actually becomes smaller
as Fair decreases. This is because of the larger heat transfer due to higher air
velocity across the top of the coil, thus resulting in larger vapor temperature
gradient. However, the face split evaporator shows the minimum superheated
area at no maldistribution and it increases at higher airflow maldistribution.
Despite the interlaced superior flow maldistribution recovery, the face split
evaporator performs better at Fair > 0.55 and Fx > 0.55 in terms of overall
UA-value and COP, see figure 5.7c, 5.7d, 5.10c and 5.10d. As mentioned in the
previous section, this is because the superheated regions with low UA-value
are placed in the first row of the coils in the face split evaporator, where the
temperature driving potential is highest. It seems a coincidence that the trade-
off value is 0.55 for both Fair and Fx, however, the trade-off is subject to their
definitions in section 5.2.2. The reason why the interlaced evaporator is used
today seems because of the flow maldistribution, which is better recovered by
the interlaced evaporator.
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Figure 5.12: Refrigerant temperature profile for interlaced (a) and face split
(b) coils
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5.4.3 Compensation of flow maldistribution
Compensation of flow maldistribution will be investigated in this section. As
mentioned in chapter 4, the compensation method already compensates the
inlet liquid/vapor phase maldistribution by design, since the distribution of
refrigerant happens before the refrigerant expansion. Thus, in this section
we only vary the airflow distribution parameter. When distributing the mass
flow, the pressure drop through each channel need not necessarily be equal.
Therefore, an additional inlet pressure difference is allowed in the model (see
section 2.7.2). Figure 5.13 shows the UA-value and COP as Fair goes from 1
to 0.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of UA-value and COP with and without compensation
of airflow maldistribution (8.8 kW evaporator).
It shows that the control of the individual channel superheat eliminates the
different superheated regions in both evaporators. The elimination of the su-
perheated region is, however, higher for the face split evaporator, as indicated
on figure 5.12, since the interlaced evaporator already by design compensates
airflow maldistribution to some extend. The result is an increased overall UA-
value and COP as depicted on figure 5.13a and 5.13c.
Both evaporators experience a better performance when controlling the indi-
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vidual superheat. Despite the better performance of the interlaced evaporator
with compensation, it does not perform better than the face split evaporator
without compensation at Fair > 0.65. The face split evaporator with compen-
sation performs the best at all values of Fair. Interestingly, the difference in
COP between the two evaporators with compensation is increasing slightly as
Fair decreases.
If we normalize the results from figure 5.13a and 5.13c with the current evap-
orator used today, i.e. the interlaced without individual superheat control, we
see the actual increase in performance when applying the compensation method
to each systems as function of Fair, see figure 5.13b and 5.13d. For the face
split with compensation, this increase in UA-value stays around 7% as Fair de-
creases, however, the interlaced with compensation shows a decrease from 4.9%
to 1.5% increase. The COP increases from 1.6% to 2.4% increase for the face
split evaporator with compensation as Fair decreases, however, the interlaced
evaporator with compensation shows a decrease from 1.0% to 0.3% increase.
5.5 Combination of flow maldistribution and
compensation
Similarly to chapter 4, we also need to address the combined effects of flow
maldistribution in order to fully evaluate the benefits of using the compensation
method, and the fact that the flow maldistribution sources may act together
or compensate each other. In the following, the results of the combined flow
maldistribution will be compared to the compensation method. Furthermore,
the comparison are also made at different evaporator size.
The combined maldistribution is studied by varying both Fair and Fx simul-
taneously. Figure 5.14a-d shows the overall UA-value and COP of the 8.8 kW
system with and without compensation.
Similarly to the chapter 4 the individual maldistribution sources may act to-
gether or cancel out each other. For the face split evaporator (figure 5.14b and
5.14d) the sources act together when Fx < 1 and Fair < 1. In contrast, the
sources compensate each other when Fx > 1 and Fair < 1. The maximum of the
individual source compensation (dashed lines) becomes equal to the compen-
sation results, where each individual channel superheats are controlled. The
face split results are fairly similar to the results of the two straight channel
simplification from section 4.6, since the airflow across each refrigerant channel
is independent, in contrast to the interlaced channels.
The interlaced evaporator shows quite different characteristics (figure 5.14a and
5.14c). Most of the curves do not cross each other. From 5.14c it seems that
the COP curves coincide with the compensated results when Fx equals 1.1 to
1.3, and interestingly independent of Fair. It shows that the interlaced are
more stable to airflow maldistribution. It is also to some extent stable towards
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Figure 5.14: Combined maldistribution of inlet liquid/vapor and airflow using
the 8.8 kW evaporator; interlaced (a,c,e) and face split (b,d,f).
inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution, i.e. the curves do not decrease as much as
for the face split evaporator. This may better be observed in figure 5.14e and
5.14f, which shows the corresponding surface plots of the COP. The interlaced
UA-curves for Fx equals 1.2 to 1.3 are actually higher than the compensated
case, but however not really observable in the COP.
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Interesting conclusions may be drawn from these figures. For example if we
assume an airflow distribution of Fair = 0.5 and phase distribution of Fx = 0.8,
the COP of the interlaced and face split evaporator becomes 3.43 and 3.34,
respectively. However, a similar case where Fair = 0.5 and Fx = 1.2 gives 3.54
and 3.58, respectively. It is essentially similar degrees of flow maldistribution,
however, the difference is significant and the COP increases by 3.2% and 7.0%.
The most important conclusion here is that the case Fair = 0.5 and Fx = 1.2
corresponds to the compensated case for both circuitries. It means that the
compensation may show an increase of 3.2% and 7.0% for the interlaced and face
split evaporator, respectively, but at similar degrees of flow maldistribution, it
may show 0% improvement. It will depend on the actual flow maldistribution
conditions.
5.5.1 Different evaporator size
As mentioned in chapter 4, a common way to increase the COP is to increase the
area of the evaporator. It may therefore be viewed as a method of compensation
of flow maldistribution also, despite that the larger evaporator will also be
subject to flow maldistribution conditions. We are especially interested in the
trade-offs between the use of the compensation method and the use of the larger
evaporator.
In this section we show the compensation of airflow maldistribution for the same
system, but having the larger evaporator (10.5 kW). It is the same evaporator
size as the one used for verification and validation. Note that the mean frontal
air velocity across the coil is kept constant at 1.16 m s−1 for both evaporators,
which corresponds to the ratings of 8.8 kW evaporator, in order to decouple
any velocity difference effects between the two evaporators.
Figure 5.15 shows the results of combined flow maldistribution with and with-
out compensation for the 10.5 kW interlaced and face split evaporators. The
figure (a-d) also shows the 8.8 kW evaporator results with compensation by
control of individual channel superheat.
The increase in UA-value and COP are significant when upgrading the evapora-
tor for both the interlaced and face split evaporators. Otherwise, the combined
flow maldistribution case for the 10.5 kW evaporators shows similar trends and
degradations as for the 8.8 kW evaporators. This is in accordance with the
generic study in chapter 4, were the percent degradations for the 8.8 and 10.5
kW evaporators were almost the same.
If we compare the results to the 8.8 kW evaporators with compensation of
flow maldistribution from section 5.5 (the thick dashed curve), it shows that
the compensation method cannot compete with the larger evaporator using
the interlaced circuitry. In fact, it is only at Fx < 0.75 independently of Fair,
where the compensation method used with the 8.8 kW evaporator, performs
better than the 10.5 kW evaporator for the interlaced circuitry (figure 5.15a
and 5.15c).
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Figure 5.15: Combined maldistribution of inlet liquid/vapor and airflow using
the 10.5 kW evaporator; interlaced (a,c,e) and face split (b,d,f).
For the face split evaporator circuitry the results are different and look more
like the results of the generic study performed in chapter 4. Essentially, if there
is no particular flow maldistribution, then it is always better to use the larger
evaporator. However, if the face split evaporator are in flow maldistribution
conditions, then the compensation by control of individual channel superheat
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is superior. Many trade-off maldistribution conditions may be defined by the
intersections of the 8.8 kW curve with compensation. For these trade-offs the
cost of the compensation method must be less than the costs of the larger
evaporator. The span at which the larger face split evaporator performs better
than the smaller face split evaporator with compensation is however small in
COP.
For these reasons, it seems that only the face split 8.8 kW evaporator with com-
pensation may compete with the 10.5 kW evaporators without compensation.
5.6 CFD predicted airflow
This section serves to bring more insight about the airflow profile across the
evaporator coils. The airflow profile across an evaporator A-coil is never uni-
form. There will always be some degree of airflow maldistribution. In this
section, the airflow profile across an A-coil is predicted by computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations using the commercial CFD code STAR-CD 3.26
(2005). The airflow profile is then applied to the Modelica model of the 8.8
kW RAC unit used in previous sections. The CFD prediction will give valuable
information about the degree of airflow maldistribution, however, it must be
kept in mind that numerical tools need experimental validation or verification
in order to be fully reliable.
The section goes through the setup in STAR-CD, extraction of perpendicular
coil velocity, convergence and application of the velocity profile to the interlaced
and face split circuitries with and without compensation.
5.6.1 CFD setup and results
We have simplified the air duct flow to be two-dimensional, however, in reality
fluid flow is always three-dimensional. It is essentially a matter of how much
the third dimension matters. For example, near the duct walls or in between
the fins, there will be three-dimensional effects. It is believed that the main flow
is governed by a two-dimensional flow, which simplifies the problem of interest
significantly. This is the same simplification as other investigators have done
(AbdelAziz et al., 2008; Yashar et al., 2008; Yashar and Domanski, 2010), who
used CFD or PIV measurements to obtain the airflow profile. Furthermore, we
do not address the presence of the fins, which will create larger pressure drop
across the coil.
The computational domain is constructed as shown on figure 5.16, which also
shows the boundary conditions and grids. For the outlet boundary we chose
both the outlet and the pressure boundary condition in STAR-CD, but it did
not have any influence on the velocity profile through the coil (results using
outlet boundary is shown here).
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Figure 5.16: Computational domain, boundary conditions and grids (tetrahe-
dra mesh type); coarse grid = 4mm, dense grid = 2mm.
The alignment of the coil is in upwards flow direction with a condensate tray
for dehumidifying conditions. Symmetric flow is assumed for both coils, i.e.
each half of the air duct is symmetric. Furthermore, the inlet air velocity is
assumed to be uniform and computed to be 2.6 m s−1 by conservation of mass,
where the mean frontal velocity is 1.16 m s−1 across the coil. The air properties
are evaluated at 25◦C. The Reynolds number based on tube diameter becomes
1600 and 700 based on inlet velocity and mean frontal velocity, respectively.
The low Reynolds number k-ǫ turbulence model (y+ ∼ 1) is used. The turbu-
lence intensity and turbulent length scale at the inlet is specified to 10% and
D/2, respectively. For discretization, the central difference scheme (CDS) is
used for the momentum equations and the upwind difference scheme (UDS) is
used for the k-ǫ equations.
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The tetrahedra mesh type is chosen for the computational domain. A denser
grid (2mm) is used near the coil and a coarser grid (4mm) is used in the
surroundings of the coil. Furthermore, a subsurface is created very close to all
the walls with 4 layers. It essentially means a splitting of the cells closest to the
walls by 4 layers. The number of cells for the computational domain is 30000.
Finally, the residual tolerance is chosen to be 10−3.
The results of the CFD simulations are shown in figure 5.17. The y+ value
became no higher than 7 near the walls and a solution to the problem was
found in steady state. Note that other turbulence models claims to be better
near the wall, but may cause the solution to become unsteady.
Figure 5.17a-b show that there is a recirculation zone in the bottom of the
coil. The observation is similar to the findings of AbdelAziz et al. (2008);
Yashar et al. (2008), however, no recirculation zone was found in Yashar and
Domanski (2010). The recirculation zone results in very low air velocities in
this region and consequently low heat transfer. The reason for the recirculation
zone is essentially the condensate tray, which also causes the air to be increased
upstream (to the left). Despite the recirculation zone in the bottom, the air
seems to flow quite uniformly across the coil or slowly increasing towards the
top linearly. Figure 5.17c shows the top of the coil and reveals that the air
travels right by the tubes near the top. However, the air in the middle of the
coil (bottom of figure 5.17c) seems to flow right into each tube through the
coil, which should increase heat transfer.
Figure 5.17d shows the relative pressure distribution. It shows that there is a
small pressure drop through the coil. If fins were present this pressure drop
would be increased and may alter the airflow distribution across the coil. Fig-
ure 5.17e shows the turbulent kinetic energy distribution. It shows that the
turbulence kinetic energy is highest in the coil and in front of the condensate
tray.
5.6.2 Perpendicular velocity profile
From the previous CFD results, the perpendicular velocities in the front and
back of the coil are extracted, as shown on figure 5.18a.
The velocity profile shows the presence of the tubes by variations in the profile
along the coil. The variations are larger in the back of the coil. Figure 5.18a also
shows the tube average velocities that are needed as boundary condition to the
Modelica model. The Modelica model handles only one velocity profile through
the coil, thus the mean of the front and back profile is computed as shown in
figure 5.18b. Furthermore, the negative part of the velocity profile cannot be
handled by the implemented Modelica model. The negative part is caused by
the recirculation zone and it is corrected by ensuring mass conservation, as
illustrated on figure 5.18b. The corrected mean velocity profile is then used as
boundary condition to the implemented Modelica model.
We also performed a test of the convergence of the mean air profile though the
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Figure 5.17: Selected CFD results; velocity distribution (a,b,c), relative pres-
sure distribution (d) and turbulent kinetic energy distribution (e).
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Figure 5.18: Perpendicular velocity profile in front and back of coil (a), correc-
tion of mean profile (b) and convergence of mean profile (c) [dense grid size,
coarse grid size, max. res. tol.].
coil by changing the grid and residual tolerance as shown in 5.18c. It shows
that the velocity profile is converged.
5.6.3 Results using CFD predicted air profile
The refrigerant temperature contours through the center of the coils are shown
in figure 5.19 for the interlaced and face split evaporator with and without
compensation (EXV and comp).
It shows that the interlaced circuitry compensates the airflow non-uniformity
by design better than the face split circuitry. It is observed by the increased
superheated area in the upper coil of the face split evaporator (EXV), which is
not present in the interlaced coil (EXV). If we use the compensation by control
of individual channel superheats, then there is not much change in the results
of the interlaced evaporator. However, the non-uniform superheated areas in
the face split evaporator are eliminated. Table 5.4 shows the results of the
overall UA-value and COP. The table also shows the percentage increase or
decrease compared to the interlaced evaporator without compensation (EXV).
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Figure 5.19: Refrigerant temperature contours through center of coils.
Table 5.4: Comparison of overall UA and COP using CFD air profile with or
without compensation.
UA COP UA %-change COP %-change
Face split (compensated) 756.1 3.512 5.7% 1.3%
Interlaced (compensated) 728.1 3.477 1.8% 0.3%
Interlaced (EXV) 715.1 3.466 0% 0%
Face split (EXV) 607.2 3.257 -15% -6%
The conclusions are similar to previous sections, where a linear velocity profile
is applied. The face split evaporator performs better than the interlaced cir-
cuitry with compensation, since the superheated area with lower heat transfer
is aligned in the first row of the face split and thus has a higher temperature
difference (heat transfer potential). The use of compensation on the inter-
laced circuitry will give increased UA-value and COP, but not as much as for
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the face split circuitry. The face split circuitry without compensation suffers
significantly from the airflow maldistribution.
When comparing the UA-values to figure 5.13b, i.e. with -15% without com-
pensation and +6% with compensation for the face split evaporator, the cor-
responding linear velocity profile is roughly around 0.15 ≤ Fair ≤ 0.20.
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5.7 Discussion and summary
In this chapter we presented a numerical study of flow maldistribution in the
standard interlaced and face split evaporators with and without compensation
by control of individual channel superheats. The main difference compared
to chapter 4 is that the actual evaporator circuitry is addressed and not only
simplified to be two straight tubes.
Moreover, the chapter provides graphical guidelines of the effect of flow maldis-
tribution and compensation considering the tube circuiting that may be used
by the readers by making a qualitative guess on the degree of flow maldis-
tribution (i.e. the distribution parameters Fx and Fair) considering the flow
arrangement.
It may however be difficult to estimate the velocity profile for a given type of
A-coil, since it depends on many factors such as apex angle, mounting brack-
ets, condensate pans, upstream and downstream flow obstructions, bends or
blower locations in the duct system. All these effects must be weighted when
qualitatively guessing the airflow parameter by the reader. The velocity profile
is never fully linear as shown by the CFD simulations in section 5.6. Further-
more, the CFD simulations assumed uniform upstream airflow, which may not
be the case at installation of these systems.
Similarly to chapter 4, the compensation benefits that are shown in this chapter
are at similar flow maldistribution in each coil. However, there could also be
coil to coil flow maldistribution. Furthermore, there could be other causes of
maldistribution for example fouling. These issues may contribute to the total
degradation and compensation potential of flow maldistribution.
Furthermore, an increase in the number of tube rows in larger coils is expected
to contribute to the performance difference between the face split evapora-
tor with compensation and the interlaced evaporator without compensation
(mostly used today). This is because of the superheated zones in the third
and/or fourth tube rows, which are inefficient for the interlaced evaporator.
By definition all the superheated zones are located in the first tube row for the
face split evaporator.
The conclusions of the chapter are summarized in the following summary and
may be viewed by the readers as rules of thumb.
Summary
Firstly, we verified the circuitry modeling and the accompanied U-bend pres-
sure drop computation with commercial software code Coil-Designer (Jiang
et al., 2006). Secondly, we validated the model in steady-state to some extend
with experiments carried out at Danfoss. To some extend means that the de-
gree of flow maldistribution needed to be guessed in the model, thus the flow
maldistribution was not measured or eliminated in the experiments.
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Thirdly, the individual maldistribution sources that has shown significance were
investigated, i.e. non-uniform inlet liquid/vapor distribution and non-uniform
airflow. Using the current definitions of the distribution parameters (Fx and
Fair) the main conclusions were:
• At uniform flow conditions, it is always better to place the superheated
regions with low UA-value in the first row of the coils, where the tempera-
ture driving potential is highest. This is done in the face split evaporator.
• At non-uniform flow conditions, the interlaced evaporator becomes bet-
ter than the face split evaporator, since the interlaced to some extend
compensates the flow maldistribution by design (circuitry).
• However, already at small degrees of inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution
in the interlaced evaporator, the superheated region in the second row
shows no heat transfer. The superheat may even be cooled by the colder
air coming from row one at worse degrees of inlet liquid/vapor maldistri-
bution.
• The trade-off between the interlaced and face split evaporator was found
to be at Fx = Fair = 0.5. Since the interlaced evaporator are used mostly
today, it seems that there are significant degrees of flow maldistribution
in these evaporators.
Fourthly, the benefits of compensation of flow maldistribution by control of in-
dividual channel superheats were considered. In addition, the combined effects
of maldistribution sources were investigated at different evaporator size. The
main conclusions were:
• At compensation the face split evaporator shows the best performance.
• The interlaced evaporator also shows a performance increase at compen-
sation, however, not as high.
• Compared to the interlaced evaporator without compensation, the in-
crease by using the face split evaporator with compensation is 7% in
overall UA-value and 1.6% to 2.4% in COP.
• At combined flow maldistribution, the interlaced evaporator shows much
better stability towards flow maldistribution than the face split evapora-
tor.
• Two similar combined maldistribution cases may show significant or no
compensation potential at all, i.e. (Fair = 0.5 and Fx = 0.8) and (Fair =
0.5 and Fx = 1.2).
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• The span in terms of combined flow maldistribution conditions at which
the larger evaporator (10.5 kW) are better than the smaller evaporator
(8.8 kW) with compensation is small for the face split evaporator circuitry.
• For the interlaced evaporator circuitry the compensation method seems
to be unable to compete with the larger evaporator. This is because the
interlaced evaporator already by design compensates the flow maldistri-
bution to some extend.
Fifthly, we predicted the air velocity profile using computational fluid dyna-
mics (CFD) and applied it as boundary condition to our model. The main
conclusions were:
• The airflow through the coil shows a recirculation zone with low heat
transfer in the bottom of the coil, which is caused by the condensate tray
for dehumidifying conditions.
• Otherwise, the perpendicular velocity profile through the coil seems to
be slightly increasing linearly towards the top.
• Again the face split evaporator with compensation shows the best perfor-
mance when applying the CFD predicted air velocity profile. Again, the
interlaced evaporator shows minor performance increase with compensa-
tion.
• The results in overall UA-value by using the CFD predicted velocity pro-
file show that the corresponding airflow distribution parameter is around
0.15 ≤ Fair ≤ 0.20.
Chapter 6
Liquid injection principle
The previous chapters employed perfect control of individual chan-
nel superheats as the method of compensation by distributing indi-
vidual channel mass flows continuously. In this chapter a working
principle for individual distribution is analyzed, which is based upon
the recent product development (EcoFlowTM) at Danfoss (Funder-
Kristensen et al., 2009; Mader and Thybo, 2010). The method is
discontinuous liquid injection into each individual channels during
a specified cycle time. Moreover, the influence of the cycle time will
be investigated together with an optional secondary flow into the
other channels with regards to cooling capacity, overall UA-value
and COP.
6.1 Introduction
Perfect control of individual channel superheats means that a thermostatic or
electronic expansion valve is located on each channels and thus controls each
superheat to be the same. It is not beneficial for economic reasons to install an
expansion valve for each channel. Therefore, the discontinuous liquid injection
is considered in this chapter as a promising method for controlling individual
channel superheat.
The reason why the numerical study is performed is to gain more understanding
and insight in the liquid injection principle and its implications for evaporator
and system performance in terms of overall UA-value, cooling capacity and
COP. Especially, we strive to optimize the discontinuous liquid injection prin-
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ciple by studying the effects of different specifications and provide guidelines
for optimal energy efficiency. The injection principle is essentially two-phase
flow pulsations and the study may show the potential of increasing capacity
and COP by employing pulsations to the flow.
The modeling of the liquid injection dynamics showed spurious fluctuations
in pressure, which have not been observed as high in any similar experiments
carried out at Danfoss. The current analysis should therefore be seen as a
first study of the injection dynamics with the current model approach and
limitations.
When simulating the injection dynamics, we must keep in mind that the correla-
tions for heat transfer, friction and void may become invalid at large transients
in mass flow, since they are developed from steady state experiments. Further-
more, the discontinuous refrigerant injection is essentially pulsating two-phase
flow, and the significance of the liquid/vapor interfacial dynamics may become
important such as interfacial friction and drag and/or thermodynamic non-
equilibrium effects, which is not included in the current mixture model.
6.1.1 Liquid injection principle
As mentioned above the method of compensation used in this chapter is based
on the working principle of the recently developed Danfoss product (EcoFlowTM).
Before we may define the objectives of analyzing the working principle, basic
knowledge is needed about how the EcoFlow valve works.
Actually, the EcoFlow valve does not measure the individual channel superheats
but only the overall superheat. Furthermore, it does not provide continuous
refrigerant flow in each channel, but rather discontinuous individual channel
injection (modulation of each channel flow) with optional secondary flow to
the other channels. The optimal distribution of mass flow rate (or individual
refrigerant injection) is then found from a distribution analysis performed at
specific time intervals during operation, see Mader and Thybo (2010). The
distribution analysis is essentially carried out by control algorithms, where the
importance of each individual channel on the overall superheat is measured
in order to find the optimal distribution. The individual channel superheats
become the same at the optimal mass flow distribution.
Figure 6.1 and 6.2 shows the EcoFlow valve, the superheat sensor and the main
components of the EcoFlow valve.
The individual injection is performed by the stepper motor, which rotates the
distributor disc, see figure 6.3a. The EcoFlow valve comes in two different
designs, i.e. a multi-orifice (MO) design (main orifice + secondary orifices) and
a single-orifice (SO) design (main orifice only), see figure 6.3b and 6.3c. The
orifice size of the SO design is larger, since more refrigerant needs to pass
through the main orifice. The SO design enables the possibility of individual
channel defrost during cooling operation (no defrost periods) for the face split
evaporator only. As we shall see in later sections, the results show that the
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EcoFlow valve
Superheat sensor
Figure 6.1: EcoFlow valve and superheat sensor
performance in steady state without considering frost build-up becomes a bit
smaller when using the SO concept. Furthermore, all orifices of both designs
are closed in between each channel injection.
The distribution details are explained in greater detail in section 6.3.
6.1.2 Objectives and contents in this chapter
The first objective is to evaluate the effect of the cycle time for the MO and SO
design concepts, i.e. the time it takes for one revolution. The second objective
is to evaluate the size of the secondary orifices in the MO design compared to
the main orifice. These objectives will be addressed at uniform flow conditions
for simplicity, i.e. no maldistribution. The third objective is then to compare at
flow maldistribution the refrigerant injection modeling results with the perfect
control of each channel superheat from chapter 5.
The questions that are sought to be answered are:
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Figure 6.2: Main components of the EcoFlow valve
• What is the minimum cycle time for discontinuous liquid injection? Too
large cycle times will cause too much dry-out of the channels.
• Does capacity decrease or increase by the discontinuous liquid injection
(pulsating flow)?
• How much refrigerant should pass through the main and secondary ori-
fices in the MO design?
Note that the results in this chapter is focussed on the steady state performance
in terms of overall UA-value, cooling capacity and COP, where the dynamics
of the refrigerant injection is modeled.
The chapter starts by a validation of the main evaporator dynamics with ex-
periments carried out by Antonius (1998) on a simple coaxial evaporator with
ethanol as the cooled fluid and R22 as the refrigerant. The results of this
validation is also discussed in Kærn et al. (2011d). Then the chapter covers
the additional modeling work and use of experimental results for evaluating
orifice flow coefficients for the actual MO and SO designs. Then the pressure
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Figure 6.3: EcoFlow distribution method and refrigerant flow through discs
(a), single-orifice (SO) discs (b) and multi-orifice (MO) discs (c).
fluctuations caused by the refrigerant injection modeling is considered and an
accompanied sensitivity analysis of these fluctuations is performed. The sensi-
tivity analysis should give more detail to the causes of the fluctuations, how-
ever, they could not be eliminated satisfactorily compared to experiments by
varying sensitive variables such as two-phase heat transfer, friction and void or
increased manifold volume.
Finally, the effect of the cycle time and flow ratio between main and secondary
orifices of the MO concept are investigated. Furthermore, the performance
of the liquid injection principle is evaluated at airflow maldistribution and
compared to the perfect control method in chapter 5.
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6.2 Validation of the evaporator dynamics
In this section the main dynamics of the evaporator model is validated. It is
not the actual injection principle that is being validated. This would require
an extensive experimental effort. Moreover, the dynamic evaporator response
upon a step change in volume outflow is validated and not the on/off operation
of an electronic expansion valve or the individual liquid injection. The valida-
tion serves to give credibility and insight to the numerical model with regards
to the dynamic modeling and especially the choice of void fraction correlation.
A chosen set of void fraction correlations (slip flow) and the assumption of
homogeneous flow will be compared to experiments carried out on a simple
coaxial type evaporator by Antonius (1998), see figure 6.4. A brief description
of the experiments, the boundary conditions and the test rig is given, before
the results of the dynamic evaporator response validation are shown.
6.2.1 Homogeneous or slip flow modeling?
The key variable for the dynamic evaporator response is the void fraction,
which essentially determines the refrigerant charge in the evaporator. The void
fraction may be computed by assuming no slip (homogeneous flow model), i.e.
use of equation A.4 with slip ratio S = 1. The void fraction may also be
computed by use of correlations from the literature (slip flow model). The
question in mind is: When is it sufficient to use the homogeneous flow model,
in contrast to the slip flow models?
Many void fraction correlations exist in the literature. Some are rather sim-
ple analytical relations, others are quite sophisticated and of empirical nature.
Woldesemayat and Ghajar (2007) compared 68 void fraction correlations in
order to find an acceptable void fraction correlation that could predict most of
the collected experimental data for all inclination angles, fluids and flow pat-
terns. They developed a modified version of the Dix (1971) model, however,
the model does not ensure a smooth transition at the two-phase to vapor phase
transition. For dynamic simulation the transition and its derivatives should
be continuous or at least be made smooth. Furthermore, the correlation com-
plexity should be sought to a minimum while capturing the main dynamics of
interest.
Woldesemayat and Ghajar (2007) also gave void fraction correlation recom-
mendations, considering each specific type of flow. For horizontal flow, as is
the case of consideration in the validation and throughout this thesis, the void
fraction of Premoli et al. (1971) was worth the general recommendation among
others, regardless of flow regime and fluids. Recently, the same void fraction
model was recommended by Maa et al. (2009) and Mader et al. (2010) as the
best choice for R410A air-conditioners. The model also ensures a smooth tran-
sition at the two-phase to vapor-phase transition, and for these reasons the
Premoli et al. (1971) model is used for the current validation.
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Wojtan et al. (2005c) recommends Steiners version of the Rouhani and Axelsson
void fraction model (Steiner, 1993), and uses this model in their general flow
map (Wojtan et al., 2005a) for predicting both two-phase heat transfer and
pressure drop in a flow regime dependant way. The earlier versions of the
Rouhani and Axelsson model did not ensure a smooth transition from two-
phase to vapor phase, however, Steiner modified the model for horizontal flow
in a way that ensures a smooth transition. The Steiner version of the Rouhani
and Axelsson model is also included in this study.
The two aforementioned void fraction correlations are both sophisticated mod-
els and functions of pressure, p, vapor quality, x, mixture mass flux, G, surface
tension, σ, and acceleration of gravity, g. Simpler models exist that are only
dependent on pressure and vapor quality, e.g. the Zivi (1964) model, which
is one of the simplest void fraction models. The inclusion of the Zivi (1964)
model fulfills our set of slip flow models to be investigated for validation.
6.2.2 Experimental data
The experimental data are obtained from the master thesis of Antonius (1998),
who compared the experimental results with commercial software Sinda/Fluint
(2008). The thesis is written in Danish, however, the main results are given
in English in Jakobsen et al. (1999). Sinda/Fluint is a general thermo-fluid
network analyzer capable of simulating static and dynamic behavior of multi-
phase fluid networks as they interact with thermal structures, using a lumped
parameter finite-difference approach. It is quite similar to the numerical model
introduced in chapter 2. However, the empirical correlations for heat transfer,
friction and void fraction are restricted to predefined possibilities, and tube
circuitry may not be modeled.
The test case geometry and boundary conditions were kept as simple as possible
in order to focus on the two-phase flow. Figure 6.4 shows a sketch of the
test case coaxial evaporator and corresponding boundary conditions for the
numerical simulations. The outer tube wall is insulated to minimize heat flow
from the surroundings. R22 is the refrigerant flowing in the inner tube, whereas
ethanol with 10% water by mass is flowing in countercurrent direction in the
outer tube shell.
Both a step in refrigerant mass inflow and volume outflow was considered in
the work by Antonius (1998). Unfortunately, the original data no longer exist,
R22 R22
m˙in, hin
V˙out
m˙b, Tb,inEthanolEthanol
Figure 6.4: Sketch of test case evaporator
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however, the boundary conditions as function of time, as indicated on figure
6.4, was curve fitted in the work to be used as input to Sinda/Fluint. Only one
set of these curve fits is available in the thesis, whereas the rest are missing.
For these reasons it is only possible to reproduce the evaporator response on a
step change in volume outflow. The dynamics of the mass outflow and outlet
pressure is then compared to the homogeneous model and slip flow models.
The mass inflow, mass outflow and outlet pressure are obtained from figures in
Antonius (1998) by graphical means for the comparison.
6.2.3 The test rig
A schematic of the test rig is shown in figure 6.5. The test case coaxial evapo-
rator is 7 m long and made of cobber. The inner tube has an internal and outer
diameter of 11.1 and 12.7 mm, respectively, and the outer tube outer diameter
is 20.18 mm.
The following data are used to obtain the appropriate boundary conditions as
M
M1
D
T2
P3
P2
T4
H
M3
T6
M2
T3
P1
T7
P P
T1
Measurements:
T = Temperature
M = Mass flow
P = Pressure
Cooling tower
Demister
Heater
1/2"
1/4"
7/8"
Test Evaporator
Figure 6.5: Evaporator test rig
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shown in figure 6.4. At the inlet of the evaporator, the mass flow is measured
directly by M2, the mixed-cup enthalpy h is found using the subcooled liquid
temperature T3 and pressure P1. The volume flow at the outlet of the evapo-
rator is found using the mass flow M1 and the density of the superheated vapor
at temperature T1 and pressure P3. The mass flow M3 and temperature T4
are directly applicable as boundary conditions for the brine system.
A thorough documentation of the test rig (e.g. apparatus, calibration and data
acquisition method) can be found in Antonius (1998).
6.2.4 Model setup
The numerical model is constructed similarly to figure 3.9 with liquid (ethanol)
as the cooled fluid instead of air. Furthermore, the cells are connected to form
a counter flow evaporator as shown in figure 2.1. We chose to use 30 cells in
our simulations for validation. The heat transfer of both the refrigerant and
the liquid is computed by using the heat transfer coefficient and the mean
temperature difference in each cells. The used correlations for heat transfer,
friction and void are summarized in table 6.1 and given in appendix C.
Table 6.1: Overview of used correlations
Liquid brine
Heat transfer Dittus and Boelter (1930)
Single phase refrigerant
Heat transfer Gnielinski (1976)
Friction Blasius (2002)
Two-phase refrigerant
Heat transfer Shah (1982)
Friction Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986)
Void fraction Zivi (1964)
Premoli et al. (1971)
Steiners version of Rouhani and Axelsson (1993)
Thermophysical properties for R22 are obtained from the Refeqns package
(Skovrup, 2009). Thermophysical properties for ethanol with 10% water by
mass are obtained from VDI Wärmeatlas (2002).
6.2.5 Validation and results
In this section, the numerical results are compared to the experimental data
at a step decrease or increase in volume outflow. The cases correspond to a
change in outflow by capacity control of the compressor. Firstly, we address
the different void fraction correlations to be used for the current refrigerant.
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Comparison of the void fraction models
Using equation A.4 with S = 1 is the homogeneous model, where each phase
travels with the same velocity. If we use the slip ratio correlation by Zivi (1964)
in equation A.4, i.e. S = (ρg/ρf )
−1/3, we get the Zivi void fraction model.
The Premoli et al. (1971) model and the Steiners version of the Rouhani and
Axelsson model Steiner (1993) depend on both flow and fluid properties in
more complicated ways. The void fraction models are compared in figure 6.6
as functions of vapor quality.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the chosen void fraction models. (R22, Tsat =
−5.7◦C, p = 4.12 bar, G = 124 kg m−2s−1)
It is clearly seen that the area of the liquid is smaller in the homogeneous model,
which indicates a faster dynamic response compared to all the other models.
The Premoli model and the Steiners version of the Rouhani and Axelsson model
seems almost the same for the specific refrigerant and conditions. At low vapor
qualities the Zivi model shows the largest amount of liquid, however, at vapor
qualities above 0.2, which is often the case for dry-expansion systems, it shows
less liquid than the Premoli model and the Steiners version of the Rouhani and
Axelsson model, indicating a faster dynamic response, however, not as fast as
the homogeneous model.
A step decrease in volume outflow
In figure 6.7, the response of the mass outflow and the outlet pressure are
compared at a step decrease in volume outflow.
At time equals 5 seconds the step occurs. The step shows an undershoot in
mass outflow in the experiment and the models. The models have a sharp
edge at the peak of the undershoot, which originates from the curve fitted
boundary condition for volume outflow. After the undershoot the mass outflow
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Figure 6.7: Mass outflow (a) and pressure outlet (b) response on decrease in
volume outflow
increases and adjusts to a new steady state after approximately 40 seconds.
Only the homogeneous model shows an overshoot during the transient response.
Similarly, the pressure increases as the volume outflow decreases, however, only
the homogeneous model shows an overshoot here.
A step increase in volume outflow
In figure 6.8, the response of the mass outflow and the outlet pressure are
compared at a step increase in volume outflow.
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Figure 6.8: Mass outflow (a) and pressure outlet (b) response on increase in
volume outflow
At time equals 7 seconds the increase in volume outflow occurs. The step shows
a quite large overshoot in the mass outflow, however, it adjusts quicker to the
new quasi-steady state after approximately 25 seconds. Again the homogeneous
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model shows another undershoot after the overshoot. The pressure decreases
on the step increase of volume outflow. Again the homogeneous model shows
an undershoot in contrast to the other void fraction models.
Discussion
Apparently, the homogeneous model reacts too quickly. The response of the
Premoli model and the Steiners version of the Rouhani and Axelsson model
seem to predict almost the same and the most accurate responses from the
evaporator. The Zivi model seem to be quite close to the experimental data,
and can be considered as an easy way to capture the main dynamics of the
evaporator, however, if the dynamics are more important, one should turn to
the more sophisticated void fraction models.
Another observation is that the steady state values are not affected by the
individual void fraction models. This is because the two-phase heat transfer
and frictional pressure drop correlations are functions of vapor quality and
not the choice of the void fraction correlation. Some more sophisticated two-
phase heat transfer and frictional pressure drop correlations incorporate their
own void fraction correlation in for example the heat transfer correlation of
Wojtan et al. (2005b). One may inspect the equations A.36, A.37 and A.38
and find that almost only the dynamic terms are affected by the void fraction
model. Other terms that are affected by the choice of void fraction model
are the accelerational and gravitational pressure drop terms. For horizontal
flow the gravitational pressure drop vanish, however, usually both these terms
are approximately an order of magnitude less than the frictional pressure drop
(Richter, 2008; Jiang, 2003). Furthermore, they do not influence the heat
transfer and corresponding evaporation pressure.
The refrigerant charge in the evaporator (both two-phase and superheated area)
are shown in table 6.2 at time equals 0 from figure 6.7 and 6.8, i.e. the two
different steady states.
Table 6.2: Refrigerant charges in the evaporator
Homogen Zivi Premoli SvR&A
[g] [g] [g] [g]
Steady state from figure 6.7 at time=0 10.7 16.8 24.0 22.6
Steady state from figure 6.8 at time=0 26.3 57.9 79.8 76.2
The two-phase area was approximately 35% of the evaporator at time=0 from
figure 6.7, however, on figure 6.8 at time=0 the two-phase area was approxi-
mately 85% in the evaporator. This leads to the differences in the refrigerant
charge predictions in table 6.2. When the volume flow goes down the pressure
increases, both the overall UA-value and temperature difference between the
refrigerant and the brine decreases, and it results in a smaller heat transfer and
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larger two-phase area. In other words, the refrigerant will be sucked out of the
evaporator as the volume outflow increases at no control of the superheat.
Using the Premoli model and the Steiners version of the Rouhani and Axelsson
model, as the most accurate void fraction models, shows that the homogeneous
model underpredicts the refrigerant charge by approximately 2-3 times. The
Zivi model lies in between.
In conclusion, we may state that the main evaporator dynamics is captured by
the slip flow models considered here, thus the main dynamics in the numerical
model is validated. The actual slip flow model to be chosen must be considered
for both numerical and accuracy reasons, which unfortunately are contradict-
ing. We may continue to use the numerical model for dynamic investigations.
6.3 Injection modeling
This section describes the experimental data reduction that was performed of
actual EcoFlow capacity tests, in order to obtain the orifice flow coefficients for
both MO and SO designs (see figure 6.3). There was no information about cal-
ibration or uncertainty measures for these capacity tests. The goal of the data
reduction is to compute the mass flow through the main orifice and secondary
orifices at different pressure levels and opening degrees (when the expansion
valve is open only). The capacity tests provide continuous capacity or mass flow
rate through the valve, but we are only interested in the mass flow through the
valve when it is open. When knowing the orifice flow coefficient K, the mass
flow through the valve may be computed by the single phase orifice equation
as
m˙open = KA
√
2ρf (pin − pout) (6.1)
where A is the flow area of the orifice, ρf is the saturated liquid density, pin
and pout are the pressure at inlet and outlet of the valve.
Two-phase flow effects such as partial vaporization (flashing) are included in
the flow coefficient. Furthermore, the capacity tests of the orifice discs were
only carried out at standard conditions. It means that K will not be dependent
on the pressure levels, and thus assumed to be constant at different pressure
levels. The standard conditions for these capacity tests are: Evaporation at
5◦C, condensation at 32◦C, 4 K subcooling and no superheat. The relation
between the experimental mass flow rate and cooling capacity is thus
Q˙exp = m˙exp[hg(pout)− h(pin, Tin)] (6.2)
Before we may obtain the flow coefficients, we need to understand the working
principle of the EcoFlow valve in detail.
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6.3.1 Working principle details
The stepper motor has 48 steps per revolution equaling 7.5 degree rotation per
step. The step time is 10 ms per step, i.e. a minimum of 480 ms per revolution
(minimum cycle time). Due to the opening and closing of the valve, the liquid
refrigerant before the valve will create a fluid hammer (also called a hydraulic
shock). The moving liquid is suddenly forced to stop, and the pressure builds
up before the valve and a pressure wave will propagate upstream. In order to
eliminate the peak forces acting on the valve, the speed of the stepper motor
is dampened as the valve opens and closes. Figure 6.9 shows the opening areas
of the MO design as function of the rotation angle. When the rotation angle is
0◦ and 22.5◦, the valve is closed and open, respectively. The damping happens
from 15◦ to 22.5◦, where the step time may be increased. The closing of the
valve is performed in similar manner with damping from 22.5◦ to 30◦ and is
fully closed at 45◦.
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Figure 6.9: Multi-orifice opening areas (a) and angle identification (b); dashed
circle = closed, full circle = open
The total injection time as function of the opening degree OD, may be com-
puted by
tinj = topen
OD
100
+Ndamptdamp (6.3)
where topen is the maximum time the valve may be open, Ndamp is the number
of dampened steps and tdamp is the damping time. The additional contribution
of the damping time needs to be accounted for in equation 6.3, since the valve
is almost fully open as indicated by figure 6.9, from 15◦ to 22.5◦.
When the cycle time tcyc and damping time tdamp are chosen, the total injection
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time may be computed by
tinj =
(
tcyc −Nsteptstep −Ndamptdamp
)
OD
100
+Ndamptdamp (6.4)
where Nstep and tstep are the number of steps without damping and the step
time, respectively. A four channel design will give Nstep = 40 and Ndamp = 8,
which sums to 48 steps. An eight channel design gives Nstep = 32 and Ndamp =
16.
The total mass flow rate through the valve when open may then be computed
by
m˙open = m˙exp
tcyc
tinj
(6.5)
and used in equation 6.1 to compute the flow coefficient K for the total flow
through main and secondary orifices. The flow coefficient is thus function of
the number of discharge channels, opening degree, cycle time, step time and
damping time.
6.3.2 Capacity tests and flow coefficient results
Throughout this thesis we have only considered a four channel evaporator, i.e.
two coils with two channels each. Therefore, the flow coefficients were only
computed on the four channel orifice discs with MO and SO designs.
Some of the capacity tests of the four channel MO design is shown on figure
6.10.
Figure 6.10a shows that the capacity Q˙exp (or the continuous mass flow rate
m˙exp) is increased as the cycle time is increased at high OD. This is because
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Figure 6.10: Capacity tests of the MO design vs. cycle time (a) and damp-
ing time (b); cyc=cycle time [s], O=opening damping time [ms], C=closing
damping time [ms].
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the period with closed valve become less at higher cycle times. At low OD
the highest capacity is at the lowest cycle time. This is because the damping
time in total is higher for low cycle times and that mass flows through the
valve when damping, see figure 6.10b at low OD. The higher damping time
the higher mass flow through the valve at small OD. However, at high OD
the result is the opposite. This is because the capacity is higher when open in
contrast to when damping (almost open or beginning of closing).
The standard EcoFlow time settings are a step time of 10 ms and a damping
time of 120 ms for both opening and closing. Using the capacity tests, we
computed the flow coefficients for the total flow as function of opening degree
for cycle times 6, 10 and 20 seconds for both MO and SO designs. For the
SO design the total flow comes through the main orifice, however, for the MO
design we need additional information on how much flow that goes into the
main and secondary orifices, respectively.
Fortunately, a capacity test was also performed at steady state conditions, i.e.
no rotation of the distributor disc and fully open continuous flow. The test was
done at all orifices open, but also at main orifice closed, which gives us the flow
ratio parameter between the main orifice flow and total flow in steady state as
Fo =
m˙main,ss
m˙tot,ss
=
9kW
18.3kW
= 0.492 (6.6)
The ratio is assumed to be independent of the cycle time and damping time,
and thus directly used to distribute the total mass flow to the main and the
secondary orifices when the valve is open. The total mass flow when the valve
is open and the corresponding steady state mass flow are shown on figure 6.11a.
Figure 6.11b shows the corresponding flow coefficients.
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Figure 6.11: Total mass flow rate when valve is open (a) and flow coefficients
(b) as function of opening degree (MO design); cyc=cycle time [s], O=opening
damping time [ms], C=closing damping time [ms].
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We believe that the accelerational effects of the fluid at opening and closing
may cause the differences in the flow coefficients and mass flows, which tends
to differ more at low opening degree, where the accelerational effect should
play a larger role. It seems that the curves to some extend coincide above 60%
opening degree. Unfortunately, there were no measurements between 10% and
60% opening degree.
As expected, the mass flow curves are below the steady state mass flow and
becomes closer at high opening degree. A variation of inlet and outlet pressures
are carried out individually in figure 6.12, in order to illustrate the use of the
flow coefficients to find the mass flow as function of opening degree.
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Figure 6.12: Total mass flow rate when valve is open at different evaporating
pressures (a) and different condensing pressures (b) as function of opening
degree; MO design, cycletime = 6 s; pe = 9.3 bar and pc = 19.8 bar is the
standard condition (one held constant while varying the other).
The expansion process may experience choking of the flow, i.e. the mass flow
may not increase by decreasing the downstream pressure and is only a function
of upstream conditions. Using the above modeling approach does not include
the choking phenomenon and the mass flow is essentially a function of pressure
difference. It is thus assumed that choking of the flow is not existing. The
variability of the evaporation pressure is, however, not high for air-conditioning
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in contrast to the condensing pressure, which is in accordance with any presence
of flow choking (only upstream conditions matters).
6.3.3 Implementation
The implementation of the liquid injection model in Modelica is done by us-
ing the CombiTable1D model from the Standard Modelica Library, i.e. one-
dimensional linear table interpolation of the flow coefficients. The mass flow
rates through the main orifice and secondary orifices (MO) are then computed
using equation 6.1 and 6.6. Now it is just a matter of computing the individual
channel opening and closing time during each cycle.
A distribution vector is defined as
N∑
i=1
Θi = 1 (6.7)
which determines the time period associated with each channel ttube,i as
ttube,i = tcycΘi (6.8)
where i denotes the channel numbers and N the total number of channels. The
injection time for each channel thus becomes
tinj,i =
(
ttube,i −
Nsteptstep
Ntube
−
Ndamptdamp
Ntube
)
OD
100
+
Ndamptdamp
Ntube
(6.9)
The opening of each channel is assumed to be at ttube,i/2− tinj,i/2. The closing
is then at ttube,i/2+tinj,i/2. The changes in mass flow rate are made smooth by
use of the first order continuous function in appendix C for numerical reasons.
The transition time was chosen to be 0.1 seconds.
If the liquid injection model runs in even flow mode, the distribution vector
becomes Θ = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25] for a four channel evaporator. In com-
pensating flow mode the values in the distribution vector is controlled in the
numerical model according to the individual channel superheat. Thus we do
not simulate the actual distribution analysis as mentioned in the beginning of
the chapter, in order to find Θ.
Figure 6.13 shows some examples of the MO liquid injection model at a cycle
time of 10 seconds. It illustrates the working principle of the liquid injection
model as the opening degree and the distribution vector are changed.
6.4 Initial simulation with the liquid injection
principle
This section covers initial simulations of the R410A residential air-conditioning
system including the liquid injection principle. The evaporator is the interlaced
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Figure 6.13: Mass flow distributions for liquid injection model with MO
design at cycletime = 10 s; Θ = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25], OD = 50% (a);
Θ = [0.4, 0.25, 0.1, 0.25], OD = 50% (b); Θ = [0.4, 0.25, 0.1, 0.25], OD = 100%
(c); pe = 9.3 bar and pc = 19.8 bar (standard condition).
type and upgraded to model all four refrigerant channels, i.e. both coils, at no
maldistribution (Fair = Fx = 1), and using Even flow mode, see figure 6.13a.
The simulations have shown important observations in the use of void frac-
tion correlations and effectiveness-NTU relations, which need to be addressed
carefully when simulating the injection dynamics.
Furthermore, the dynamic behavior observed in the simulations showed fluctu-
ations in important variables such as superheat and evaporating pressure. To
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better understand the causes of these fluctuations a sensitivity analysis of the
fluctuations is performed using the current numerical model, see appendix D.
The fluctuations in the model and similar experimental results will be compared
in this section, together with main conclusions from the sensitivity analysis.
6.4.1 Model setup
The model setup is almost the same as in previous chapter (see section 5.2),
where the face split and interlaced tube circuitry were modeled. The main
differences are summarized below. Unless indicated otherwise, the evaporator
is the 8.8 kW size:
• The feeder tubes inner diameter is now 4.5 mm. This is similar to the
EcoFlow design, since more mass needs to travel through each feeder tube
when the valve is open.
• The effectiveness-NTU relation for the single phase region (equation 2.27)
becomes inappropriate when the refrigerant mass flow rate tends to zero.
It may happen when the valve is closed. It means that the minimum heat
capacity flow for air-side heat transfer is the refrigerant heat capacity
flow, thus the air-side heat transfer tends to zero also, even though the
air flows continuously with a larger temperature than the wall. For this
reason the two-phase effectiveness-NTU relation (equation 2.26) is used
for the single-phase region also.
• Throughout this chapter all channels in the evaporator is modeled. It is
chosen because we want to evaluate the full effects of individual liquid
injection to the four channel evaporators (two coils with two channels
each).
• The injection modeling was very time consuming, and for this reason we
chose to use only one cell per tube throughout this chapter.
• The tube circuiting of the two coils of the standard interlaced and face
split evaporator are a bit different from coil to coil, as indicated in figure
6.14 compared to previous chapter similar coil assumption in figure 5.1.
• The refrigerant and wall dynamics in the manifold are included in this
chapter (see section 2.9), since the manifold pipe length showed a damp-
ening effect on the fluctuations. The manifold pipe is insulated and con-
sidered as the pipe connecting the evaporator and compressor, and not
only the mixing region of the evaporator channel flows. The inner and
outer diameter of the manifold pipe is 16 and 19 mm, respectively, and
the length is assumed to be 5 m. Furthermore, a constant heat transfer
coefficient of 700 Wm−2K−1 was assumed.
• The void fraction model is chosen to be the simple Zivi (1964) model.
We chose the simpler model in contrast to the more sophisticated models
considered in section 6.2, because the latter are functions of refrigerant
mass flux. When the valve is closing the refrigerant mass flux tends
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to zero abruptly in the first part of the channel, resulting in unrealistic
void fraction profile as function of vapor quality using such void fraction
models. Note that these correlations were not developed at such low mass
fluxes.
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Figure 6.14: Tube circuitries and temperature contours of the interlaced evap-
orator (a) and the face split evaporator (b).
6.4.2 Pressure fluctuations, experiments and sensitivity
As mentioned the initial liquid injection simulations showed fluctuations in im-
portant variables such as superheat and evaporating pressure. It called for
a sensitivity analysis of these fluctuations. In the following we present the
fluctuations in the model and a comparison to similar experiments. Further-
more, the main conclusions of the sensitivity analysis are presented. For more
information on the details of the sensitivity analysis, refer to appendix D.
The fluctuations in the model have a time period corresponding to the cycle
time of the liquid injection model divided by the number of channels in the
evaporator (for even flow mode). These fluctuations have not been observed as
high in any experiments carried out at Danfoss, where the sampling frequency
has been high enough to capture these fluctuations. The sampling frequency is
often chosen to be 1 s−1 for refrigerant temperature and pressure measurements
at Danfoss, which is too low for capturing the injection dynamics seen in the
numerical model.
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Experimental comparison of the fluctuations
The following EcoFlow experiments were carried out on the same system as
used in Fösel (2009), i.e. the system used for validation in section 5.3.3 except
for the use of an early EcoFlow version. The experiments were performed by
the same researcher and coworkers later in 2009. However, the experiments
have not been published prior to this thesis. The system comprises a 10.5 kW
interlaced evaporator, a hermetic scroll compressor, micro-channel condenser
and an early MO disc version. The early design of the MO disc is estimated
to have a flow ratio parameter Fo (equation 6.6) of 0.8, which reflects the
earlier versions cross-sectional areas of the main and secondary orifices. For
the final MO disc design this flow ratio parameter is 0.492. Furthermore, the
flow coefficients, the step time and damping time are assumed to be the same
as the final MO disc design. The cycle time was six seconds in the experiments
and the flow distribution mode was even flow, see figure 6.13a.
These experiments are the most recent experiments carried out at Danfoss in
Nordborg on a fin-and-tube four channel evaporator using the EcoFlow valve.
Later experiments were performed with the final EcoFlow version, however,
on larger capacity units with six or eight channels each, which complicates
the simulations drastically. For these reasons, the earlier EcoFlow MO experi-
ments were chosen for the comparison. Again, there was no information about
calibration or uncertainty measures for these experiments.
The experimental data is shown in figure 6.15 and reduced to be used as input
to the numerical model of the evaporator. The procedure is similar to section
5.3.3.
The experimental results also show fluctuations in cooling capacity, refrigerant
mass flow, refrigerant volume flow and air mass flow. However, the fluctuations
are on a much larger time-scale than the cycle time of EcoFlow. The pressure
out of the condenser also shows quite large fluctuations. It is essentially the
opening and closing of the EcoFlow valve (causes hydraulic shocks) in combi-
nation with the use of a micro-channel condenser that we believe is responsible
for these fluctuations. These shocks have been largely removed by damping
of the opening and closing in later versions of the EcoFlow valve. With these
pressure fluctuations out of the condenser, the refrigerant mass flow rate is
measured inaccurately. Note that the refrigerant mass flow was sampled at
every 5 seconds, in contrast to temperature and pressure, which were sampled
every second. The fluctuations of the refrigerant mass flow propagate in the
computation of the cooling capacity, the volume flow out of the evaporator and
the air mass flow rate as indicated on figure 6.15 (a,c,d,f). It propagates from
the refrigerant mass flow to the air mass flow, because the measured refrigerant
cooling capacity was used to compute the air-side mass flow rate.
Nevertheless, we use mean values of the refrigerant volume flow out of the
evaporator and air mass flow rate as input to the numerical model. The air
mass flow is converted by frontal area and air density into a mean frontal
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Figure 6.15: Experiments and calculated inputs
velocity. Despite, the erroneous mass flow measurement, the suction pressure
and liquid temperature before expansion seems not to fluctuate severely as
shown on figure 6.15e and 6.15b. Therefore, since we use mean values of the
measurements as input to the model, the experimental comparison is legitimate.
Table 6.3 lists the model inputs to the experimental comparison.
Figure 6.16a and 6.16b show the experimental superheat and pressure fluctua-
tions during three cycles. The corresponding model results are shown in figure
6.16c and 6.16d for a uniform airflow. Figure 6.17a and 6.17b shows the cor-
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Table 6.3: Model input/boundary conditions for experimental comparison
Superheat 5 K
Pressure out of condenser 31.9 bar
Liquid temperature out of condenser 45.6 ◦C
Volume flow out of evaporator 7.17 m3h−1
Indoor air temperature 24.3◦C
Indoor frontal air velocity 2.98 m s−1
responding model results for a non-uniform airflow, where the worst possible
linear velocity profile is applied, see figure 5.2b. Note that the thick curve
around 5 K is overall superheat. Furthermore, the experiments show a bit
higher individual superheats. This is because that they were measured on the
tube wall surface with insulation around the tube, and may had heat entering
from the surroundings.
First of all it is hard to see the differences using the uniform or non-uniform
airflow, despite the smaller pressure level in the non-uniform airflow case, which
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Figure 6.16: Zoomed-in superheats and suction pressure; Experimental results
(a,b), Model results with uniform airflow (c,d).
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Figure 6.17: Model results with non-uniform airflow
indicates a smaller heat transfer. The pressure and superheat fluctuations are
almost the same in the two simulations.
When comparing to the experimental data, it is seen that the pressure fluc-
tuations are smaller (approximately one third in amplitude of the numerical
results). It is difficult to make this conclusion based on these experimental
results, since the sample time was only 1 s−1 for the pressure. However, the
experiments carried out at Danfoss with higher frequency did not show as high
fluctuations as the numerical model does here. Unfortunately, these experi-
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ments were performed on six to eight channel evaporators and not the four
channel evaporator. The reason for these high fluctuations in the numerical
model have not been obtained so far. However, we believe that the interfa-
cial dynamics of the two-phase flow and the presence of thermodynamic non-
equilibrium are responsible for the dampening of the pressure fluctuations in
the experiments. These are inherently exclusive in the mixture two-phase flow
model.
If we compare the individual superheat measurements and the prediction by
the numerical model, then the accordance is much more acceptable. Both the
measurements and the model predictions show the effect of the liquid injection
into each channel, since they fluctuate similarly at a time period corresponding
to the cycle time. Furthermore, the superheat decreases as the refrigerant
enters through the main orifice into each channel as indicated on figure 6.17c
for the non-uniform airflow case. The corresponding mass inside each channel
is shown on figure 6.17d, which increases when the refrigerant enters through
the main orifice and otherwise decreases.
What is probably most important is the individual channel overall UA-value
in figure 6.17e, which shows a decrease just before new refrigerant is fed to the
corresponding channel. There may be an optimization potential here if the cycle
time is chosen such that the UA-value decrease is avoided. Figure 6.17f shows
the corresponding individual channel pressure drop by friction and acceleration
due to density and mass flux differences. When considering the individual
channel pressure drop due to friction and acceleration, one may expect that this
is the cause of the pressure fluctuations, however, the sensitivity analysis proves
otherwise. It is interesting to note that the accelerational pressure drop is
positive as the refrigerant is fed to each channel. This is because the refrigerant
mass flow is higher at the beginning compared to the end of the channel, i.e.
the difference in momentum flow between inlet and outlet is positive.
Table 6.4 shows the comparison of the mean (steady state) cooling capacity and
mass flow rate for the evaporator. It shows that the numerical model with the
worst possible linear airflow profile is close to the experimental results, however,
we may not know the exact degree of flow maldistribution in the experiments.
Furthermore, the quality of these data is not acceptable for conclusions with
regards to model validation. Higher sample time should have been used.
Main results of the sensitivity analysis
The objective of the sensitivity analysis is to investigate the amplitude of the
liquid injection fluctuations and the time constant based on a step in valve
opening degree. We chose to include the time constant since it is the most
typical measure used for control. Furthermore, we believed that there was
some correlation between the time constant and the fluctuations, however, the
simulations showed otherwise. For these reasons, the results of the amplitude
sensitivity are only presented here. Again, uniform flow conditions are assumed
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Table 6.4: Comparison of mean mass flow rate and cooling capacity
Capacity Mass flow
[kW] [kg s−1]
Experimental results 11.04 0.0716
Uniform airflow 11.58 0.0758
Error 4.9% 5.9%
Non-uniform airflow 11.27 0.0738
Error 2.1% 3.1%
and the interlaced circuitry is chosen, since it is the most used today.
Besides the evaluation of the sensitivity in amplitude and time constant in
appendix D, the appendix also presents the steady state sensitivity of the con-
tinuous EXV flow system and the discontinuous liquid injection system in terms
of cooling capacity, overall UA-value and COP. The model setup is exactly the
same as introduced in section 6.4. The injection model is set to have a cycle
time of 6 seconds, even distribution mode and multi-orifice design.
The method used for testing the sensitivity involves a baseline simulation with
baseline input parameters. These parameters are then varied one at a time
and a new simulation is performed at each variation. The input parameters
are divided in uncertainty parameters and other parameters. The uncertainty
parameters are actually correction factors multiplied to the correlations applied
in our model. The correlations are the same as shown in table 5.1 including the
use of constant slip ratios (the baseline slip ratio of 3.4 is what the Zivi (1964)
correlation predicts for these conditions). The factors are varied up and down
according to the typical uncertainty in these correlations, see table 6.5. The
other parameters are geometric constraints and input conditions to the model.
These are varied within a specified realistic range as indicated in table 6.6.
The simulation methodology is shown in figure 6.18. In order to avoid the use
of filtering of the fluctuations when evaluating the time constants, we chose
to evaluate the time constants on the system with the conventional electronic
expansion valve and distributor from 0 to 500 seconds with continuous refrig-
erant flow to each channel. The liquid injection principle is then modeled from
500 to 900 seconds.
We simulate from 0-200 seconds with control, from 200-500 seconds without
control and from 500-900 seconds with control. We do this to avoid the effects
of the control devices on the time constants. By control, we mean the control
of the superheat according to table 6.6 and control of the subcooling to 2 K.
The superheat is controlled by the opening degree of the expansion valve and
the subcooling is controlled by the charge in the system.
The amplitude of the liquid injection fluctuations is recorded between 700 and
900 seconds and taken as half of the maximum change, i.e. maximum ampli-
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Table 6.5: Uncertainty parameters
Input parameters min base max
Refrigerant friction
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
correction factor (fc)
Two-phase heat transfer
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
correction factor (htc 2p)
Vapor heat transfer
0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2
correction factor (htc vp)
Air heat transfer
0.85 0.925 1 1.075 1.15
correction factor (htc air)
Phase velocity
1* 2.04 2.72 3.4 4.08 4.76
slip-ratio (Slip)
* Homogeneous flow assumption (special case outside the uncertainty measure)
Table 6.6: Other parameters
Input parameters min base max
Manifold/suction
2 3.5 5 6.5 8
pipe length [m] (Lman)
Superheat [K] (Tsh) 5 10 15
Outdoor temperature [◦C] (Tout) 27.8 31.4 35
Air velocity [m s−1] (Vair) 0.696 0.928 1.16 1.392 1.624
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Figure 6.18: Simulation methodology
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tude. The standard deviation is also computed to characterize the fluctuations,
because the maximum amplitude may include slower fluctuations from the con-
trol of the system than what we are interested in. The standard deviation gives
a better estimate of the fluctuations, however, it does not show how large the
fluctuations are. Only the relevant parameters from table 6.5 and 6.6 are shown
that actually have an effect compared to the baseline fluctuations. The results
of the amplitude sensitivity are shown in figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Sensitivity of maximum amplitude and standard deviation
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The results indicate that the considered input parameters are not able to elim-
inate the fluctuations within their specified limits. Since the fluctuations have
not been observed in experiments so far, the injection phenomenon is still to be
fully understood. We believe that the fluctuations in our mixture model may
be a result of or combination of different reasons:
• Use of steady state heat transfer, pressure drop and void fraction corre-
lations at large transients in mass flow.
• The assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium.
• The absence of the liquid-vapor interfacial friction and drag dynamics.
What actually reduces the fluctuations in the model, is an increase in slip
ratio, i.e. a higher refrigerant charge. However, it seems that there is a limit to
the reduction by this factor considering the maximum amplitude, since it goes
towards a constant value as the slip ratio increases. In contrast, the standard
deviation seems to decrease linearly as the slip ratio increases. The reduction
in the fluctuations is however minor.
The two-phase heat transfer coefficient has the most significant effect together
with the outdoor temperature. The two-phase heat transfer coefficient may be
the first thing to study in order to eliminate the fluctuations. Indeed, the heat
transfer coefficient is believed to be altered drastically as the refrigerant are
injected into the individual channels. It seems that the steady state correlations
are insufficient to model the dynamic behavior at large transients in mass flow.
The decrease in outdoor temperature will eventually reduce the pressure dif-
ference across the liquid injection model, and result in a higher opening degree
to keep up the mass flow rate. Furthermore, the decrease in outdoor temper-
ature results in decreased inlet vapor quality and consequently more mass in
the evaporator. The manifold length also has an effect on the fluctuations as
expected, but minor.
The conclusion of the sensitivity analysis is that the numerical model cannot in
its present form eliminate the fluctuations caused by the liquid injection model.
By choosing a void fraction (or slip flow) correlation that predicts larger refrig-
erant charge, the fluctuations may be minimized, but not significantly. There-
fore, other phenomenons such as dynamic heat transfer, interfacial dynamics
and thermodynamic non-equilibrium effects seems to prevail in this novel area
of the injection dynamics. No heat transfer correlations exist for dynamic two-
phase flow known to the author, and the steady state heat transfer correlations
seem to be insufficient.
Furthermore, there was not found any particular similarity between the dy-
namic evaporator response (time constant) and the amplitude of the fluctua-
tions. From the investigation of the time constants in appendix D, we found
that the responses are different for the refrigerant entering the manifold and the
refrigerant exiting the manifold. The thermal capacitance of the manifold pipe
wall and the heat transfer from the wall to the refrigerant in the manifold was
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the mechanism for this difference. It produced a slower temperature response
at the outlet of the manifold rather than in the beginning, where the refrigerant
streams are mixed, while having no effect on the pressure response. For these
reasons we believe the pressure is the key variable for these fluctuations, i.e.
the pressure fluctuations propagate to the other variables. The most important
parameter for the dynamic response is the slip ratio, i.e. the refrigerant charge
in the evaporator. The more mass the slower the response. Appendix D gives
a more detailed description of the sensitivity analysis.
6.5 Effects of liquid injection specifications at
uniform flow conditions
Despite the presence of the pressure fluctuations, the numerical model is used
to perform simulations of the significance of the cycle time for both the multi-
orifice (MO) and single-orifice (SO) designs. Furthermore, the flow ratio pa-
rameter Fo (equation 6.6) for the MO design will be investigated, i.e. the flow
distribution between the main and secondary orifices of the MO design.
6.5.1 Cycle time
Figure 6.20 (a,c,e) shows the UA-value, cooling capacity and COP of the con-
tinuous EXV flow system and the discontinuous liquid injection systems with
MO and SO designs as function of the cycle time. The EXV performance values
are evaluated at time equals 200 and the liquid injection performance values
are averaged between 700 and 900 seconds as indicated in figure 6.18. The
orifice flow coefficients for the 3 second cycle time simulations were assumed to
be the same as for the 6 second cycle time case.
The results show that both the face split and the interlaced evaporator perform
better using the continuous EXV flow system at no flow maldistribution, i.e.
continuous individual channel flow according to individual channel pressure
drop. It reveals that the liquid injection principle (or flow pulsation) seems to
decrease rather than increase the heat transfer mechanism at these cycle times
and when using the current mixture model approach developed in this thesis.
The question if flow pulsations decrease or increase heat transfer may not be
concluded by this analysis alone. It should be investigated in more detail both
experimentally and numerically with regards to the pressure fluctuations.
The liquid injection MO model performs better than the SO model in terms of
UA-value, cooling capacity and COP as shown on figure 6.20 (a,c,e). Further-
more, the results show that the cycle time should be kept as low as possible.
The simulation using the SO model at a cycle time of 20 seconds failed and
was not obtainable. It also seems that this case decreases the performance
drastically. The question regarding which cycle time is the maximum limit is
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Figure 6.20: UA-value, cooling capacity and COP vs. the cycle time (a,c,e) at
Fo = 0.492 for the MO design; UA-value, cooling capacity and COP vs. the
flow ratio parameter (b,d,f) at cycle time tcyc = 6 seconds.
difficult to answer. For these four channel evaporators it seems that the max-
imum cycle time is 10 and 6 seconds for the MO and SO design, respectively.
Otherwise, the channels dry-out too much when the valve is closed.
Again, the face split circuitry shows better performance in contrast to the
interlaced circuitry at uniform flow conditions for each distribution method.
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6.5.2 MO flow ratio
Figure 6.20 (b,d,f) shows the UA-value, cooling capacity and COP as function
of the flow ratio parameter Fo, and at a cycle time of 6 seconds. It shows that
the maximum performance is when Fo equals 0.25, which means that the main
and secondary orifices have the same dimension, thus no possibility to distribute
mass individually. Essentially, all the curves on figure 6.13a coincides, i.e. the
flow is distributed evenly to all orifices at each injection.
It shows that for uniform flow conditions, the optimal refrigerant mass flow
distribution is uniform. However, the decrease in performance as Fo increases is
small and the maximum limit seems to be around 0.6. Otherwise the secondary
channels will dry-out too much. This is essentially the case for the SO design,
but as mentioned earlier in this chapter the SO design has the possibility to
eliminate defrosting periods by defrosting each channel at a time. This works
for the face split evaporator only and not the interlaced, but may increase
overall energy performance in defrosting conditions.
The Fo = 95% results of the MO design seems to be close to the SO design
results presented here at Fo = 100%. The difference in the two designs is
essentially the flow coefficients and therefore the value of the opening degree in
the simulations (61% for SO and 53% for MO). However, the overall mass flow
through the evaporator becomes the same. In turn the performance becomes
similar for the two designs as Fo approaches 100%.
6.6 Liquid injection dynamics with airflow
maldistribution
The performance of the liquid injection principle with compensation is com-
pared to the perfect control of individual channel superheat (from chapter 5)
at airflow maldistribution. By perfect control, we mean that the individual
superheats were controlled to 5 K by providing continuous individual channel
mass flow rates. The liquid injection model with MO design is included in the
comparison only. The cycle time is 6 seconds and the flow ratio parameter is
0.492.
Figure 6.21 shows the comparison, where the continuous EXV flow and con-
tinuous compensating flow results are the same as shown in figure 5.13 from
chapter 5.
Again, the results show that the discontinuous liquid injection principle has
a degrading effect on the performance compared to the case with continuous
mass flow distribution. It may be that the pressure fluctuations shown in
the injection dynamics modeling or the model limitations with regards to the
interfacial dynamics are responsible for these differences. If not there is an
optimization potential here, i.e. instead of using discontinuous liquid injection,
it may be better to use a variable throttle area for controlling individual and
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Figure 6.21: UA-value, cooling capacity and COP vs. the airflow distribution
parameter for the face split (a,c,e) and interlaced (b,d,f) evaporator.
overall superheat.
An important point is that the results of the discontinuous liquid injection
model with compensation showed a limitation for Fair < 0.1 for the face split
evaporator, i.e. one of the distribution vector values became below zero, which
may never happen. The limitation is caused by the MO flow ratio parameter,
which should be higher to compensate such airflow maldistribution for the
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face split evaporator. The problem is that more refrigerant goes through the
secondary orifices than supposed to and thus the distribution control band
becomes too low. The interlaced evaporator does not show a problem when
approaching Fair = 0.
Despite the better performance of the continuous mass flow distribution or per-
fect control, the continuous EXV flow system shows lower performance than
the discontinuous liquid injection system with compensation at Fair < 0.5 for
the face split evaporator. As expected the discontinuous liquid injection system
with even flow performs the worst at airflow maldistribution when using the
face split evaporator. However, when using the interlaced evaporator there is
no particular difference in the discontinuous liquid injection model with even
flow or compensating flow. This is because the interlaced evaporator already by
design compensates the airflow maldistribution to some extend. For the inter-
laced evaporator the continuous refrigerant flow cases show better performance
at all values of Fair.
The trends of the discontinuous liquid injection modeling is the same as the
trends of the continuous flow modeling (or prefect control) from chapter 5 for
airflow maldistribution. The performance is, however, decreased by using the
discontinuous liquid injection principle. We must remember that this decrease
may be a cause of the pressure fluctuations in the numerical model and the
absence of two-phase interfacial dynamics. A further study should be carried
out with regards to these issues, in order to clarify the potential of altering the
two-phase heat transfer mechanism by discontinuous liquid injection, (or flow
pulsation).
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6.7 Discussion and summary
In this chapter we performed dynamic simulations of the discontinuous liquid
injection principle, both for the multi-orifice (MO) and the single-orifice (SO)
design concepts. For this purpose the numerical model was upgraded from
chapter 5 in order to model all four refrigerant channels. The simulations were
carried out on the interlaced and face split circuitries with and without airflow
maldistribution.
The chapter provides a basic understanding of the discontinuous liquid injection
principle and its implications on system performance. The results are in the
form of graphical guidelines, which show the effect of the cycle time for each
injection concept (MO and SO), and the effect of the secondary flow for the
MO design (flow ratio parameter between main and secondary orifices, Fo).
Based upon the four channel evaporator that are analyzed in this thesis, it is
recommended that the cycle time should be kept below 10 and 6 seconds for
the MO and SO designs, respectively. Furthermore, the flow ratio parameter
should be around 0.6, or adapted to specific tube circuitry (i.e. face split or
interlaced).
The discontinuous liquid injection principle is essentially pulsations applied to
the two-phase refrigerant flow. The results obtained using the current mixture
model indicate that these flow pulsations do not increase heat transfer, but
rather decrease the heat transfer mechanism. It is however difficult to make this
conclusion by this study alone. Firstly, the two-phase flow regimes are broken
up by the flow pulsations and giving rise to new discontinuous flow patterns,
which are not properly reflected in the steady state correlations for refrigerant
heat transfer, pressure drop and void fraction. Secondly, the numerical model
showed spurious pressure fluctuations, which have not been observed as high in
any experiments carried out at Danfoss. The amplitude of the fluctuations are
approximately 3 times higher in the model compared to similar experiments.
A sensitivity analysis of the fluctuations in the model showed that the main
sensitive variables did not eliminate the fluctuations. The readers need to be
cautioned that the results and conclusions from the liquid injection modeling
are obtained despite the presence of these fluctuations. It is believed that the
absence of the two-phase interfacial dynamics in the current mixture model is
the main cause of the high pressure fluctuations.
The conclusions of the chapter are summarized in the following summary and
may be viewed by the readers as rules of thumb regarding the main evaporator
dynamics and the liquid injection principle. The main evaporator dynamics
were validated with old experiments carried out on a simple coaxial evaporator
in order to give the model credibility, before the liquid injection principle were
modeled. A discussion on the main evaporator dynamics is given in section
6.2.5.
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Summary
Firstly, the main dynamics of the numerical model was validated on a simple
coaxial type evaporator. This simple geometry was chosen in order to focus on
the two-phase flow dynamics. This was essentially not a validation of the liquid
injection principle, which is on/off flow modulation, but rather a validation of
the main evaporator dynamics. Moreover, the dynamic evaporator response
based upon a step change in volume outflow was used for validation. The main
conclusions were:
• The homogeneous model is insufficient for modeling of the dynamic evap-
orator response of the current coaxial evaporator.
• If one wants to investigate the dynamic behavior due to refrigerant move-
ment and amount of refrigerant in the evaporator, then a slip flow model
is needed, i.e. use of a void fraction model.
• The Premoli et al. (1971) void fraction model and the Steiner (1993)
version of the Rouhani and Axelsson void fraction model gave the most
accurate evaporator response.
• The simpler void fraction model by Zivi (1964) gave less accurate results,
but quite reasonable considering the simplicity of the model.
Secondly, the chapter describes the discontinuous liquid injection principle and
modeling, i.e. working principle, experimental data reduction for evaluation of
orifice flow coefficients and implementation.
Thirdly, initial simulations of the liquid injection principle are performed and
compared to similar experiments. The simulations showed spurious fluctua-
tions, which have not been observed as high in any experiments carried out at
Danfoss in Nordborg, thus it called for a sensitivity analysis of these fluctua-
tions using the numerical model. The main conclusions were:
• The pressure fluctuations are approximately one third in the experiments
compared to the simulations.
• The individual channel superheats of the experiments and simulations
are in good concord.
• The sensitivity analysis showed that the current mixture model formula-
tion were unable to eliminate the pressure fluctuations.
• There was no correlation between the amplitude of the fluctuations and
the first order time constant based upon a step in opening degree.
• We believe that the fluctuations in our mixture model may be a result of
or combination of the different reasons:
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o Use of steady state heat transfer, pressure drop and void fraction
correlations at large transients in mass flow.
o The assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium.
o The absence of the liquid-vapor interfacial friction and drag dyna-
mics.
Fourthly, the numerical model is used despite the pressure fluctuations to an-
alyze the cycle time of the liquid injection model with MO and SO designs,
and the flow ratio between the main and secondary orifices in the MO design.
Fifthly, the liquid injection principle is compared to the continuous flow as-
sumption with perfect individual channel superheat control from chapter 5 at
airflow maldistribution. The main conclusions were:
• The injection dynamics or flow pulsations decreased the performance
slightly in terms of UA-value, cooling capacity and COP.
• The performance decreases as the cycle time increases.
• The MO design show better performance compared to the SO design (in
dry air conditions).
• The main flow and the individual secondary flows in the MO design should
be kept as even as possible, while having the required distribution control
band.
• The control band depends on the evaporator circuitry type, for example,
the face split needs larger control band compared to the interlaced at
airflow maldistribution. The current MO design cannot handle airflow
maldistribution in the face split evaporator at Fair < 0.1.
• At airflow maldistribution, the trends of the liquid injection dynamics are
similar to the perfect control method from chapter 5, despite the small
performance decrease.
• The liquid injection principle with even flow and compensating flow mode
using the interlaced circuitry showed almost the same performance at
airflow maldistribution.
Chapter 7
Concluding remarks
The aim of this thesis was to study the effects of flow maldistri-
bution in fin-and-tube evaporators for residential air-conditioning
systems and the possible compensation potential in terms of system
performance. A test case 8.8 kW system with R410A as refrigerant
was chosen as baseline for investigation. The compensation method
was control of individual channel superheats by distributing indi-
vidual channel mass flow rate.
The study gives an increased understanding of the main phenome-
nons that lead to flow maldistribution, such as non-uniform inlet
liquid/vapor phase distribution, different feeder tube bends, non-
uniform airflow distribution, typical tube circuitry effects and in-
teractions of all these phenomenons.
The study is divided in three steps, i.e. a generic study, a tube
circuitry study and a liquid injection study. The first study was
a generic study that did not depend on tube circuiting effects, i.e.
two straight and independent channel simplification, thus it may be
considered as a general study showing general results and trends of
flow maldistribution. The second study considered the actual tube
circuiting effects in typical A-coil evaporators, i.e. the face split
and the interlaced tube circuitries. The third study analyzed a new
control concept for compensation of flow maldistribution, i.e. the
discontinuous liquid injection principle.
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7.1 Discussion
In order to study the flow maldistribution, we defined a number of distribution
parameters, Fx, Fft and Fair. These parameters may be estimated qualitatively
by the readers in order to obtain graphically a specific performance degradation
or compensation potential by control of individual channel superheats, using
the general results in chapter 4 or using the actual tube circuitry results in
chapter 5. The results provide an objective basis for decision with regard to the
use of the compensation method, as well as in combination with tube circuitry
design. This decision will depend on the degree of flow maldistribution, i.e. the
distribution parameters. The feeder tube bending parameter Fft showed minor
effect on system performance and need not be taken into account.
It is however difficult to determine the phase distribution parameter Fx and
the airflow distribution parameter Fair. These parameters may be different for
different types of evaporator circuitries, evaporator sizes, expansion valve and
distributor designs, operating conditions and installations of the evaporator.
For example, the upstream airflow may be non-uniform caused by bends, flow
obstructions or fan location in the duct system. All these effects must be taken
into account when qualitatively estimating the distribution parameters. At
uniform upstream airflow velocity the CFD simulations showed a corresponding
airflow distribution parameter of around 0.15 ≤ Fair ≤ 0.20, and may be used
as a first guess for the results in chapter 5. Otherwise, the expected span of the
distribution parameters have not been established and is considered for further
work. Note that it was assumed in chapter 4 and 5 that both coils of the
A-coil evaporator worked under similar maldistribution conditions. However,
there may be flow maldistribution between the coils themselves. There may
also be other causes of maldistribution such as fouling or moisture condensate.
Furthermore, part-load operation or off-design non-standard conditions may
result in increased flow maldistribution.
We may answer the hypothesis raised in the introduction (section 1.3.1), by
stating that a significant increase in system performance by compensating flow
maldistribution is possible, if the system is operated at flow maldistribution
conditions. However, if the maldistribution do not occur or individual sources
of maldistribution compensate each other, there may be no improvement. The
questions raised in section 1.3.1, i.e. what is the performance reduction due to
flow maldistribution, what is the recovery potential and the additional evapo-
rator size, all become subject to specific maldistribution conditions and tube
circuitry for the given A-coil evaporator under consideration.
In this thesis we only considered a typical four channel evaporator with either
simplified straight channels, face split circuitry or interlaced circuitry. There-
fore, when one wants to analyze another evaporator size or circuitry, it is rec-
ommended to use the developed simulation model as a tool in order to obtain
more precise results for the actual evaporator of interest.
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The developed simulation model may be used to evaluate the performance
of various circuitry combinations with or without compensation by control
of individual channel superheats. Furthermore, the model may be used to
simulate system dynamics, for example, evaluation of time constants, control
designs and testing.
The simulation model was used to simulate the discontinuous liquid injection
principle in chapter 6, which essentially is a control design (or method for com-
pensating flow maldistribution). The results showed too large fluctuations in
pressure compared to experiments, which reveals that not all the relevant phe-
nomenons are accounted for at on/off discontinuous two-phase flow modeling
(large transients in mass flow at small time-scales). Furthermore, a sensitivity
analysis of these fluctuations was undertaken in order to clarify if the fluctu-
ations could be eliminated or minimized in the model, however, the analysis
was unsuccessful. Therefore, the results of the liquid injection analysis should
be viewed as a first study of the injection dynamics with the current model
approach and limitations. The model is a mixture two-phase flow model and
it is believed that the absence of the interfacial dynamics in the model or the
use of steady state correlations for heat transfer, friction and void might be
responsible for the fluctuations.
7.2 Conclusion
This conclusion summarizes the main conclusions from chapter 4, 5 and 6.
These chapters represent the three steps of the investigation approach that are
used in this thesis.
Step 1: Two straight channels - a generic study
With the current definitions of the distribution parameters (Fx, Fft and Fair),
it is found that the airflow maldistribution reduces the cooling capacity and
COP significantly, whereas the inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution has smaller
impact. Different feeder tube bends were shown to have minor effect on system
performance. The reductions in COP were as much as 13%, 4.1% and 43.2% for
non-uniform inlet liquid/vapor distribution, different feeder tube bending and
non-uniform airflow, respectively. The compensation by control of individual
channel superheat resulted in a COP reduction of only 5.7% compared to 43.2%
at worst case of airflow maldistribution.
The considered combinations of inlet liquid/vapor and airflow maldistribution
mostly resulted in reductions in cooling capacity and COP, however, the sources
of flow maldistribution may also compensate each other with a maximum per-
formance similar to the compensation method. Furthermore, the trade-off be-
tween using the compensation method or a larger evaporator (10.5 kW), showed
that the span at which the larger evaporator system performed better was small.
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Step 2: Face split vs. interlaced
The comparison of the face split and interlaced tube circuitries revealed that the
face split evaporator performs better at uniform flow conditions, whereas the
interlaced evaporator performs better at flow maldistribution conditions. The
trade-off was found to be at Fx = Fair = 0.5. At compensation by control of
individual channel superheat the face split evaporator always performs better.
Compared to the interlaced evaporator without compensation (the case mostly
used today), the face split evaporator with compensation gives 7% increase in
overall UA-value and up to 2.4% increase in COP.
The main reason for these conclusions is that the superheated zones with low
UA-value is located in the first tube row of the coils for the face split evapora-
tor, thus the driving potential for heat transfer (temperature difference) is the
highest possible in these "weak" zones. In contrast, the interlaced evaporator
has more than half of the superheated zone in the second tube row of the coils.
At combined flow maldistribution of the inlet liquid/vapor phase maldistri-
bution and the airflow maldistribution, the interlaced evaporator shows much
better stability towards flow maldistribution than the face split evaporator. We
find it interesting, that two similar combined maldistribution cases may show
significant or no compensation potential at all, i.e. (Fair = 0.5 and Fx = 0.8)
gives +3.2% and +7.0% for the interlaced and face split evaporator, respec-
tively, and (Fair = 0.5 and Fx = 1.2) gives ∼0%. Only the face split evaporator
with compensation seems to be able to compete with the use of the larger
evaporator (10.5 kW) in the baseline system.
Since the interlaced circuitry is used today, it may be concluded that Fair <
0.5 if there is no inlet liquid/vapor maldistribution. Furthermore, the CFD
simulation of the airflow profile across an A-coil revealed that the corresponding
airflow distribution factor was around 0.15 ≤ Fair ≤ 0.20. The CFD simulations
showed a recirculation zone in the lower part of the coil, which causes low
air velocities, poor air mixing and low heat transfer. Again, the face split
evaporator with compensation performed best at these conditions.
Step 3: Liquid injection principle
The validation of the system dynamics in the numerical model showed that a
slip flow model should be used for dynamic investigations. The homogeneous
flow assumption gives too quick evaporator response, whereas the simple slip
flow model by Zivi (1964) shows quite good comparison with experiments.
The liquid injection principle is essentially discontinuous liquid injection into
each evaporator channels, thereby controlling individual channel superheats
by distributing individual channel mass flow rate discontinuously. Two orifice
designs were investigated, i.e. the multi-orifice (MO) design and the single-
orifice (SO) design. The multi-orifice design allows for a secondary flow into
the remaining channels at each channel injection.
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The simulations of the discontinuous liquid injection principle showed that the
performance decreases as the cycle time increases, i.e. the time it takes for one
revolution where each channels are fed with refrigerant. Furthermore, the MO
design showed better performance compared to the SO design, without consid-
ering the possible individual channel defrost possibility of the SO design for the
face split circuitry. In addition, the main flow and the individual secondary
flows in the MO design should be kept as even as possible while having the
required mass flow distribution control band.
Based upon the four channel evaporator that are analyzed in this thesis, it is
recommended that the cycle time should be kept below 10 and 6 seconds for
the MO and SO designs, respectively. Furthermore, the flow ratio parameter
should be around 0.6, or adapted to specific tube circuitry.
The simulations of the discontinuous liquid injection principle showed that the
two-phase flow pulsations reduce the system performance. At airflow maldistri-
bution, the trends of the discontinuous liquid injection principle are similar to
the perfect control method (continuous mass flow distribution) used in chap-
ter 5 in terms of overall UA-value, cooling capacity and COP for both the
interlaced and the face split evaporator.
It should be stressed out that the correlations in the numerical model does not
reflect the dynamic behavior of the pulsating flow, since they are based upon
steady state experiments. Furthermore, the model showed spurious fluctua-
tions in evaporating pressure. To draw detailed conclusions, further studies on
pulsating flow in evaporators should be conducted.
7.3 Recommendations for further work
The recommendations for further work are divided into the following three
groups: Model improvement, experimental validation and other further work.
Model improvement
There are several recommendations to improve the numerical model that are
implemented in Modelica. The suggestions are listed below:
1. The refrigerant circuitry modeling does not support refrigerant splitting
and joining inside the coil, and should be updated to model such evapo-
rator circuitry.
2. The model supports only the louvered fin design and should be updated
by implementing correlations for other fin designs also in order to model
such. Furthermore, the correlations for frictional pressure drop should be
implemented such that the fan power may be modeled and included in
the definition of COP. This is especially important for part-load operation
studies with varying fan speed.
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3. An important delimitation in the model is that dehumidifying conditions
are not supported. When the airflow is cooled the water vapor may
partly condense on the evaporator surface. Typically, up to 50% of the
total cooling capacity goes to the latent heat (water vapor condensation).
Normally, the condensate is created in the first part of the evaporator seen
from the airflow (first tube rows), and it may cause further degradations
in cooling capacity and COP due to flow maldistribution. Therefore, it
is an important point for further investigation.
4. The numerical model showed spurious fluctuations in pressure as the dis-
continuous liquid injection principle was simulated. These fluctuations
have not been observed as high in any experiments carried out at Dan-
foss with high enough sampling frequency. For this reason, an investi-
gation should be carried out in order to understand the causes of these
fluctuations in the model. When these causes are established, the appli-
cability of pulsating the two-phase flow for heat transfer augmenting may
be analyzed.
5. The user-interface in Dymola should be improved for better ease of us-
ability by developers and researchers. Furthermore, the documentation
of the modeling work is so far limited to chapter 2 and 3 in this thesis,
and should be improved and written in Modelica itself.
Experimental validation
The numerical model has been validated partly in steady state with experi-
ments, however, these experiments were always system experiments and not
dedicated to model validation. Moreover, the experiments did not measure
individual channel mass flow rate, individual channel inlet vapor quality or
airflow distribution such that all these variables needed to be guessed. A dedi-
cated experiment with uniform inlet vapor quality, mass flow and airflow would
have been sufficient to fully validate the model. Therefore, it is recommended
to establish such experiments in order to achieve full model validation.
The actual value of the distribution parameters may also vary and are depen-
dent on expansion valve, distributor and evaporator design and flow conditions.
Experiments may also be carried out in order to measure the actual degrees of
flow maldistribution that are caused by each phenomenon. For example, the
airflow may be predicted by particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements
and the individual mass flow distribution may be measured at the individual
channel outlets.
Furthermore, the introduction of pulsations to the two-phase flow should be
investigated experimentally in order to fully evaluate the causes in cooling
capacity and COP.
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Other further work
It is obvious to perform an economic analysis by using the results of this thesis,
including the variation in distribution parameters. A given improvement in UA-
value can be translated into material cost saving, and a given improvement in
COP can be translated into a running cost saving. These savings can be used to
obtain guidelines for the maximum price of a compensation device that controls
the individual channel superheats. The material cost savings directly gives the
price to compare, however, the running cost savings also need the estimation
of different payback times.
In this thesis we considered the flow maldistribution in the evaporator, however,
there is also maldistribution issues in the condenser. For example, the inlet
mass flow distribution and the airflow may be non-uniform. An analysis of the
possible degradations in capacity and COP due to flow maldistribution in the
condenser is also recommended for further work.
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Appendix A
Two-phase flow formulation
In this chapter the governing equations for each phases will be de-
rived in their differential form. The derivation shows clearly the
phase interactions and transport phenomena. For simplicity the
derivation will follow from a stratified flow pattern on the figures,
however, it doesn’t limit the generality to other flow patterns.
The solution of the local instantaneous differential equations in
three dimensions for two-phase flow (evaporating or condensing) is
impractical. The focus in this work is thus on one-dimensional area-
and-time-averaged models of two-phase flow in pipes, where each
phase is described by area-and-time-averaged quantities. By time-
averaging the information of fluctuations is lost and can be con-
sidered as somewhat similar to averaging turbulent fluctuations in
single-phase turbulent flow. The time-averaging is however at much
smaller time-scales than the system dynamics of interest in this the-
sis. The area-averaging becomes a fact of the one-dimensionality,
thus it is assumed that each phase can be described by its mean
quantities. A further discussion on area-and-time-averaging is given
in textbooks such as Ghiaasiaan (2008) or Collier and Thome (1996).
A.1 Notation
Some basic definitions and relations that apply for two-phase flow will be in-
troduced in the following. The definitions and relations will be used intensively
throughout this appendix. In the following, subscripts L and G denote liquid
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and gas, respectively, whereas subscripts f and g denote saturated liquid and
saturated gas, respectively.
The mass within a given control volume is known in single-phase flow, if two
independent state variables are known, e.g. temperature and pressure. For
two-phase flow the mass cannot be determined within the given control volume
by measuring temperature and pressure. The gas to liquid fraction within the
control volume is needed to determine its corresponding mass. The answer is
the void fraction, defined by
α = AG/(AG +AL) = AG/A (A.1)
where A is the cross-sectional area.
In two-phase flow this variable needs a closure relation similarly to the heat
transfer coefficient and friction coefficient for single-phase flow (see appendix
C). Another important variable is the vapor quality, which is defined by
x = m˙G/(m˙G + m˙L) = m˙G/m˙
= ρGUGα/[ρGUGα+ ρLUL(1− α)] (A.2)
where m˙ is the mass flow rate, ρ is the mean density and U is the mass-weighted
mean velocity.
The vapor quality is sometimes called the mass quality or flow quality, however,
it is by definition purely hydrodynamic. The use of mass quality is ambiguous,
since is may be confused with the static quality, which relates the mass fractions
as
xst = mG/(mG +mL) = mG/m
= ρGα/[ρGα+ ρL(1− α)] (A.3)
where m is the mass.
By comparing equation A.2 and A.3 the difference is seen in the hydrodynamic
and static nature of the vapor quality and static quality, respectively. Rewriting
equation A.2 in terms of void fraction shows that
α =
(
1 +
ρG
ρL
1− x
x
S
)
−1
(A.4)
where the slip ratio, S = UG/UL, has been introduced.
If one assumes that the flow is homogeneous, i.e both phases travel with the
same velocity, then S = 1 and x = xst. This can be used as a closure relation
for void fraction, i.e. the homogeneous void fraction, as given by
αH =
(
1 +
ρG
ρL
1− x
x
)
−1
(A.5)
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Using the void fraction the two-phase mixture density (in situ or bulk density)
is defined
ρ¯ = ρGα+ ρL(1 − α) (A.6)
It can be shown by substituting equation A.5 into A.6 that the homogeneous
density becomes
ρH =
(
x
ρG
+
1− x
ρL
)
−1
(A.7)
By using the energy conservation principle through a cross-sectional area, the
vapor quality can be related to the specific mixed cup enthalpy
m˙h = m˙GhG + m˙LhL
⇒ h = xhG + (1 − x)hL
⇒ x = (h− hL)/(hG − hL) (A.8)
The mixed cup enthalpy is also purely hydrodynamic, i.e. carried with the flow.
Furthermore, a thermodynamic equilibrium quality (sometimes called thermo-
dynamic quality) can be defined as
xeq = (h− hf )/(hg − hf ) (A.9)
Only when thermodynamic equilibrium exist, i.e. the liquid and vapor phases
exist at saturated pressure, then the quality of equation A.2 and A.8 becomes
equal to the thermodynamic equilibrium quality, x = xeq .
The mass flux or sometimes called mass velocity is defined by
G = m˙/A = ρ¯U
= (m˙G + m˙L)/A
= ρGUGα+ ρLUL(1− α)
= GG +GL
= Gx+G(1 − x) (A.10)
From the identities in equation A.10 we have the following expressions for each
phasic velocity
UG =
Gx
ρGα
, UL =
G(1− x)
ρL(1 − α)
(A.11)
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ρGαA
δz
ρL(1−
α)Aδz
ΓAδz
[ρLUL(1 − α)A]z+δz
(ρGUGαA)z+δz
(ρGUGαA)z
[ρLUL(1− α)A]z
δz
Figure A.1: Mass transfer terms on a slice of pipe
A.2 Mass conservation
To derive the mass conservation equations one applies the mass continuity
principle for each phases to a slice of a pipe as depicted in figure A.1.
∂
∂t
[ρL(1− α)Aδz] +
(
ρLUL(1− α)A+ δz
∂
∂z
[ρLUL(1− α)A] + · · ·
)
− ρLUL(1− α)A + ΓAδz = 0 (A.12)
∂
∂t
(ρGαAδz) +
(
ρGUGαA+ δz
∂
∂z
(ρGUGαA) + · · ·
)
− ρGUGαA− ΓAδz = 0 (A.13)
where δz is the length of the pipe element in the z-direction, t is the time and Γ
is the interfacial mass transfer defined as rate of phase change per unit mixture
volume and positive for evaporation.
The first term in the equations is the rate of change of mass within the phase
control volume, the term in the round brackets is the outflow of mass (Tay-
lor series expansion around z) and the third term is the inflow of mass at z.
Dividing by δz and letting δz → 0 the equations become
∂
∂t
[ρL(1 − α)A] +
∂
∂z
[ρLUL(1− α)A] + ΓA = 0 (A.14)
∂
∂t
(ρGαA) +
∂
∂z
(ρGUGαA)− ΓA = 0 (A.15)
The mixture mass conservation equation is found by adding equation A.14
and A.15, where the interfacial mass transfer cancels out because of the mass
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conservation across the interphase
∂
∂t
{[ρL(1− α) + ρGα]A} +
∂
∂z
{[ρLUL(1 − α) + ρGUGα]A} = 0 (A.16)
which can be recast to the following form
∂
∂t
(ρ¯A) +
∂
∂z
(GA) = 0 (A.17)
where the mixture density ρ¯ and the mass flux G from equation A.6 and A.10
are used.
A.3 Momentum equation
The momentum equations are derived in similar manner as the mass conser-
vation equations. Figure A.2 shows the momentum transfer terms for the two
phases and figure A.3 shows the forces acting on the two phases on a slice of
a pipe. UI represents the axial interfacial velocity and FI represents the in-
terfacial force per unit mixture volume (positive when UG > UL). This force
includes both interfacial friction and drag. The wall friction forces FwL and
FwG are also defined per unit mixture volume and θ is the inclination angle to
the horizontal plane.
To derive the momentum equation one applies Newton’s 2nd law to each phases
control volume in the flow direction.
∂
∂t
[ρLUL(1− α)Aδz] +
(
ρLU
2
L(1− α)A + δz
∂
∂z
[ρLU
2
L(1 − α)A] + · · ·
)
− ρLU
2
L(1− α)A + ΓAδzUI =[
p(1− α)A −
(
p(1− α)A+ δz
∂
∂z
[p(1− α)A] + · · ·
)
+ p
∂
∂z
[(1− α)A]δz
]
− FwLAδz − ρL(1− α)gAδz sin θ + FIAδz (A.18)
∂
∂t
(ρGUGαAδz) +
(
ρGU
2
GαA + δz
∂
∂z
(ρGU
2
GαA) + · · ·
)
− ρGU
2
GαA− ΓAδzUI =[
pαA−
(
pαA+ δz
∂
∂z
(pαA) + · · ·
)
+ p
∂
∂z
(αA)δz
]
− FwGAδz − ρGαgAδz sin θ − FIAδz (A.19)
The first term in the equations is the rate of change of momentum, the second
term in the round brackets is the outflow of momentum, the third term is the
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[ρLU
2
L(1 − α)A]z+δz
δz
ρGUG
αAδz
θ
ΓAδzUI
UI
ρLUL
(1 − α
)Aδz
(ρGU
2
GαA)z
[ρLU
2
L(1− α)A]z
(ρGU
2
GαA)z+δz
Figure A.2: Momentum transfer terms on a slice of pipe
[p(1− α)A]z+δz
θ
FwLA
δz[p(1− α)A]z
ρGαgAδz
ρL(1− α)gAδz
FwGA
δz
(pαA)z
(pαA)z+δz
p
∂
∂z
(αA)δ
z
p ∂∂z [(1 − α)A]δz
FIAδz
Figure A.3: Forces acting on the liquid and gas phase on a slice of pipe
inflow of momentum and the fourth term is the generation of momentum at
the interphase due to mass transfer. On the right hand side the term in the
square brackets is the pressure forces, the second term is the wall friction force,
the third term is the gravitational force and the fourth term is the interfacial
friction force. Dividing by δz and letting δz → 0 the equations become
∂
∂t
[ρLUL(1− α)A] +
∂
∂z
[ρLU
2
L(1− α)A] + ΓAUI =
− (1 − α)A
∂p
∂z
− FwLA− ρL(1− α)gA sin θ + FIA (A.20)
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∂
∂t
(ρGUGαA) +
∂
∂z
(ρGU
2
GαA) − ΓAUI =
− αA
∂p
∂z
− FwGA− ρGαgA sin θ − FIA (A.21)
The mixture momentum equation is obtained by adding equation A.20 and
A.21, where conservation of momentum across the interphase requires that all
the interfacial terms cancels out.
∂
∂t
{[ρLUL(1 − α) + ρGUGα]A} +
∂
∂z
{[ρLU
2
L(1− α) + ρGU
2
Gα]A} =
−A
∂p
∂z
− (FwL + FwG)A− [ρL(1− α) + ρGα] gA sin θ (A.22)
The mixture momentum equation can be recast to the following form
∂
∂t
(GA) +
∂
∂z
(
G2
ρ′
A
)
= −A
∂p
∂z
− FwA− ρ¯gA sin θ (A.23)
where ρ¯ and G are used from equation A.6 and A.10 and ρ′ (sometimes called
the momentum density) is defined
ρ′ =
(
(1− x)2
ρL(1− α)
+
x2
ρGα
)−1
(A.24)
The pressure drop for two-phase flow in steady state is then the sum of the
accelerational, frictional and gravitational pressure drop, that is, the second,
the fourth and fifth term of equation A.23. If the flow is assumed to be homo-
geneous it can be shown that ρ′ = ρ.
A.4 Energy conservation
The energy conservation equations are derived in similar manner, although
it is assumed that no heat generation occurs within the control volume and
that heat diffusion/conduction is negligible in the convection dominated flow
of forced evaporation or condensation. In the derivation two energy variables
will be used for each phases, i.e. the total specific energy et and the specific
convected energy e, given by
et = u+
1
2
U2 + gz sin θ (A.25)
e = h+
1
2
U2 + gz sin θ (A.26)
where u is the specific internal energy and h is the specific enthalpy, related
by u = h− p/ρ. Figure A.4 shows the energy transfer and heat flow terms for
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the two-phases and figure A.5 shows the work done on each phase on a slice
of a pipe. q′′w represents the heat flux per unit surface area of the wall and
P represents the perimeter. Subscripts GI and LI represents gas and liquid
quantities at the interphase I, and subscripts wG and wL represents gas and
liquid quantities at the wall w.
To derive the energy conservation equations one applies the 1st law of thermo-
dynamics to each phase control volume
TI
q′′LIPI
δz TL
TG
θ
ρGetGαAδz
q′′wPwLδz
q′′GIPI
δz
q′′wPwGδz
(ρGUGetGαA)z+δz
[ρLULetL(1− α)A]z+δz
ρLetL(1 − α)Aδz
ΓAδzetG
I
ΓAδzetL
I
(ρGUGetGαA)z
[ρLULetL(1− α)A]z
Figure A.4: Energy transfer and heat flow terms on a slice of pipe
(UGαAp)z+δz
[UL(1− α)Ap]z+δz
(UGαAp)z
θ
[UL(1− α)Ap]z
ΓAδz
ρLI
p
δz
FIAδz
UI
p ∂∂t (αAδz)
ΓAδz
ρGI
p
p ∂∂t [(1 − α)Aδz]
Figure A.5: Work terms on a slice of pipe
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∂
∂t
[ρLetL(1− α)Aδz] +
(
ρLULetL(1− α)A + δz
∂
∂z
[ρLULetL(1− α)A] + · · ·
)
− ρLULetL(1 − α)A+ ΓAδzetLI − q
′′
wPwLδz − q
′′
LIPIδz
+
[(
UL(1− α)Ap+ δz
∂
∂z
[UL(1− α)Ap] + · · ·
)
− UL(1− α)Ap
]
+ p
∂
∂t
[(1 − α)Aδz) +
ΓAδz
ρLI
p− FIAδzUI = 0 (A.27)
∂
∂t
(ρGetGαAδz) +
(
ρGUGetGαA+ δz
∂
∂z
(ρGUGetGαA) + · · ·
)
− ρGUGetGαA− ΓAδzetGI − q
′′
wPwGδz + q
′′
GIPIδz
+
[(
UGαAp+ δz
∂
∂z
(UGαAp) + · · ·
)
− UGαAp
]
+ p
∂
∂t
(αAδz)−
ΓAδz
ρGI
p+ FIAδzUI = 0 (A.28)
The first term in the equations is the rate of change of energy, the term in the
round brackets is the outflow rate of energy, the third term is the inflow rate
of energy and the fourth term is the rate of energy from the interphase due to
mass transfer. The fifth term represents the heat flow across the wall and is
defined as positive when Tw > TG or Tw > TL. The sixth term is the heat flow
across the interphase and is defined as positive when TG > TL. The term in
the square brackets is the work done by pressure forces, whereas the remaining
terms represent work done by pressure and friction at the interphase.
The equations simplify to the following form using minor mathematical manip-
ulation, employing equation A.26, dividing by δz and letting δz → 0.
∂
∂t
[
ρL
(
eL −
p
ρL
)
(1 − α)A
]
+
∂
∂z
[ρLULeL(1− α)A] + ΓAeLI
− q′′wPwL − q
′′
LIPI − p
∂
∂t
(αA) − FIAUI = 0 (A.29)
∂
∂t
[
ρG
(
eG −
p
ρG
)
αA
]
+
∂
∂z
(ρGUGeGαA)− ΓAeGI
− q′′wPwG + q
′′
GIPI + p
∂
∂t
(αA) + FIAUI = 0 (A.30)
The mixture energy equation is obtained by adding equation A.29 and A.30,
where conservation of energy across the interphase requires that all the inter-
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facial terms cancel out.
∂
∂t
{[ρLeL(1− α) + ρGeGα− (1 − α)p− αp]A}
+
∂
∂z
{[ρLUL(1− α)eL + ρGUGαeG]A} = (PwL + PwG)q
′′
w (A.31)
Substituting from equation A.26 shows the kinetic and potential energy con-
tributions.
∂
∂t
{[
ρL(1− α)
(
hL +
UL
2
2
+ gz sin θ
)
+ ρGα
(
hG +
UG
2
2
+ gz sin θ
)
− p
]
A
}
+
∂
∂z
{[
ρLUL(1− α)
(
hL +
UL
2
2
)
+ ρGUGα
(
hG +
UG
2
2
)]
A
}
=
Pwq
′′
w − [ρLUL(1 − α) + ρGUGα]Ag sin θ (A.32)
which can be recast to the following form
∂
∂t
[(
ρ¯h¯+
G2
2ρ′
+ ρ¯gz sin θ − p
)
A
]
+
∂
∂z
[(
Gh+
G3
2ρ′′2
)
A
]
= Pq′′w−GAg sin θ
(A.33)
where ρ¯, G and ρ′ are given by equation A.6, A.10 and A.24 and ρ′′ is defined
ρ′′ =
[(
(1− x)3
[ρL(1− α)]2
+
x3
(ρGα)2
)−1]1/2
(A.34)
Two different definitions of the mixture enthalpy appears, h¯ is the specific in
situ mixture enthalpy or bulk enthalpy (based on a frozen flow field) and defined
by
h¯ = [ρLhL(1− α) + ρGhGα]/ρ¯ (A.35)
and h is the specific mixed cup enthalpy defined by equation A.8. It can be
shown that the static quality from equation A.3 can be used to calculate the
in situ mixture enthalpy as h¯ = (1− xst)hL + xsthG. Again the hydrodynamic
and static nature of h and h¯ are seen from their definitions. Furthermore, if
one assumes the flow to be homogeneous then h = h¯ and ρ′′ = ρ.
A.5 Comments and assumptions
An additional force (virtual mass force) occurs when the gas phase is dispersed
and even then only at high acceleration conditions like "choked flow". It occurs
when one of the phases accelerates with respect to the other phase. A detailed
discussion is given in Ghiaasiaan (2008). This force would have to be included
in the momentum equations and energy equations for this extreme case.
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The separated flow model has six equations and they can be chosen as either
the individual phasic equations or one of the phases equations plus the mix-
ture equations. If thermodynamic equilibrium conditions may be assumed then
only one energy equation is needed. The fact that we assume thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions, implies that the heat transfer taking place on the in-
terphase is infinitively fast. If we had non-equilibrium conditions one had to
deal with heat transfer coefficients on the interphase to each phase bulk.
By using the thermodynamic equilibrium assumption the subscripts L and G
turn into subscripts f and g, thus the liquid and vapor are at saturation.
The purpose of using two momentum equations would be to model accelera-
tional effects of evaporation or condensation. This involves determining the
interfacial surface area, interfacial velocity and interfacial force, which are all
flow regime dependant. The interfacial mass transfer are then given by solving
two mass transfer equations. More information are given in textbooks such as
Ghiaasiaan (2008).
For the purpose of this project we will use mixture equations only, that is only
three equations describing mixture quantities. This way we will not have to deal
with interfacial parameters. Slip between the phases may be realized through
proper use of the void fraction correlation, i.e. from equation A.4 the slip can
be calculated. We assume that thermodynamic equilibrium exists and that
accelerational effects due to individual phase velocity difference are negligible.
Furthermore, we assume that changes in kinetic and potential energies are
negligible. Then the mixture equations become.
A
∂ρ¯
∂t
+
∂m˙
∂z
= 0 (A.36)
∂m˙
∂t
+
∂
∂z
(
m˙2
ρ′A
)
= −A
∂p
∂z
− FwA− ρ¯gA sin θ (A.37)
A
∂
∂t
(
ρ¯h¯− p
)
+
∂
∂z
(m˙h) = Pq′′w (A.38)
where we have substituted the mass flux with mass flow rate divided by the
cross-sectional area.
The heat flux will be described by using the heat transfer coefficient, that is
q′′w = htc(Tw − Tr) (A.39)
where subscripts w and r denote wall and refrigerant, respectively, and htc
denote the heat transfer coefficient. The latter needs to be calculated by em-
pirical correlations from the literature (see appendix C). The wall friction force
defined per unit volume is in fact the frictional pressure gradient and defined
by
Fw = −
(
dp
dz
)
fric
=
τwP
A
(A.40)
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where τw is the wall shear stress and may be related to the Fanning friction
factor by
τw = fF
ρ¯U2
2
= fF
m˙2
2ρ¯A2
(A.41)
For pipe flow of constant cross-sectional area, the wall friction force becomes
Fw = fF
P
A
m˙2
2ρ¯A2
(A.42)
= fF
πd
pi
4 d
2
m˙2
2ρ¯A2
(A.43)
= fF 4
1
d
m˙2
2ρ¯A2
(A.44)
= fD
1
d
m˙2
2ρ¯A2
(A.45)
where the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor has been used. The Darcy-Weisbach
friction factor is four times larger than the Fanning friction factor. The Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor is also called the Moody friction factor, since it is
referred to inMoody diagrams. The friction factor or frictional pressure gradient
also needs to be calculated by an empirical correlation from the literature (see
appendix C).
Appendix B
Moving boundary formulation
The moving boundary model will be derived in this appendix for the
condenser. When one understands the methodology in the deriva-
tion, it should be easy to derive the formulation for an evaporator,
which is a bit different.
The moving boundary models averages the vapor, liquid and two-
phase region. Therefore, the conservation equations are only needed
for these 3 regions. However, sometimes under larger disturbances
the liquid in the condenser may be drained in to the evaporator,
thus the liquid region will disappear and only 2 regions will exist.
Therefore, it is needed to switch model equations. The switching
between the model equations essentially requires a modeling envi-
ronment capable of handling events.
In the following, when 3 regions exist the model is called the V-
TP-L model and when 2 regions exist the model is called the V-TP
model. The outlet enthalpy will be used to determine which model
to use, i.e. if two-phase is flowing out of the condenser (hout ≥ hf),
then the V-TP model is used.
B.1 V-TP-L model
All regions exist in this model as shown on figure B.1. The regions are denoted
by subscripts 1, 2 and 3, meaning the vapor, two-phase and liquid region,
respectively. Note that the bar operator (e.g. ρ¯2 and h¯2) means averaging in
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both cross-sectional area and length of the region in this appendix, whereas the
use of subscripts 1 to 3 (e.g. ρ2 and h2) means cross-sectional area averaged
only. These averaged quantities are all in situ quantities based on a frozen
field. In contrast, the quantities denoted by subscripts in, out, A and B (e.g.
hB) are mixed cup quantities and hydrodynamic (carried with the flow). More
information are given about the two-phase flow notation in appendix A.
h¯3
ρ¯2
h¯2
ρ¯3
m˙A
hA
m˙in
hin hB
m˙B
hout
m˙out
LA LB0 L
ρ¯1
h¯1
Figure B.1: Moving boundary model structure (condenser)
B.1.1 Two-phase region
Integration of the mass conservation equation (A.36) across the two-phase re-
gion yields
A
∫ LB
LA
∂ρ2
∂t
dz = m˙A − m˙B (B.1)
where ρ2 is the mixture density defined by equation A.6. Application of the
Leibnitz’s rule gives
A
d
dt
∫ LB
LA
ρ2dz +Aρg
dLA
dt
−Aρf
dLB
dt
= m˙A − m˙B (B.2)
where the first term can be integrated as
A
d
dt
∫ LB
LA
ρ2dz = A
d
dt
(ρ¯2LB − ρ¯2LA)
= A
[
ρ¯2
(
dLB
dt
−
dLA
dt
)
+ (LB − LA)
dρ¯2
dt
]
(B.3)
where ρ¯2 =
1
LB−LA
∫ LB
LA
ρ2dz is the mean mixture density in the two-phase
region. Substituting equation B.3 in B.2 the mass conservation finally results
in
A(LB − LA)
dρ¯2
dt
+A(ρg − ρ¯2)
dLA
dt
+A(ρ¯2 − ρf )
dLB
dt
= m˙A − m˙B (B.4)
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Integration of the energy conservation equation (A.38) across the two-phase
region yields
A
∫ LB
LA
∂ρ2h2
∂t
dz −A(LB − LA)
dp
dt
= (m˙h)A − (m˙h)B + Q˙tp (B.5)
where Q˙tp is the heat transfer in the two-phase region, hA and hB is the mixed
cup enthalpy defined by equation A.8 and h2 is the in situ mixture enthalpy
defined by A.35. Application of the Leibnitz’s rule gives
A
d
dt
∫ LB
LA
ρ2h2dz +Aρghg
dLA
dt
−Aρfhf
dLB
dt
−A(LB − LA)
dp
dt
=
(m˙h)A − (m˙h)B + Q˙tp (B.6)
where the first term can be integrated as
A
d
dt
∫ LB
LA
ρ2h2dz = A
d
dt
(
ρ¯2h¯2LB − ρ¯2h¯2LA
)
= A
[
ρ¯2h¯2
(
dLB
dt
−
dLA
dt
)
+ (LB − LA)
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
]
(B.7)
where h¯2 =
1
LB−LA
∫ LB
LA
h2dz is the mean in situ mixture enthalpy in the two-
phase region. Substituting equation B.7 in B.6 the energy conservation finally
results in
A(LB − LA)
(
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρghg − ρ¯2h¯2)
dLA
dt
+
A(ρ¯2h¯2 − ρfhf )
dLB
dt
= (m˙h)A − (m˙h)B + Q˙tp (B.8)
The mean mixture density and the mean in situ enthalpy can be calculated from
the mean void fraction in the two-phase region, similarly to the definitions from
equation A.6 and A.35.
ρ¯2 = ρgα¯+ ρf (1− α¯) (B.9)
ρ¯2h¯2 = ρghgα¯+ ρfhf (1 − α¯) (B.10)
where the mean void fraction in the two-phase region is computed by numerical
integration of a given void fraction correlation from the literature as
α¯ =
1
LB − LA
∫ LB
LA
αdz ≈
1
N
N∑
n=1
αn (B.11)
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where N = 10 should be reasonable accurate and is used here.
Transformation of the derivatives of ρ¯2 and h¯2 are carried out keeping in mind
that the properties at saturation and the mean void fraction in the two-phase
region are functions of pressure.
dρ¯2
dt
=
dρgα¯
dt
+
dρf (1− α¯)
dt
=
(
∂ρg
∂p
α¯+
∂ρf
∂p
(1− α¯) + (ρg − ρf )
∂α¯
∂p
)
dp
dt
(B.12)
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
=
dρghgα¯
dt
+
dρfhf (1− α¯)
dt
=
(
∂ρghg
∂p
α¯+
∂ρfhf
∂p
(1− α¯) + (ρghg − ρfhf )
∂α¯
∂p
)
dp
dt
(B.13)
where the partial derivatives with respect to pressure are calculated by numer-
ical finite difference as
∂ψ
∂p
=
ψ(p+∆p)− ψ(p)
∆p
(B.14)
where ψ denotes ρg, ρf , ρghg, ρfhf or α¯.
Finally, we need the mean heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase region,
which also is computed by numerical integration as
h¯tc =
1
LB − LA
∫ LB
LA
htcdz ≈
1
N
N∑
n=1
htc,n (B.15)
where N = 10 is used here.
B.1.2 Vapor region
Integration of the mass conservation equation (A.36) across the vapor region
yields
A
∫ LA
0
∂ρ1
∂t
dz = m˙in − m˙A (B.16)
Application of the Leibnitz’s rule gives
A
d
dt
∫ LA
0
ρ1dz −Aρg
dLA
dt
= m˙in − m˙A (B.17)
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where the first term can be integrated as
A
d
dt
∫ LA
0
ρ1dz = A
d
dt
(ρ¯1LA)
= A
(
ρ¯1
dLA
dt
+ LA
dρ¯1
dt
)
(B.18)
where ρ¯1 =
1
LA
∫ LA
0 ρ1dz is the mean density in the vapor region. Substituting
equation B.18 in B.17 the mass conservation finally results in
ALA
dρ¯1
dt
+A(ρ¯1 − ρg)
dLA
dt
= m˙in − m˙A (B.19)
Integration of the energy conservation equation (A.38) across the vapor region
yields
A
∫ LA
0
∂ρ1h1
∂t
dz −ALA
dp
dt
= (m˙h)in − (m˙h)A + Q˙g (B.20)
where Q˙g is the heat transfer in the vapor region. Application of the Leibnitz’s
rule gives
A
d
dt
∫ LA
0
ρ1h1dz −Aρghg
dLA
dt
−ALA
dp
dt
= (m˙h)in − (m˙h)A + Q˙g (B.21)
where the first term can be integrated as
A
d
dt
∫ LA
0
ρ1h1dz = A
d
dt
(
ρ¯1h¯1LA
)
= A
(
ρ¯1h¯1
dLA
dt
+ ρ¯1LA
dh¯1
dt
+ h¯1LA
dρ¯1
dt
)
(B.22)
where h¯1 =
1
LA
∫ LA
0
h1dz is the mean enthalpy in the vapor region. Substituting
equation B.22 in B.21 the energy conservation finally results in
ALA
(
ρ¯1
dh¯1
dt
+ h¯1
dρ¯1
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρ¯1h¯1 − ρghg)
dLA
dt
= (m˙h)in − (m˙h)A + Q˙g
(B.23)
The mean enthalpy is simply calculated by taking the average of hg and hin.
The mean density is calculated from the mean enthalpy and pressure. The
transformation of the derivatives of ρ¯1 and h¯1 are then.
dh¯1
dt
=
d
dt
(
hg + hin
2
)
=
1
2
∂hg
∂p
dp
dt
+
1
2
dhin
dt
(B.24)
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dρ¯1
dt
=
∂ρ¯1
∂p
∣∣∣∣
h¯1
dp
dt
+
∂ρ¯1
∂h¯1
∣∣∣∣
p
dh¯1
dt
(B.25)
where the partial derivatives with respect to pressure are calculated according
to equation B.14, whereas the partial derivatives with respect to pressure at
constant enthalpy and vice versa are calculated by
∂ψ
∂p
∣∣∣∣
h
=
ψ(p+∆p, h)− ψ(p, h)
∆p
(B.26)
∂ψ
∂h
∣∣∣∣
p
=
ψ(p, h+∆h)− ψ(p, h)
∆h
(B.27)
where ψ denotes ρ¯1.
Finally, we need the mean heat transfer coefficient in the vapor region, which
is calculated from the thermodynamic mean state (mean enthalpy, pressure)
and mean mass flow rate according to single-phase flow correlations.
B.1.3 Liquid region
It is trivial to show the derivation of the average conservation equations for the
liquid region, which is exactly the same as for the vapor region. However, the
final equations are summarized as
A(L − LB)
dρ¯3
dt
+A(ρf − ρ¯3)
dLB
dt
= m˙B − m˙out (B.28)
A(L− LB)
(
ρ¯3
dh¯3
dt
+ h¯3
dρ¯3
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρfhf − ρ¯3h¯3)
dLB
dt
=
(m˙h)B − (m˙h)out + Q˙f (B.29)
where Q˙f is the heat transfer in the liquid region. Similar transforms for the
derivatives of ρ¯3 and h¯3 are used as for the vapor region, and similar heat
transfer coefficient calculation.
B.2 V-TP model
In this model the liquid region does not exist, thus LB = L and m˙B = m˙out.
The equations for the vapor region remains the same as in the V-TP-L model,
however, the two-phase region must be derived from the governing equations
again a little bit differently. The main difference is that the void fraction
becomes a function of outlet enthalpy also, and in turn affects the mean density
and mean enthalpy in the two-phase region.
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Integration of the mass conservation equation (A.36) across the two-phase re-
gion yields
A
∫ L
LA
∂ρ2
∂t
dz = m˙A − m˙out (B.30)
Application of the Leibnitz’s rule gives
A
d
dt
∫ L
LA
ρ2dz +Aρg
dLA
dt
= m˙A − m˙out (B.31)
where the first term can be integrated as
A
d
dt
∫ L
LA
ρ2dz = A
d
dt
(ρ¯2L− ρ¯2LA)
= A
[
−ρ¯2
dLA
dt
+ (L− LA)
dρ¯2
dt
]
(B.32)
where ρ¯2 =
1
L−LA
∫ L
LA
ρ2dz is the mean mixture density in the two-phase region.
Substituting equation B.32 in B.31 the mass conservation finally results in
A(L − LA)
dρ¯2
dt
+A(ρg − ρ¯2)
dLA
dt
= m˙A − m˙out (B.33)
Integration of the energy conservation equation (A.38) across the two-phase
region yields
A
∫ L
LA
∂ρ2h2
∂t
dz −A(L− LA)
dp
dt
= (m˙h)A − (m˙h)out + Q˙tp (B.34)
Application of the Leibnitz’s rule gives
A
d
dt
∫ L
LA
ρ2h2dz+Aρghg
dLA
dt
−A(L−LA)
dp
dt
= (m˙h)A−(m˙h)out+Q˙tp (B.35)
where the first term can be integrated as
A
d
dt
∫ L
LA
ρ2h2dz = A
d
dt
(
ρ¯2h¯2L− ρ¯2h¯2LA
)
= A
[
−ρ¯2h¯2
dLA
dt
+ (L− LA)
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
]
(B.36)
where h¯2 =
1
L−LA
∫ L
LA
h2dz is the mean in situ enthalpy in the two-phase region.
Substituting equation B.36 in B.35 the energy conservation finally results in
A(L − LA)
(
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
−
dp
dt
)
+A(ρghg − ρ¯2h¯2)
dLA
dt
= (m˙h)A − (m˙h)out + Q˙tp
(B.37)
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The mean mixture density and the mean in situ enthalpy in the two-phase
region can be calculated from the mean void fraction in the two-phase region,
similarly to equation B.9 and B.10, however, the void fraction is computed
from LA to L as
α¯ =
1
L− LA
∫ L
LA
αdz ≈
1
N
N∑
n=1
αn (B.38)
where N = 10 is used.
Transformation of the derivatives of ρ¯2 and h¯2 are also a bit different, since
they are now dependent on the outlet enthalpy and not only on the pressure.
dρ¯2
dt
=
dρgα¯
dt
+
dρf (1− α¯)
dt
=
∂ρg
∂t
α¯+
∂ρf
∂t
(1 − α¯) + (ρg − ρf )
∂α¯
∂t
=
(
∂ρg
∂p
α¯+
∂ρf
∂p
(1− α¯)
)
dp
dt
+(ρg − ρf )
(
∂α¯
∂p
∣∣∣∣
hout
dp
dt
+
∂α¯
∂hout
∣∣∣∣
p
dhout
dt
)
(B.39)
dρ¯2h¯2
dt
=
dρghgα¯
dt
+
dρfhf (1− α¯)
dt
=
∂ρghg
∂t
α¯+
∂ρfhf
∂t
(1− α¯) + (ρghg − ρfhf )
∂α¯
∂t
=
(
∂ρghg
∂p
α¯+
∂ρfhf
∂p
(1− α¯)
)
dp
dt
+(ρghg − ρfhf )
(
∂α¯
∂p
∣∣∣∣
hout
dp
dt
+
∂α¯
∂hout
∣∣∣∣
p
dhout
dt
)
(B.40)
Using the outlet vapor quality by xout =
hout−hf
hg−hf
, the partial derivative of the
mean void fraction can be expressed as
∂α¯
∂hout
=
1
hg − hf
∂α¯
∂xout
(B.41)
where the partial derivatives are calculated by numerical finite difference similar
to equation B.14, B.26 and B.27.
The mean heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase region is again computed
by numerical integration as
h¯tc =
1
L− LA
∫ L
LA
htcdz ≈
1
N
N∑
n=1
htc,n (B.42)
Appendix C
Correlations
This chapter describes the different correlations that are used from
the literature. The correlated variables are:
• Refrigerant heat transfer coefficients
• Refrigerant frictional pressure gradient, or friction factor (Fan-
ning/Darcy Weisbach)
• Refrigerant void fraction
• Air heat transfer coefficient (louvered fin-and-tube)
• Air fin efficiency (louvered fin-and-tube)
The refrigerant can be either two-phase (condensing or evaporating)
or single-phase. The transition between the phases results in switch-
ing of correlations. In order to ensure a smooth transition, without
any discontinuities, smooth functions are applied, see section C.3.
The air heat transfer correlation involves both determining the heat
transfer coefficient and fin efficiency. The correlation applies only
to fin-and-tube heat-exchangers with louvered fins.
Note that we have dropped the subscripts of the heat transfer co-
efficient in this appendix htc ∼ h for simplicity and should not be
confused with enthalpy.
C.1 Refrigerant correlations
The refrigerant heat transfer coefficient is defined by equation A.39. The fric-
tional pressure gradient is defined by equation A.40, however, sometimes the
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friction factor or coefficient (e.g. equation A.41 or A.45) is used. The void
fraction is defined by equation A.1.
C.1.1 Flow boiling heat transfer
Shah 1982
The method of Shah (1982) involves determining the nucleate boiling heat
transfer coefficient hNcB and the convective boiling heat transfer coefficient hc,
and essentially take the larger value of the two as the two-phase heat transfer
coefficient. The method is as follows.
For horizontal flow calculate the dimensionless parameter N by
N = Co Frfo > 0.04 (C.1)
N = 0.38Frfo
−0.3Co Frfo ≤ 0.04 (C.2)
If the flow is vertical, use equation C.1 for all values of the liquid only Froude
number Frfo (assuming all mass flows as liquid). The liquid only Froude number
and the dimensionless parameter Co is given by
Frfo =
G2
ρ2fgd
(C.3)
Co =
(
1− x
x
)0.8(
ρg
ρf
)0.5
. (C.4)
If N > 1, calculate hNcB from
hNcB = hf230Bo
0.5 Bo > 0.0003 (C.5)
hNcB = hf (1 + 46Bo
0.5) Bo ≤ 0.0003 (C.6)
else if 1 > N ≥ 0.1, calculate hNcB from
hNcB = hfFBo
0.5 exp (2.74N−0.1) (C.7)
else if N < 0.1, calculate hNcB from
hNcB = hfFBo
0.5 exp (2.47N−0.15) (C.8)
where hf is the superficial liquid heat transfer coefficient calculated by the
Dittus Boelter (single-phase) correlation as
Nuf = 0.023Re
0.8
f Pr
0.4
f (C.9)
hf = Nuf
kf
d
(C.10)
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Ref =
G(1 − x)d
µf
(C.11)
Prf =
µfcp,f
kf
(C.12)
where the superficial liquid Nusselts, superficial liquid Reynolds and liquid
Prandtl numbers have been used. Superficial liquid numbers come from the use
of the superficial liquid velocity jf in the Reynolds number, which is defined
by
jf =
V˙f
A
=
m˙f
Aρf
=
G(1 − x)
ρf
(C.13)
The boiling number Bo is defined as
Bo =
q′′
G(hg − hf )
(C.14)
and the constant F is determined as follows
F = 14.7 Bo > 0.0011 (C.15)
F = 15.43 Bo ≤ 0.0011 (C.16)
Calculate hc from
hc = hf
1.8
N0.8
(C.17)
and chose the larger value of hNcB or hc to finally find the two-phase heat
transfer coefficient.
Gunger and Winterton 1986
Gunger and Winterton (1986) used a linear model between the convective boil-
ing and nucleate boiling contributions as
h = Ehf + ShNcB (C.18)
where the superficial liquid heat transfer coefficient hf is calculated by the
Dittus Boelter (single-phase) correlation from equation C.9, employing Nuf ,
Ref and Prf from equation C.10, C.11 and C.12. The convective enhancement
factor E is given by
E = 1 + 24000Bo1.16 + 1.37(1/Xtt)
0.86 (C.19)
where Bo is defined by equation C.14 and Xtt is the Martinelli parameter
defined by
Xtt =
(
1− x
x
)0.9(
ρg
ρf
)0.5(
µf
µg
)0.1
(C.20)
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The boiling suppression factor S is given by
S = [1 + (0.000 001 15)E2Re1.17f ]
−1 (C.21)
and the nucleate boiling coefficient is given by the Cooper correlation as
hNcB = 55p
0.12
r (−0.4343 lnpr)
−0.55M−0.5q′′0.67 (C.22)
where M is the molecular weight, q′′ the heat flux and pr = p/pc the reduced
pressure, where pc is the critical pressure.
If the flow is horizontal and the liquid only Froude number (equation C.3) is
below 0.05, then E and S must be multiplied with E2 and S2, given by
E2 = Fr
(0.1−2Frfo)
fo S2 = Fr
0.5
fo (C.23)
Gunger and Winterton 1987
Gunger and Winterton (1987) later proposed a simpler correlation that only
takes into account the convective boiling as
h = Ehf (C.24)
where the convective enhancement factor E is computed by
E = 1 + 3000Bo0.86 + 1.12
(
x
1− x
)0.75(
ρf
ρg
)0.41
(C.25)
Again E must be corrected for horizontal flow depending on the liquid only
Froude number. Studies by Thome (1996) recommends the newer as the better
for refrigerant R134a.
Wojtan et al. 2005
The correlation of Wojtan et al. (2005b) is a phenomenological approach (flow
regime dependent) involving determination of the flow regime. The flow map
used for this is specified in Wojtan et al. (2005a). The flow map and correla-
tion are both comprehensive works, involving several equations and if-clauses.
It would be superfluous to state them all here, thus it has not been chosen.
However, the flow map and correlated heat transfer coefficient is shown for a
number of conditions on figure C.1. The correlation and flow map are indeed
good studies for students, who wish to learn more of boiling heat transfer and
two-phase flow phenomena.
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Figure C.1: Heat transfer coefficient (right) vs. vapor quality, (Wojtan
et al., 2005b); Mass flux 150 (a), 300 (b) and 500 (c); R410A, Tsat=10
◦C,
q′′=15kWm−2, d=7.6mm.
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C.1.2 Condensation heat transfer
Shah 1979
Shah (1979) also proposed a condensation heat transfer correlation. The cor-
relation is somewhat simple and formulated as follows
h = hfo
(
(1− x)0.8 +
3.8x0.76(1 − x)0.04
p0.38r
)
(C.26)
where pr is the reduced pressure p/pc and the liquid only heat transfer coeffi-
cient hfo is calculated by the Dittus Boelter (single-phase) correlation as done
by equation C.9, however, using the liquid only Reynolds number Refo (assum-
ing all mass flows as liquid) instead of the superficial liquid Reynolds number
Ref . The liquid only Reynolds number is defined by
Refo =
Gd
µf
(C.27)
It means that the computed Nusselts number is the liquid only Nusselts number
Nufo.
C.1.3 Two-phase frictional pressure drop
The traditional two-phase frictional pressure drop correlations is applied in the
literature to both evaporation and condensation. From a fluid dynamic point of
view the differences in boiling (evaporation or condensation), i.e. the nucleate
boiling on the wall in the liquid film for evaporation, is not really influencing
the pressure drop.
Müller-Steinhagen and Heck 1986
Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986) proposed a correlation that essentially is
an empirical interpolation between the liquid and vapor frictional pressure gra-
dients. The correlation is as follows.
(
dp
dz
)
fric
= D(1− x)1/C +BxC (C.28)
where
D = A+ 2(B −A)x (C.29)
and the constant C = 3. A and B are the frictional pressure gradients of liquid
only and vapor only respectively as
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A =
(
dp
dz
)
fo
= fD
1
d
G2
2ρf
(C.30)
B =
(
dp
dz
)
go
= fD
1
d
G2
2ρg
(C.31)
(C.32)
where fD = 4fF and calculated from C.49 or C.50. Müller-Steinhagen and
Heck (1986) used a transition between laminar and turbulent flow at Re = 1187,
which is somewhat lower than expected (normally Re = 2300).
Grönnerud 1979
Grönnerud (1979) used the concept of the two-phase multiplier φ to the liquid
only pressure drop as (
dp
dz
)
fric
= φ
(
dp
dz
)
fo
(C.33)
where
φ = 1 +
(
dp
dz
)
Fr


(
ρf
ρg
)
(
µf
µg
)0.25 − 1

 (C.34)
where another frictional pressure gradient depending on the liquid only Froude
number (from equation C.3) is introduced(
dp
dz
)
Fr
= fFr
[
x+ 4
(
x1.8 − x10f0.5Fr
)]
(C.35)
where the friction factor fFr is computed by
fFr = 1 Frfo ≥ 1 (C.36)
fFr = Fr
0.3
fo + 0.0055
(
ln
1
Frfo
)2
Frfo < 1 (C.37)
Quebén and Thome 2007
The correlation of Quibén and Thome (2007) is a phenomenological approach
(flow regime dependent) involving determination of the flow regime similar
to Wojtan et al. (2005b). The flow map used is also the same as Wojtan
et al. (2005a). The flow map and correlation are both comprehensive works, as
mentioned in section C.1.1, thus the equations are not shown here. However,
a number of correlated frictional pressure gradients are depicted on figure C.2.
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Figure C.2: Frictional pressure gradient (right) vs. vapor quality, (Quibén and
Thome, 2007); Mass flux 150 (a), 300 (b) and 500 (c); R410A, Tsat=10
◦C,
q′′=15kWm−2, d=7.6mm.
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C.1.4 Void fraction
Most traditional void fraction models are in fact in the form of the slip ratio,
where equation A.4 can be used to compute the void fraction as function of
vapor quality. Other methods use empirical relations between the void fraction
and the vapor quality. The simple void fraction models are only functions of
the thermodynamic state, however, more sophisticated void fraction models
take into account the mass flow, surface tension and gravity. The simplest void
fraction model is the homogeneous void fraction model from equation A.5,
assuming that the slip ratio equals one.
Zivi model 1964
Zivi (1964) proposed the following simple correlation for the slip ratio as
S =
(
ρg
ρf
)
−1/3
(C.38)
Substituting into equation A.1 results in
α =
[
1 +
(
1− x
x
)(
ρg
ρf
)2/3]−1
(C.39)
Smith model 1969
Smith (1969) proposed another slip ratio as
S = K + (1−K)
[
1
ρg/ρf
+K
(
1−x
x
)
1 +K
(
1−x
x
)
]1/2
(C.40)
where the parameter K = 0.4.
Premoli model 1971
Premoli et al. (1971) proposed a more sophisticated method involving the We-
ber number and Reynolds number. The slip ratio is calculated by
S = 1 + F1
[
y
1 + yF2
− yF2
]1/2
(C.41)
where
F1 = 1.578Re
−0.19
fo
(
ρf
ρg
)0.22
(C.42)
F2 = 0.0273WefoRe
−0.51
fo
(
ρf
ρg
)
−0.08
(C.43)
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y =
xρf
(1− x)ρg
(C.44)
Note that the liquid only Reynolds number from equation C.27 and liquid only
Weber number are used. The latter defined by
Wefo =
G2d
σρf
(C.45)
where σ is the surface tension of the liquid and vapor interphase.
Steiners version of Rouhani-Axelsson drift flux model 1993
Steiner (1993) modified the Rouhani-Axelsson drift flux model as
α =
x
ρg
[
[1 + 0.12(1− x)]
(
x
ρg
+
1− x
ρf
)
+
1.18(1− x)[gσ(ρf − ρg)]
0.25
Gρ0.5f
]
−1
(C.46)
where g is the gravitational acceleration. The correlation is also more sophis-
ticated taking into account mass flux, surface tension and gravity effects.
C.1.5 Single-phase correlations
Subcooled boiling can occur in the evaporator in the liquid region if the tem-
perature of the wall is higher than the saturation temperature. Likewise if the
temperature of the wall is lower than saturation, superheated condensation can
occur in the condenser in the vapor region. These effects are non-equilibrium
effects, in turn, the heat transfer coefficient is increased significantly by e.g.
subcooled nucleate boiling near the wall as bubbles rise from the wall and col-
lapse in the main stream. For dry-expansion systems (as considered in this
thesis) subcooled boiling does not occur, however, it must be kept in mind
for other applications. Superheated condensation does in fact occur, however,
only very near to the two-phase area, thus these non-equilibrium effects are not
addressed and simple general correlations for single-phase flow is used to both
heat transfer and pressure drop.
Heat transfer
For turbulent flow and down to Re > 3000, the Gnielinski (1976) correlation is
used as
Nu =
(fD/8)(Re− 1000)Pr
1 + 12.7(fD/8)0.5(Pr
2/3 − 1)
(C.47)
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where the Nusselts number is Nu = hdk and the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
is computed by
fD = (0.7904 ln(Re)− 1.64)
−2
(C.48)
For Laminar flow (Re < 2300), Nu = 3.66 assuming constant wall temperature.
A simple linear transition has been used between the laminar and turbulent
heat transfer coefficient.
Frictional pressure drop
Instead of using the friction factor computed by equation C.48, we chose to use
the Blasius (2002) correlation for turbulent flow as
fF = 0.0791Re
−1/4 (C.49)
where the Fanning friction factor is used. For laminar flow Re < 2300 the
friction is computed by
fF =
16
Re
(C.50)
C.1.6 Frictional pressure drop in U-bends
Two-phase U-bend correlations
Geary (1975) correlated the two-phase frictional pressure drop in U-bends by
using the superficial vapor pressure drop as
∆pfric = f
L
d
G2x2
2ρg
(C.51)
where L = πR is the length of the bend, R the radius of the bend and d the
diameter of the pipe. The non-dimensional friction factor f is computed by
f =
aRe0.5g
exp
(
0.215 2Rd
)
x1.25
(C.52)
where the superficial vapor Reynolds number is used as
Reg =
Gxd
µg
(C.53)
and where the constant a in equation C.52 is 8.03 · 10−4. The constant is
different from the original paper, because the paper uses British units.
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Single-phase U-bend correlations
Ito (1960) used the bend loss factor k to compute the single-phase frictional
pressure drop as
∆pfric = k
G2
2ρ
(C.54)
where the bend loss factor is computed by
k = 0.00241αθRe−0.17
(
2R
d
)0.84
(C.55)
and where θ is the bend angle (180 deg.) and α is computed by
α = 1 + 116
(
2R
d
)
−4.52
(C.56)
Equation C.55 works for small bend diameter compared to the tube diameter,
i.e. Re
(
d
2R
)
> 91 and the Reynolds number must be 2 · 104 < Re < 4 · 105.
C.2 Fin-and-tube air-side heat transfer
The air heat transfer coefficient and fin efficiency correlations apply to specific
evaporator types and fin types of interest. In this study the evaporator type
is fin-and-tube and the fin type is louvred. Wang et al. (1999) proposed the
following correlation (both heat transfer coefficient and overall fin-efficiency),
where the geometry and geometric symbols to be used are depicted on figure
C.3, C.4 and C.5. For a staggered tube arrangement (figure C.3) the transverse
tube length, Lt = NtPt +
Pt
2 . If the tubes are aligned as in-line arrangement,
i.e. the tubes are as the word implies on the same line (longitudinally), then
Lt = NtPt.
C.2.1 Heat transfer coefficient
For ReDc < 1000
j = 14.3117ReJ1Dc
(
Fp
Dc
)J2 (
Lh
Lp
)J3 (
Fp
Pl
)J4(
Pl
Pt
)
−1.724
(C.57)
where j is the dimensionless Colburn j-factor defined by
j =
Nu
ReDcPr
1/3
= StPr2/3 (C.58)
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and ReDc is the Reynolds number based on collar diameter Dc and maximum
velocity Umax, Nu is the Nusselt number, Pr the Prandtl number, St is the
Stanton number defined by
St =
h
ρUmaxcp
=
Nu
ReDcPr
(C.59)
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Figure C.3: Staggered fin and tube coil geometry; Pt = Transverse tube pitch,
Pl = Longitudinal tube pitch, Nt = Transverse number of tube rows, Nl =
Longitudinal number of tube, Lt = Transverse length of coil, Ll = Longitudinal
length of coil, L = Length of tubes, Fp = Fin pitch, tf = Fin thickness.
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From which the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated, however, using the
Nusselts number gives the same result. The maximum velocity is calculated by
mass conservation using the frontal area Afr and the minimum free flow area
Amin through the coil as
UmaxAmin = UfrAfr (C.60)
The frontal area of a discrete heat exchanger cell is
Afr = Pt∆z (C.61)
and the minimum free flow area is then
Amin = Afr −Dc∆z − (Pt −Dc)
tf∆z
Fp
(C.62)
which is the gray area on figure C.5. The coefficients from equation C.57 are
computed as follows
J1 = −0.991− 0.1055
(
Pl
Pt
)3.1
ln
(
Lh
Lp
)
(C.63)
J2 = −0.7344 + 2.1059
(
N0.55l
ln (ReDc)− 3.2
)
(C.64)
J3 = 0.08485
(
Pl
Pt
)
−4.4
N−0.68l (C.65)
L
h
Lp
Figure C.4: Louvred fin type; Lh = Louver height, Lp = Louver pitch.
P
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d DcD
∆z = L
n
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Figure C.5: A discrete heat exchanger cell, Amin = gray area, d = Internal
diameter, D = Outer diameter, Dc = Collar diameter = D+2tf , n = Number
of cells.
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J4 = −0.1741 ln(Nl) (C.66)
For ReDc ≥ 1000
j = 1.1373ReDc
J5
(
Fp
Pl
)J6 (
Lh
Lp
)J7 (
Pl
Pt
)J8
Nl
0.3545 (C.67)
where
J5 = −0.6027+ 0.02593
(
Pl
Dh
)0.52
Nl
−0.5 ln
(
Lh
Lp
)
(C.68)
J6 = 0.4776 + 0.40774
(
N0.7l
ln (ReDc)− 4.4
)
(C.69)
J7 = −0.58655
(
Fp
Dh
)2.3(
Pl
Pt
)
−1.6
Nl
−0.65 (C.70)
J8 = 0.0814 (ln(ReDc)− 3) (C.71)
where Dh is the hydraulic diameter, defined by
Dh =
4A
P
=
4Amin
AT
L
(C.72)
Note that the cross sectional area here is the minimum free-flow area Amin, and
that the perimeter P is the total surface area AT including the area of fins Af ,
divided by the effective flow length L, i.e. the length of the heat exchanger,
thus the hydraulic diameter for a single discrete cell is the same as if the whole
heat exchanger were considered. The surface area of the fins for a discrete heat
exchanger cell is
Af = 2
(
PlPt −D
2
c
π
4
) ∆z
Fp
(C.73)
and the total surface area is then
AT = Af +Dcπ
(
∆z − tf
∆z
Fp
)
(C.74)
Smooth functions are applied to ensure a smooth transition in the heat transfer
coefficient at ReDc = 1000 (see section C.3).
C.2.2 Overall surface fin efficiency
When the heat transfer coefficient is calculated the fin efficiency ηf and over-
all surface fin efficiency ηo can be computed. The Schmidt approximation
(Schmidt, 1949) is used as
ηf =
tanh (mrφ)
mrφ
(C.75)
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where
m =
√
2h
kf tf
(C.76)
φ =
(
Req
r
− 1
)
[1 + 0.35 ln(Req/r)] (C.77)
where h is the heat transfer coefficient, kf is the thermal conductivity of the fin
and r is the radius including collar thickness. For staggered tube arrangement
Req
r
= 1.27
XM
r
(
XL
XM
− 0.3
)0.5
(C.78)
and for in-line tube arrangement (or one-row coil)
Req
r
= 1.28
XM
r
(
XL
XM
− 0.2
)0.5
(C.79)
where XM and XL are calculated according to figure C.6.
a
XL
X
M
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XL
X
M
Figure C.6: XM and XL for staggered (a) or in-line (b) tube arrangement
For both tube arrangements, XM is computed as
XM =
Pt
2
(C.80)
For staggered tube arrangement, XL is computed as
XL =
1
2
√(
Pt
2
)2
+
(
Pl
2
)2
(C.81)
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and for in-line tube arrangement, XL is computed as
XL =
Pl
2
(C.82)
The overall surface fin efficiency is finally calculated by
ηo = 1−
Af
AT
(1− ηf ) (C.83)
C.3 Smooth functions
Smooth transition functions are applied for all transitions between vapor, two-
phase and liquid correlations or relations such as the effectiveness-NTU. Every
time a modeler introduces events, one must ask if the event causes a disconti-
nuity or even worse a jump discontinuity. If it does one must apply transition
functions. It can be a simple linear transition to remove the jump or more
advanced higher order continuous transitions. Figure C.7 shows a first order
continuous transition from 0.95 ≤ x ≤ 1, meaning that the first derivative is
also continuous as depicted.
Similar smooth transitions are applied at the two-phase to liquid phase tran-
sition from 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05. If the first derivative is not continuous it may have
negative effects on the solving process, since the solver has to handle discontin-
uous first derivatives. The transition function used here is trigonometric and
implemented as follows from Richter (2008).
The switching between two functions f(x) and g(x) is done by
z(x) = f(x)T (x) + g(x)(1 − T (x)) (C.84)
where the transition function T (x) is
T (x) =


1 x ≤ xt −
∆x
2
t(x) xt −
∆x
2 < x < xt +
∆x
2
0 x ≥ xt +
∆x
2
(C.85)
where xt is the transition point and ∆x is the transition length. For T (x) to
have no jumps requires that
t
(
xt −
∆x
2
)
= 1 t
(
xt +
∆x
2
)
= 0 (C.86)
and for T (x) to be smooth requires that
dt(x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=xt−
∆x
2
= 0
dt(x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=xt+
∆x
2
= 0 (C.87)
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Figure C.7: A first order continuous smooth transition. (a) Smooth transition
in heat transfer coefficient from two-phase to vapor phase. (b) First and second
derivative of smooth transition (normalized by its maximum absolute value);
R410A, G=300kgm−2s−1, Tsat=10
◦C, q′′=15kWm−2, d=7.6mm.
and for dT (x)dx to be smooth requires that
d2t(x)
dx2
∣∣∣∣
x=xt−
∆x
2
= 0
d2t(x)
dx2
∣∣∣∣
x=xt+
∆x
2
= 0 (C.88)
The following general trigonometric function satisfies these restrictions.
dt(ϕ)
dϕ
= a cosn(ϕ) (C.89)
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where a is a scaling factor, n is a positive integer and ϕ the phase defined by
ϕ =
x− xt
∆x
π (C.90)
Integrating yields
t(ϕ) = a
(
cosn−1(ϕ) sin(ϕ)
n
+
n− 1
n
∫
cosn−2(ϕ)dϕ
)
+ b (C.91)
where a and b can be found employing equation C.86. The resulting function is
(n−1)th order continuous. The functions f(x) and g(x) must also be (n−1)th
order continuous for z(x) to be (n− 1)th order continuous.
In figure C.7 n was equal to 2, thus first order continuous, a = − 2pi , b =
1
2 ,
xt = 0.975 and ∆x = 0.05. Same approach is used for all function transitions
from two-phase to vapor phase and from two-phase to liquid phase where xt =
0.025.
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Appendix D
Sensitivity of pressure
fluctuations
The initial simulations of the discontinuous liquid injection prin-
ciple showed fluctuations in important variables such as superheat
and pressure. These fluctuations have a time period correspond-
ing to the cycle time of the liquid injection model divided by the
number of channels in the evaporator, when running in even flow
distribution mode. The fluctuations have not been observed as high
in any similar experiments carried out at Danfoss, where the sam-
pling frequency was high enough to capture these fluctuations. The
sampling frequency is often chosen to be 1 s−1 for refrigerant tem-
perature and pressure at Danfoss, which is too low for capturing the
injection dynamics seen in the numerical model. In the following
analysis, we test the sensitivity in the numerical model with regards
to these fluctuations.
D.1 Introduction
The object of the sensitivity analysis is to investigate the sensitivity of
• The amplitude of the fluctuations in pout, m˙out and Tout
• The time constant of a step response in pout, m˙out and Tout
The amplitude directly addresses the fluctuations, whereas the time constant is
a measure of the evaporator response. However, they are likely to be dependant
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and therefore good measures for the sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity anal-
ysis should provide better understanding of the dynamics and the fluctuations
in the model.
To avoid the use of filtering of these fluctuations when evaluating the time
constants, we chose to evaluate the time constants on a system with the con-
ventional electronic expansion valve and distributor without considering the
injection dynamics, i.e modeled by continuous distribution of individual chan-
nel mass flows predicted by each channel pressure drop.
Besides the evaluation of the two above mentioned variables, we also present
steady state sensitivity of the two simulated systems, that is, the sensitivity in
cooling capacity, UA-value and COP.
The sensitivity analysis is performed on a 8.8 kW air-conditioning system. The
model is exactly the same as introduced in section 6.4. The evaporator model
is including all the refrigerant channels, their refrigerant injection and circuit-
ing. The evaporator consists of two coils each with two channels and interlaced
circuitry. Each channel consists of 18 tubes and 17 U-bends. One control
volume per tube was chosen for numerical discretization, i.e. 18 tubes and 17
bends and equals 35 control volumes per channel and 140 in total. We as-
sume uniform distribution of airflow and refrigerant phases into the evaporator
(Fair = Fx = 1). The liquid injection model is setup to have the multi-orifice
design, even distribution and a cycle time of 6 seconds.
D.2 The method
The method involves a baseline simulation with baseline input parameters.
These parameters are then varied one at a time and a new simulation is per-
formed at each variation. The input parameters are divided in uncertainty
parameters and other parameters. The uncertainty parameters are actually
correction factors multiplied to the correlations applied in our model. The
correlations are the same as shown in table 5.1 including the use of a the con-
stant slip ratios. The factors are varied up and down according to the typical
uncertainty in these correlations, see table D.1. The other parameters are geo-
metric constraints and input conditions to the model. These are varied within
a specified realistic range as indicated in table D.2.
The simulations are performed as shown on figure D.1. We use the conven-
tional electronic expansion valve and distributor from 0 to 500 seconds with
continuous refrigerant flow to each channel. The liquid injection principle is
then modeled from 500 to 900 seconds.
We simulate from 0-200 seconds with control, from 200-500 seconds without
control and from 500-900 seconds with control. We do this to avoid the effects
of the control devices on the time constants. By control, we mean the control
of the superheat according to table D.2 and control of the subcooling to 2 K.
The superheat is controlled by the opening degree of the expansion valve and
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Table D.1: Uncertainty parameters
Input parameters min base max
Refrigerant friction
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
correction factor (fc)
Two-phase heat transfer
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
correction factor (htc 2p)
Vapor heat transfer
0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2
correction factor (htc vp)
Air heat transfer
0.85 0.925 1 1.075 1.15
correction factor (htc air)
Phase velocity
1* 2.04 2.72 3.4 4.08 4.76
slip-ratio (Slip)
* Homogeneous flow assumption (special case outside the uncertainty measure)
Table D.2: Other parameters
Input parameters min base max
Manifold/suction
2 3.5 5 6.5 8
pipe length [m] (Lman)
Superheat [K] (Tsh) 5 10 15
Outdoor temperature [◦C] (Tout) 27.8 31.4 35
Air velocity [m s−1] (Vair) 0.696 0.928 1.16 1.392 1.624
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Figure D.1: The method
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the subcooling is controlled by the charge in the system. The time constant
is defined as the time it takes for a given output variable to reach 63% of its
change, based on a step change in a given input variable (here the opening
degree with a 2% step change, see figure D.1). The amplitude of the liquid
injection fluctuations is recorded between 700 and 900 seconds and taken as
half of the maximum change.
We record the cooling capacity, UA-value and COP of the continuous EXV
system at time equals 195 seconds. Between 700-900 seconds we compute the
mean cooling capacity, UA-value and COP of the discontinuous liquid injection
system. Both systems are controlled to similar superheat and subcooling in
order to compare the sensitivity at similar conditions.
D.3 Sensitivity of steady state results
We visualize the sensitivity by spider diagrams throughout the following sec-
tions. We only include the relevant parameters from table D.1 and D.2 that
actually have an effect compared to the baseline result. Figure D.2 shows
the sensitivity in normalized cooling capacity, UA-value and COP for the two
analyzed systems.
Even though the two systems give small differences in the cooling capacity,
UA-value and COP, the normalized values become the same. The sensitiv-
ity in these performance measures of the two systems is thus the same. The
most dominant parameters are the outdoor temperature, the superheat and the
air-side velocity. As the outdoor temperature decrease or the air-side velocity
increase the performance increases (no attention to air-side pressure drop). As
the superheat increases the performance decreases. The less dominant param-
eters are the heat transfer coefficient and friction coefficient corrections.
The impact of the heat transfer coefficients are, however, higher in the UA-
value than in the cooling capacity and COP. This is because the UA-value is
decoupled from the temperature driving potential for heat transfer such that
the UA-value may change, but the evaporating pressure adjusts, which means
that the cooling capacity become more or less maintained, while having minor
effect on COP.
A change in the air-side velocity will result in a change in air-side heat transfer
coefficient, fin efficiency and heat exchanger effectiveness. Therefore, the air-
side velocity change shows higher impact compared to the change in the air-side
heat transfer coefficient.
The decrease in outdoor temperature does not have an impact on the UA-value,
however, it gives a larger enthalpy difference across the evaporator and thus a
higher cooling capacity. The COP increases even more, since the temperature
difference between evaporation and condensation also decrease.
The increased superheat has a degrading effect in all performance values. The
UA-value decrease because of the higher superheated region. In turn, the
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Figure D.2: Steady state sensitivity
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increased superheat results in lower density to the compressor, and thus lower
refrigerant mass flow and cooling capacity.
D.4 Sensitivity of the time constant
We evaluate the time constants based on both a step increase and step decrease
of 2% in opening degree. We chose this because there may be differences in the
two responses. The steps are performed at no control in the system and from
the same initial condition, i.e. superheat according to table D.2 and subcooling
set to 2 K.
Interestingly, we found that the response of the refrigerant going into the man-
ifold and out of the manifold was quite different. The thermal capacitance of
the manifold wall was the dominant mechanism for these differences. In par-
ticular, the heat transfer from the manifold wall to the refrigerant slowed the
temperature response after the manifold significantly, while having no effect on
the pressure response. Because of these differences we address the responses of
both the mixed refrigerant entering the manifold and the refrigerant exiting the
manifold in separate sections. First, we perform a small study on the response
of a manifold with and without an evaporator upstream and heat transfer from
the manifold wall.
D.4.1 Effect of manifold volume
We used the simpler moving boundary evaporator model in order to simplify the
simulations in this section. We used the same evaporator size and refrigerant
conditions entering the evaporator and entering the manifold according to the
baseline sensitivity simulation. By using the moving boundary model, the
circuitry was not modeled and it leads to a higher heat transfer, since all
channels sees the same inlet air temperature in the moving boundary model.
Therefore, we adjusted the air temperature such that the refrigerant conditions
matches the baseline sensitivity simulations.
Figure D.3 shows the normalized step responses in temperature, pressure and
mass flow of the refrigerant exiting the manifold based on a decrease in mass
inflow by 2%. The first column in the figure is showing simulations carried out
at a manifold length of 2m, whereas the second column are simulations carried
out at a manifold length of 5m. The first row are simulations of the manifold
only, the second row are simulations of the manifold coupled to the evaporator
and the third row are simulations of the manifold coupled to the evaporator but
including the thermal capacitance of the manifold wall. The moving boundary
model did not include the thermal capacitance of the evaporator wall and the
refrigerant heat transfer coefficient inside the insulated manifold was assumed
to be 700 W m−2K−1.
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Figure D.3: Normalized step responses on a decrease in mass inflow by 2%
The results from figure D.3 shows that the time constants of the manifold
considered alone are on the order of a magnitude faster than the time constants
of the combined system (manifold and evaporator). We may therefore expect
that the response of the manifold does not have a significant effect on the
combined system. This is also indicated on figure D.3 (row 2) as the manifold
length is increased, where no particular differences are seen on the response.
The individual mass in the evaporator and 2m manifold was 134g and 32g,
respectively. When increasing the length of the manifold to 5m the mass was
51g in the manifold. It means that the mass increases by 11.5% percent as
the manifold increases from 2m to 5m for the combined system. The mass is
therefore not increased significantly and therefore we see similar responses in
the combined system.
Interestingly, the temperature changes faster than the pressure when consider-
ing the manifold only. It is important to note the fact that the temperature
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and pressure are independent for the vapor, however, dependent for the two-
phase mixture. This dependency seems to be the mechanism for the similar
responses and time constants of the combined system (figure D.3, row 2) in
both temperature, pressure and mass flow.
If we include the thermal capacitance of the manifold wall and describe the heat
transfer from the manifold wall to the refrigerant by Newton’s law of cooling
(constant heat transfer coefficient), we get a significant effect on the response
(figure D.3, row 3). In fact, the slower dynamics of the manifold wall causes
a slower change of the refrigerant temperature. The pressure time constant is
the same, however, the response produces an overshoot. The mass flow time
constant increases and the response becomes a bit slower, because of the density
change associated with the slow temperature change.
Because the heat transfer in the manifold alters the temperature response, we
may also expect that the heat transfer in the evaporator plays an important role
for the dynamic response together with the refrigerant charge. The dependency
of pressure and temperature in the two-phase region causes the heat transfer
to affect the pressure response also.
These results are the reason why we address the responses of both the mixed
refrigerant entering the manifold and the refrigerant exiting the manifold in the
sensitivity analysis to follow. It also shows that the location of temperature
measurements etc. are important, when considering the refrigerant dynamics.
D.4.2 Response of the refrigerant exiting the manifold
Figure D.4 shows the normalized step responses in temperature, pressure and
mass flow of the refrigerant exiting the manifold.
From these figures it is difficult to see any differences in the response based on
an increase or decrease in opening degree. Furthermore, the responses are in
concord with figure D.3 (row 3, 5 m manifold).
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Figure D.4: Normalized step responses
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Figure D.5: Time constant sensitivity
The pressure response is the fastest and around 4-5 times faster than the tem-
perature response, which is the slowest. The mass flow response is around 1.5
times higher than the pressure response. Furthermore, the pressure and mass
flow rate produces an overshoot. There is a small delay in the temperature re-
sponse of 1.1 seconds. The delay in pressure corresponds to the speed of sound
of R410A, which for saturated vapor at 5◦C is 168.8 ms−1. It means that for
the 8 meter channel length, the delay in pressure is 47 ms when considering
the gas flow only.
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The sensitivity of the time constants are shown in figure D.5. Again, we only
include the relevant parameters from table D.1 and D.2 that actually have an
effect compared to the baseline time constant.
Again, it is difficult to see the differences in the time constants based on an
increase or decrease in opening degree. The trends are the same, however, the
temperature response shows the highest value change and becomes around 4
seconds less on an increase in opening degree.
The pressure response is mostly influenced by the slip ratio, which essentially
determines the mass of the two-phase region, i.e. main refrigerant charge in
the evaporator. If the slip ratio is 1 it implies homogeneous flow, a minimum
amount of refrigerant and the fastest response. The baseline slip ratio of 3.4
corresponds to the value of the Zivi (1964) slip ratio correlation. Essentially,
the refrigerant mass inside the evaporator effects the pressure response such
that more mass results in a slower response. This is also the case if the out-
door temperature is decreased, thereby decreasing the inlet vapor quality to
the evaporator and results in more in situ mass. In contrast, the increased
superheat shows a slower response. The most obvious effect would have been
a faster response, since the increased superheat results in a lower in situ mass
due to the increased vapor zone. However, it seems that there are other effects
that causes this response.
Interestingly, the manifold length (or volume) does not effect the pressure re-
sponse. This is due to the faster dynamics of the manifold volume as shown
in section D.4.1. However, the heat transfer from the manifold wall to the
refrigerant slows down the response of the refrigerant temperature. It also ex-
plains why the length of the manifold has an impact on the time constants of
the temperature and mass flow, since the thermal capacitance of the manifold
changes. Actually, the 5 meter length of the manifold equals 3.6 kg of copper.
When the temperature response is slower, so is the density and therefore also
the mass flow rate response.
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Figure D.6: Normalized step responses
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D.4.3 Response of the refrigerant entering the manifold
Figure D.6 shows the normalized step responses in temperature, pressure and
mass flow of the mixed refrigerant entering the manifold in the baseline simu-
lation.
The response becomes something in between the results in figure D.3 (column 2,
row 2-3). This is because the manifold outlet response will affect the manifold
inlet response. If we did not include the thermal capacitance of the manifold
wall, the response would have been close to figure D.3 (column 2, row 2). The
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Figure D.7: Time constant sensitivity
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slow temperature response as was shown for the refrigerant exiting the manifold
is not observed and becomes less than 2 times slower than the pressure response.
In contrast, the pressure response is exactly the same as when considering the
refrigerant exiting the manifold. Again, it is difficult to see any differences in
the response based on an increase or decrease in opening degree.
The sensitivity of the time constants are shown in figure D.7. Again, we only
include the relevant parameters from table D.1 and D.2 that actually have an
effect compared to the baseline time constant.
It seems that some parameters effects the response differently based on a de-
crease or increase in opening degree. These variables are the air velocity and
outdoor temperature, but the difference is small.
As expected, the manifold length is not as dominant in the temperature re-
sponse of the entering mixed refrigerant, in contrast to the refrigerant exiting
the manifold. Besides this, the trends are fairly the same as for the exiting
refrigerant, all though the temperature time constants are significantly faster.
D.5 Sensitivity of the amplitude
In this section, we only address the refrigerant exiting the manifold. We chose
to use both the maximum amplitude of the simulated liquid injection principle
fluctuations and the standard deviation to characterize the fluctuations, see
figure D.8. We did this because the maximum amplitude may include slower
fluctuations from the control of the system than what we are interested in. The
standard deviation gives a better estimate of the fluctuations, however, it does
not show how large the fluctuations are. Again, we only include the relevant
parameters from table D.1 and D.2 that actually have an effect compared to
the baseline fluctuations.
The results indicate that the considered parameters are not able to eliminate
the fluctuations within their specified limits. The liquid injection principle
is most likely to be responsible for these fluctuations in the model. This is
because the fluctuations have a frequency corresponding to the cycle time of
liquid injection model divided by the number of channels in the evaporator.
Since these fluctuations have not been observed as high in experiments so far,
the injection phenomenon is still to be fully understood. We believe that the
fluctuations in our mixture model may be a result of or combination of different
reasons:
• Use of steady state heat transfer, pressure drop and void fraction corre-
lations at large transients in mass flow.
• The assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium.
• The absence of the liquid-vapor interfacial friction and drag dynamics.
What actually reduce the fluctuations in the model, is an increase in slip ratio,
i.e. a higher refrigerant charge. However, it seems that there is a limit to
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Figure D.8: Sensitivity of maximum amplitude and standard deviation
the reduction by this factor considering the maximum amplitude, since it goes
towards a constant value as the slip ratio increases. In contrast, the standard
deviation seems to decrease linearly as the slip ratio increases. The reduction
in the fluctuations is however minor.
The two-phase heat transfer has the most significant effect together with the
outdoor temperature. The two-phase heat transfer coefficient may be the first
thing to study in order to eliminate the fluctuations. Indeed, the heat transfer
224 Sensitivity of pressure fluctuations
coefficient is believed to be altered drastically as the refrigerant are injected
into the individual channels. It seems that the steady state correlations are
insufficient to model the dynamic behavior with large transients in mass flow.
The decrease in outdoor temperature will eventually reduce the pressure dif-
ference across the liquid injection model, and result in a higher opening degree
to keep up the mass flow rate. Furthermore, the decrease in outdoor temper-
ature results in decreased inlet vapor quality and consequently more mass in
the evaporator. The manifold length also has an effect on the temperature
fluctuations as expected, but show an effect on the pressure also in contrast
to the conclusion of the time constant sensitivity. The effect of the manifold
length is however minor.
It is difficult to generalize these results, because they were made for a specific
evaporator with specified circuitry and with specific operating conditions. A
variation in the operating conditions seems to have some effect on the fluctua-
tions. For example, the increased superheat increases the pressure fluctuations,
however, it does not increase the outlet temperature fluctuations. On the other
hand, the air velocity seems to have an effect on the temperature fluctuations,
but no effect on the pressure fluctuations.
Interestingly, the increased two-phase frictional pressure drop minimizes the
fluctuations in all variables to some extend. The most obvious result would
have been the opposite. However, the momentum dynamics is much faster than
the energy and mass dynamics, thus we do not expect that the momentum may
be the primary cause of these fluctuations.
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D.6 Summary
From the investigation of the time constants, we found that the responses are
different for the refrigerant entering the manifold and the refrigerant exiting
the manifold. The thermal capacitance of the manifold pipe wall and the heat
transfer from the wall to the refrigerant in the manifold was the mechanism
for this difference. It produced a slower temperature response at the outlet of
the manifold rather than in the beginning, where the refrigerant streams are
mixed, while having no effect on the pressure response. The most important
parameter for the dynamic response is the slip ratio, i.e. the refrigerant charge
in the evaporator. The more mass the slower response.
This parameter was also important for the liquid injection fluctuations, how-
ever, the two-phase heat transfer correlation and the outdoor temperature
showed larger effect on the fluctuations. The decrease in outdoor tempera-
ture increases the opening degree and decreases the inlet vapor quality (more
mass), both having a dampening effect on the fluctuations. The effect of the
two-phase heat transfer correlation seems more difficult to explain and should
be further investigated.
We conclude the sensitivity analysis by stating that the numerical model can-
not in its present form eliminate the fluctuations caused by the liquid injection
principle. By choosing a void fraction (or slip flow) correlation that predicts
larger refrigerant charge, the fluctuations may be minimized, but not signifi-
cantly. Therefore, other phenomenons such as dynamic heat transfer, interfa-
cial dynamics and thermodynamic non-equilibrium effects seems to prevail in
this novel area of the injection dynamics. No heat transfer correlations exists
for dynamic two-phase flow known to the authors, and the steady state heat
transfer correlations seems to be insufficient.
Furthermore, there was not found any particular similarity between the dy-
namic evaporator response and the fluctuations.
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